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PREFACE

This report summarizes the scientific activities of the Institute for Cosmic Ray Research
(ICRR) of the University of Tokyo in the Japanese FY 2012.

ICRR is an inter-university research institute for studies of cosmic rays. The headquar-
ters of ICRR is located in Kashiwa, Chiba prefecture, Japan. In order to promote various
cosmic-ray-related studies efficiently, ICRR has three research divisions; Neutrino and As-
troparticle division, High Energy Cosmic Ray division, and Astrophysics and Gravity di-
vision. ICRR has 3 observatories in Japan; Kamioka Observatory (Kamioka underground,
Gifu prefecture), Norikura Observatory (2770 meters above sea level, Mt. Norikura, Gifu
prefecture), and Akeno Observatory (Yamanashi prefecture), together with 1 research cen-
ter; Research Center for Cosmic Neutrinos (Kashiwa, Chiba prefecture). In addition, there
are 2 major experimental facilities outside of Japan. They are located in Utah in USA, and
Yangbajing in Tibet, China.

More than 300 researchers from various Japanese institutions are involved in the research
programs of ICRR. It should be noted that most of the scientific outputs from this institute
are the results of the collaborative efforts by many scientists from various institutions. In
order to produce outstanding results, it is very important to carry out an experiment by an
international collaboration composed of top-level researchers all over the world. Hence,
most of the experimental collaborations that ICRR is involved are international ones. For
example, the number of collaborators in the Super-Kamiokande experiment is about 120;
about a half of them are from abroad (USA, Korea, China, Poland and Spain).

Many exciting scientific activities of ICRR are described in this report. One of the
highlights in FY 2012 is the results from the Telescope Array experiment, which studies the
highest-energy cosmic rays in detail. Another highlight is the the construction of the large-
scale cryogenic gravitational wave telescope (KAGRA), which intends to detect gravitational
waves for the first time and open a new field of ”gravitational wave astronomy”.
It is very important that the activities of ICRR are evaluated by top-level researchers in
the world in order to make the decisions on the proper direction of the research activities.
Therefore, the External Review Committee was formed in 2012. The review meeting was
held on January 16, 17, and 18, 2013 at ICRR. The reveiw report, which was released in May
2013, is copied in this annual report. In addition, ICRR Future Project Evaluation Committee
was formed in 2012. The Committee has been evaluating various possible future projects of
ICRR. It is expected that the report from this Committee will be published soon.
We hope that this report is useful for the understanding of the current research activities of
ICRR. Finally, we appreciate very much the strong support of our colleagues in this research
field, the University of Tokyo and the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Sci-
ence and Technology. They are indispensable for the continuing, and exciting scientific
outcome of ICRR.

Takaaki Kajita,
Director,
Institute for Cosmic Ray Research,
The University of Tokyo



The ICRR building at Kashiwa,
Chiba, Japan.

The inner detector of Super-
Kamiokande-III during the full
reconstruction. The purified water
is under filling.

XMASS detector using 835 kg of
liquid xenon. Radiations are
shielded and cosmic-ray muons can
be vetoed by a water-Cherenkov de-
tector outside.



The system of four imaging at-
mospheric Cherenkov telescopes
of 10m diameter of CANGAROO
project for detection of very high
energy gamma-rays The whole sys-
tem is in operation since March
2004 in Woomera, South Australia.

Tibet-III air shower array (37000
m2) at Yangbajing, Tibet (4300 m
in altitude).

Air fluorescence telescopes (left)
and a scintillator surface detector
(right) of the Telescope Array ex-
periment in Utah, USA to explore
the origin of extremely high energy
cosmic rays.



Cryogenic mirror sysytem for KA-
GRA with a cryostat and a cry-
ocooler.

A public lecture held by Research
Center for Cosmic Neutrinos.



Organization

Number of Staff Members (As of May 1, 2012)

Scientific Technical Research Administrators Total
Staff Staff Fellows and

Secretaries
Neutrino and Astroparticle Div. 24 4 3 17 48
High Energy Cosmic Ray Div. 16 11 6 3 36
Astrophysics and Gravity Div. 13 3 5 3 24
Administration 1 0 0 12 13
Total 54 18 14 35 121

FY 2006–2012 Budget

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Personnel
expenses 566 000 624 000 632 000 590 000 576 000 653 000 658 000

Non-
personnel 812 000 1 253 000 1 121 000 1 292 000 1 048 000 1 400 000 1 172 000
expenses

Total 1 378 000 1 877 000 1 753 000 1 882 000 1 624 000 2 053 000 1 830 000

(in 1 000 yen)
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RESEARCH DIVISIONS

Neutrino and Astroparticle Division

Overview
Super-Kamiokande
T2K Experiment
XMASS Experiment
Hyper-Kamiokande R&D

High Energy Cosmic Ray Division

Overview
Cherenkov Cosmic Gamma-Ray Group
TA: Telescope Array Experiment
Tibet ASγ Project
The Ashra Project
High Energy Astrophysics Group

Astrophysics and Gravity Division

Overview
Gravitational Wave Group

Gravitational Wave Project Office
KAGRA Project Status

CLIO Project

Observational Cosmology Group
Primary Cosmic Ray Group
Theory Group

Particle Phenomenology

Astrophysics and Cosmology
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NEUTRINO AND ASTROPARTICLE DIVISION

Overview
This division aims to study particle physics with prime in-

terests in physics of neutrinos and proton decay, and astropar-
ticle physics with the use of underground experimental facili-
ties.

Our most important facility is the Super-Kamiokande (SK)
detector. It is a 50 kton water Cherenkov detector using 11,129
50 cm-diameter photomultipliers (PMTs) for its inner detector
and 1,885 20 cm-diameter PMTs for its outer detector. The
data taking of SK started in April 1996. The neutrino oscil-
lations in atmospheric neutrinos were discovered in 1998 and
thereby demonstrating that neutrinos have a finite mass. In
2001, the accurate measurements of the 8B solar neutrino flux
by SK and SNO discovered that neutrino oscillations are the
solution of the solar neutrino problem beyond doubt. After
those discoveries, precise measurements of atmospheric neu-
trinos and solar neutrinos have been performed and they un-
raveled various phenomena of neutrino oscillations. In 2012,
excess of events induced by ντ appearance was observed in at-
mospheric neutrinos, and the day/night difference of the solar
neutrino flux, which is expected from the matter effect of neu-
trino oscillations, was observed in the precise solar neutrino
measurement.

The search for nucleon decay at SK gives the current best
limit which strongly constrains the grand unification scenario
of particle interactions. SK has been searching for neutri-
nos from supernovae by two methods, one is a search for
burst neutrinos orignate from nearby supernovae, another is
so-called supernova relic neutrinos, which is an accumulated
supernova burst neutrinos from the biginning of the universe.

A high intensity neutrino beam experiment using the J-
PARC accelerator (T2K) was started in 2009. The T2K ex-
periment uses the SK detector as the far detector. Electron
neutrino appearance (the effect of the mixing angle θ13) and
the high precision measurement of oscillation parameters are
main physics subjects in T2K. An indication of electron neu-
trino appearance was found in June 2011, and the significance
of the appearance has been improved to the discovery level in
2012.

Another activity of the Neutrino and Astroparticle divi-
sion is a multi-purpose experiment using liquid xenon aiming
at the detection of cold dark matter, neutrino absolute mass
using neutrinoless double beta decay, and low energy solar
neutrinos. The construction of a 800 kg liquid xenon detector
was completed at the end of 2010 and subsequent commis-
sioning run continued by June 2012. With the commissioning
data, low-mass WIMPs, annual modulation of event rate, and
axions were studied. In Aug. 2012, detector refurbishment to
reduce the surface background started.

In addition to those on-going projects, some R&D projects
are also proceeded. GADZOOKS! is a project to add 0.1%
of gadolinium into the Super-K tank in order to tag neutrons
for ν̄e detection. It should enable us to detect supernova relic

neutrinos. A feasibility study for GADZOOKS! has been per-
formed using a 200 ton tank which mimics the Super-K detec-
tor. The Hyper-Kamiokande (Hyper-K) detector is proposed
as a next generation underground water Cherenkov detector.
The detector is approximately 20 times larger in volume than
Super-K and has discovery potential of leptonic CP violation
and proton decays. New photosensor R&D and physics po-
tential studies for Hyper-K has been performed in 2012.

SUPER-KAMIOKANDE

[Spokesperson : Yoichiro Suzuki]
Kamioka Observatory, ICRR, The University of Tokyo

Results obtained with the Super-Kamiokande detector in
2012 are reviewed for each topic.

Atmospheric neutrinos
Cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere produce neutri-

nos. The prediction of the absolute flux has an uncertainty
of at least ±20 %. However, the flavor ratio of the atmo-
spheric neutrino flux, (νµ + ν̄µ)/(νe + ν̄e), has been calcu-
lated to an accuracy of better than 5 %. Another important
feature of atmospheric neutrinos is that the fluxes of upward
and downward going neutrinos are expected to be nearly equal
for Eν >(a few GeV) where the effect of the geomagnetic field
on primary cosmic rays is negligible.

Neutrino oscillation was discovered in the study of at-
mospheric neutrinos in SK in 1998 [1]. We have continued
observing atmospheric neutrino events in Super-Kamiokande
from 1996.

The SK atmospheric neutrino data has been successfully
described with two flavor νµ → ντ oscillation hypothesis with
maximum mixing angle (θ23=π/4). However, according to re-
cent measurements of the mixing angle between the first and
third generations (θ13) by the accelerator and reactor neutrino
experiments, νµ → νe oscillation channel due to the finite
value of θ13 will provide us the opportunity to probe the un-
known properties such as CP violation and mass hierarchy in
lepton sector, which may be a hint for solving the origin of the
matter.

We have analyzed the atmospheric neutrino data accumu-
lated of SK-I+II+III+IV (1489+ 799+ 518+ 1097 days for
full-contained (FC) / patially-contained (PC) and 1646+828+
636+1097 days for upward-going muons). We studied oscil-
lation effects in all types of data that are categorized into FC
events, PC events, and upward-going muons. FC events are
characterized by the primary vertex position that is located in-
side the 22.5 kton fiducial volume of the detector and all the
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Fig. 2. Allowed oscillation parameter regions of 90% confidence levels
obtained by oscillation analyses based on the Super-Kamiokan-
de-I+II+III+IV data. The regions allowed by SK L/E analysis, νµ

→ ντ two flavor oscillation analysis, and full parameter three flavor
oscillation analysis are shown along with T2K, MINOS results.

visible secondary particles stopped in the inner detector. PC
events have the primary vertex position in the fiducial volume
but at least one charged particle escaping from the inner detec-
tor. In most cases, the escaping particle is a muon. Upward-
going muons originate from high energy muon-neutrino inter-
actions in the rock surrounding the detector. Only the muon
traveling through the detector upward is identified.

FC sample are divided into sub-GeV and multi-GeV ac-
cording to the visible energy, and also separated into electron-
like and muon-like events by particle identificantion algorithm.
Though it is difficult to distinguish neutrino and antineutrino
interactions on an event-by-event basis in the water Cherenkov
detector, the statistical separation between νe and ν̄e in multi-
GeV sample are carried out by using the difference of their
kinematics properties at interactions in order to improve the
sensitivity of the mass hierarchy determination.

Fig. 1 compares the zenith angle and lepton momentum
distributions of the atmospheric neutrino data with Monte Carlo
(MC) expectations with and without neutrino oscillations for
FC, PC and upward-going muon events. This demonstrates
that the presence of neutrino oscillation, and the atmospheric
neutrino data is consistent with oscillation hypothesis in a
wide energy range from sub-GeV to several 10 TeV energy
range. Fig. 2 shows the allowed regions of neutrino oscilla-
tion parameters obtained by two flavor νµ → ντ oscillation
and three flavor oscillation. Though the allowed region by
three flavor oscillation is slightly extended compared to those
by two flavor oscillation due to additional uncertainties of
other oscillation parameters, they are consistent with the re-
sults from accelerator experiments.

We aimed at probing the unknown oscillation parameters,
such as leptonic CP violation and mass hierarchy, by mea-
suring νµ → νe oscillation other than νµ → ντ oscillation in
the atmospheric neutrino data. Several effects as listed below

will be expected based on the standard three flavor oscillation
framework:

• A resonant enhancement by the matter effect is expected
in νµ ↔ νe oscillation driven by θ13 in the 5 to 10 GeV
energy range. This effect will be observable as an ex-
cess of electron-like events in the upward-going direc-
tion, and to some degree in the oscillations of multi-
GeV muon-like events.

• The above νe enhancement is selective for either νe or
ν̄e depending on mass hierarchy.

• The effects of the solar oscillation parameters and non-
maximal mixing are observable as a νe oscillation effect
on the event rate of the Sub-GeV electron-like samples.

• If the CP violating term δcp is also considered, there are
additional sub-dominant oscillation effects predicted ac-
ross many of the SK atmospheric neutrino samples.

We have performed an extended oscillation analysis in-
cluding all the mixing parameters and the CP violating term,
δcp. In the oscillation analysis, the matter effect in the Earth is
considered, and both the normal and inverted mass hierarchies
are tested. In order to consider the θ13 constraint according to
the recent precise measurements by the reactor experiments,
θ13 is fixed to be sin2

θ13=0.025.
Table 1 shows the oscillation parameters at the global best

fit point and their allowed ranges for each hierarchy assump-
tion.

Table 1. Oscillation parameters at best fit and of 90% C.L. allowed
region obtained by three flavor oscillation analysis for normal and
inverted hierarchy assumptions, respectively. The oscillation fits
are performed with the constraint of sin2

θ13=0.025.

Normal Inverted
best fit 90% C.L. best fit 90% C.L.

∆m2
32 (×10−3eV2) 2.82 2.25 - 3.22 2.66 2.21 - 3.02

sin2
θ23 0.60 0.39 - 0.45 0.60 0.41 - 0.64

δCP 220◦ all allowed 220◦ 0◦ − 9◦, 80◦ − 360◦

Fig. 3 shows ∆χ2 as a function of sin2
θ23 and δCP pa-

rameters with normal and inverted hierarchy assumptions, re-
spectively, with and without reactor θ13 constraint. Still CP
violation parameter and octant of sin2

θ23 cannot be constraint
more than 90% C.L., however some indications on those pa-
rameters can be seen. sin2

θ23 at best fit point is slightly devi-
ated from the maximal mixing (θ23=π/4). The second octant
of sin2

θ23 is favored in inverted hierarchy while the first oc-
tant becomes preferred by introducing θ13 constraint in nor-
mal hierarchy. The large region of δCP is preferred for both
hierarchy assumptions.

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of fitted χ2 value as a func-
tion of δCP between normal and inverted hierarchy assump-
tions. The global minimum χ2 value is slightly smaller for
inverted hierarchy by 1.5 .

It becomes possible to search for CPT violation effects
in the neutrino system via differences in the oscillation prob-
abilities of neutrinos and antineutrinos. By inspiring oscil-
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Fig. 1. The zenith angle and lepton momentum distributions for atmospheric neutrino events observed in Super-Kamiokande-I+II+III+IV. In zenith
angle distributions, cosΘ =1(-1) corresponds to vertically down-going (up-going) direction. Points with error bars are data with statistical
error. The grey histograms show the MC predictions without neutrino oscillation and the blue histograms show the MC predictions for the
best−fit point of 3-flavor oscillation assuming inverted hierarchy.

lation result by MINOS 1, we also performed a CPT viola-
tion test of the atmospheric neutrino data using separated two-
neutrino disappearance model, which allows neutrino and an-
tineutrino to oscillate with different parameter sets of (∆m2,
θ ) and (∆m̄2, θ̄ ), respectively. According to the fitting re-
sult, the allowed region for antineutrino mixing parameters is
shown in Fig. 5. The atmospheric mixing parameters for an-
tineutrino oscillations are consistent with those for neutrinos
and therefore no evidence for CPT violation is found [2].

Tau events, which are produced via ντ charge current (CC)
interactions oscillated from νµ , are expected to be observed
in SK. It would bring the direct evidence of νµ → ντ oscil-
lation, however, the detection of ντ CC events in SK is chal-
lenging; the interaction rate of ντ charged current events is
low since the neutrino energy threshold is 3.5 GeV and the
atmospheric neutrino flux above this energy is relatively low.
Also tau events are difficult to be identified individually be-
cause they tend to produce multiple particles. Tau analysis
is performed employing neural network technique to discrim-
inate tau events of hadronic decay from backgrounds of at-
mospheric νe and νµ events. Fig. 6 shows the zenith angle
distribution of tau-selected events. Tau events are expected

*1 P. Adamson et al. (MINOS), Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 021801 (2011)

to appear in the upword-going events because they originates
νµ → ντ oscillation. The zenith angle shape of data is fitted
with the MC expectation including tau signal and background
with their normalizations free. According to the fitting result,
the signal excess is estimated to 180.1 ± 4.3 (stat) +17.8

−15.2 (syst)
events compared to an expectation of 120.2 +34.2

−34.8 (syst) and
the detection significance correspond to 3.8 σ [3].

From recent observations, Weakly Interacting Massive Par-
ticles (WIMPs) are considered a favorite candidate for cold
dark matter. From the viewpoint of minimum supersymmet-
ric extensions of the Standard Model, the most well-motivated
candidate for WIMPs in the universe is the lightest supersym-
metric neutral particle (LSP). One method of searching for
a WIMP dark matter signal is an indirect search where de-
cay or annihilation products from WIMPs are observed as
originating from the center of a gravitational potential well
such as a celestial body. WIMP annihilation products in the
form of muon-neutrinos are an excellent instrument for indi-
rect searches since they can pass thorough the matter of the
Sun, and interact in the Earth. Here we investigate upward-
going muons(upmus) which are generated from high energy
neutrinos come from the WIMP annihilations using Super-
Kamiokande [4]. We search in the direction of the Sun, and an
excess of neutrino flux above the atmospheric neutrino back-
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Fig. 3. Left two figures show distributions of ∆χ2 versus sin2
θ23, and

right two figures show ∆χ2 versus δCP, for normal (left) and in-
verted (right) hierarchy assumption. ∆χ2 means the difference
from the minimum χ2 among the oscillation fits in each hierarchy
assumption. The region below green (blue) line is allowed by 68%
(90%) confidence level.

ground is sought in the upmu events. Although volume array
detectors such as IceCube have larger acceptances for higher
mass WIMPs, SK is better equipped for the search of lower
mass WIMPs (<100 GeV) due to its lower energy threshold
for neutrino signals. The calculated upper limit is shown in
Fig. 7 with the results from direct detection experiments.

Solar Neutrinos
Solar neutrino flux measurements from Super-Kamiokande

(SK) [5] and the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory(SNO) [6] have
provided direct evidence for solar neutrino flavour conversion.
However, there is still no clear evidence that this solar neu-
trino flavour conversion is indeed due to neutrino oscillations
and not caused by any other mechanism. Currently there are
two testable signatures unique to neutrino oscillations. The
first is the observation and precision test of the MSW reso-
nance curve [7]. Based on oscillation parameters extracted
from solar neutrino and reactor anti-neutrino measurements,
there is an expected characteristic energy dependence of the
flavour conversion. The higher energy solar neutrinos (higher
energy 8B and hep neutrinos) undergo complete resonant con-
version within the sun, while the flavour changes of the lower
energy solar neutrinos (pp, 7Be, pep, CNO and lower en-
ergy 8B neutrinos) arise only from vacuum oscillations, which
limits the average electron flavour survival probability to ex-
ceed 50%. The transition from the matter dominated oscil-
lations within the sun, to the vacuum dominated oscillations,

θ13 = reactor
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Fig. 4. χ2 distributions as a function of CP violating term, δCP for
normal (black) and inverted (red) hierarchy assumption. In each
δCP point, other oscillation parameters are marginalized with fixed
θ13.
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Fig. 5. Allowed regions for the antineutrino mixing parameters for
SK-I+II+III data set. The 68%, 90%, and 99% allowed region
appear in red thin, blue medium, and orange thick lines, respec-
tively. The shaded region shows the 90% C.L. allowed region for
antinuetrino disappearance in an antineutrino beam from MINOS.

should occur near 3 MeV, making 8B neutrinos the best choice
when looking for a transition point within the energy spec-
trum. A second signature unique to oscillations arises from
the effect of the terrestrial matter density on solar neutrino os-
cillations. This effect is tested directly by comparing solar
neutrinos which pass through the Earth at nighttime to those
which do not during the daytime. Those neutrinos which pass
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through the Earth will in general have an enhanced electron
neutrino content compared to those which do not, leading to
an increase in the nighttime electron elastic scattering rate (or
any charged-current interaction rate), and hence a negative
“day/night asymmetry”. SK detects 8B solar neutrinos over
a wide energy range in real time, making it a prime detector
to search for both solar neutino oscillation signatures.

The start of physics data taking of SK-IV occurred on
October 6th, 2008, with this report including data taken un-
til March 31st, 2012. The total livetime is 1069.3 days. The
entire data period was taken using the same low energy thresh-
old, with 99% triggering efficiency at 4.0-4.5 MeV kinetic en-
ergy and 100% above 4.5 MeV kinetic energy. In the case
of ν-e interactions of solar neutrinos in SK, the incident neu-
trino and recoil electron directions are highly correlated. Fig.8
shows the cosθsun distribution for events between 4.0.-19.5
MeV as well as the definition of cosθsun. In order to obtain
the number of solar neutrino interactions, an extended max-
imum likelihood fit is used. This method is also used in the
SK-I [5], II [8], and III [9] analyses. The red line of Fig.8 is
the best fit to the data. The blue line shows the background
component of that best fit. SK-IV has Nbin = 22 energy bins;
19 bins of 0.5 MeV width between 4.0-13.5 MeV, two energy
bins of 1 MeV between 13.5 and 15.5 MeV, and one bin be-
tween 15.5 and 19.5 MeV.

The combined systematic uncertainty of the total flux in
SK-IV is found to be 1.7% as the quadratic sum of all com-
ponents. This is the best value seen throughout all phases of
SK, much improved over 2.2% in SK-III. The main contribu-
tions to the reduction come from improvements in the uncer-

tainties arising from the energy-correlated uncertainties (en-
ergy scale and resolution), the vertex shift, trigger efficiency
and the angular resolution. SK-III data below 6.0 MeV re-
coil electron kinetic energy has only about half the livetime
as the data above, while SK-IV’s livetime is the same for all
energy bins. As a consequence, the energy scale and reso-
lution uncertainties lead to a smaller systematic uncertainty
of the flux in SK-IV than in SK-III. The higher efficiency of
SK-IV between 5.0 and 6.0 MeV (kinetic) of SK-IV and the
addition of the 4.0 to 4.5 MeV data lessens the impact of en-
ergy scale and resolution uncertainty on the flux determina-
tion even further. The number of solar neutrino events (be-
tween 4.0 and 19.5 MeV) is 19,811+220

−218(stat.)± 337(syst.).
This number corresponds to a 8B solar neutrino flux of Φ8B =
(2.34±0.03(stat.)±0.04(syst.))×106/(cm2sec), assuming a
pure νe flavor content.

Fig.9 shows the resulting SK-IV energy spectrum, where
below. To test the expected “upturn” below∼6 MeV from the
MSW resonance effects, the best fit oscillation parameters of
solar + KamLAND(described later) was fitted to all the SK-I
to SK-IV spectra, and it is disfavored by 1.8σ so far.

The SK-IV livetime during the day (night) is 506.5 days
(562.8 days). The solar neutrino flux between 4.5 and 19.5
MeV and assuming no oscillations is measured as ΦD =(2.27±
0.04(stat.)± 0.05(sys.))× 106/(cm2sec) during the day and
ΦN =(2.39±0.04(stat.)±0.05(sys.))×106/(cm2sec) during
the night. A more sophisticated method to test the day/night
effect is given in [5, 10]. For a given set of oscillation param-
eters, the interaction rate as a function of the solar zenith an-
gle is predicted. Only the shape of the caluclated solar zenith
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angle variation is used, the amplitude of it is scaled by an ar-
bitrary parameter. The extended maximum likelihood fit to
extract the solar neutrino signal is expanded to allow time-
varying signals. The likelihood is then evaluated as a function
of the average signal rates, the background rates and the scal-
ing parameter which is called the “day/night amplitude”. The
equivalent day/night asymmetry is calculated by multiplying
the fit scaling parameter with the expected day/night asym-
metry. In this manner the day/night asymmetry is measured
more precisely statistically. Because the amplitude fit depends
on the assumed shape of the day/night variation, it necessar-
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θ13 = 0.025. The error bars shown are statistical uncertainties

only.

ily depends on the oscillation parameters, although with very
little dependence expected on the mixing angles (in or near
the large mixing angle solutions and for θ13 values consistent
with reactor neutrino measurements [11]).

The day/night asymmetry coming from the SK-I to IV
combined amplitude fit can be seen as a function of recoil
electron kinetic energy in Fig.10, for ∆m2

21 = 4.84×105eV2,
sin2

12 = 0.314 and sin2
13 = 0.025. The day/night asymmetry in

this figure is found by multiplyng the fitted day/night ampli-
tude from each energy bin, to the expected day/night asym-
metry (red distribution) from the corresponding bin.

Fig.11 shows the ∆m2
21 dependence of the SK all phases

combined day/night asymmetry for sin2
θ12 = 0.314 and sin2

θ13
= 0.025. Here the day/night asymmetry is found by multiply-
ing the fitted day/night amplitude by the expected day/night
asymmetry (red curve). The point where the best fit crosses
the expected curve represents the value of ∆m2

21 where the
measured day/night asymmetry is equal to the expectation.
Superimposed are the allowed ranges in ∆m2

21 from the global
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solar neutrino data fit (green) and from KamLAND (blue).
The amplitude fit shows no dependence on the values of θ12
(within the LMA region of the MSW plane) or θ13.
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We analysed the SK-IV elastic scattering rate, the recoil
electron spectral shape and the day/night variation to constrain
the solar neutrino oscillation parameters. We then combined
the SK-IV constraints with those of previous SK phases, as
well as other solar neutrino experiments. The allowed con-
tours of all solar neutrino data (as well as KamLAND’s con-
straints) are shown in Fig.12 and 13. In Fig.12 the contours
from the fit to all solar neutrino data are almost identical to the
ones of the SK+SNO combined fit. In the right panel some
tension between the solar neutrino and reactor anti-neutrino
measururements of the solar ∆m2

21 is evident. This tension is
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Fig. 13. Allowed contours of sin2
θ13 vs. sin2

θ12 from solar neutrino
data (green) at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 σ and KamLAND measurements
(blue) at the 1, 2 and 3 σ confidence levels. Also shown are the
combined results in red.

mostly due to the SK day/night measurement. Even though
the expected amplitude agrees well within 1σwith the fitted
amplitude for any ∆m2

21 in either the KamLAND or the SK
range, the SK data somewhat favor the shape of the varia-
tion predicted by values of ∆m2

21 that are smaller than Kam-
LAND’s. The significance of non-zero θ13 from the solar +
KamLAND data combined fit is about 2σ .

In the fourth phase of SK, we measured the solar 8B neu-
trino-electron elastic scattering rate with the highest precison
yet, (2.34±0.03(stat.)±0.04(syst.))×106 /(cm2sec). We find a
2.4 σ hint for the existence of a solar day/night effect in the
SK solar neutrino data, measured as the solar neutrino elas-
tic scattering day/night rate asymmetry of −2.9± 1.1(stat.)
±0.5(syst.) %. SK’s solar zenith angle variation data results in
the world’s most precise measurement of ∆m2

21 = 4.68+1.80
−0.83×

10−5eV2, using neutrinos rather than antineutrinos. A fit to all
solar neutrino data and KamLAND yields sin2

θ12 = 0.304±
0.013, sin2

θ13 = 0.030+0.017
−0.015 and ∆m2

21 = 7.44+0.20
−0.19×10−5eV2.

This value of θ13 is in agreement with reactor neutrino mea-
surements.

Search for nucleon decay
Proton decays and bound neutron decays (nucleon decays

in general) is the most dramatic prediction of Grand Unified
Theories in which three fundamental forces of elementary par-
ticles are unified into a single force. Super-Kamiokande (SK)
is the world’s largest detector to search for nucleon decays.
Various nucleon decay modes have been looked for, but we
have found no significant signal excess so far. In 2012, the of-
ficial results has not been updated, but some studies have been
carried out to improve analysis.

A proton decay into one positron and one neutral pion
(p→ e+π0) is one of the most popular decay modes. This
decay mode is mediated by super-heavy gauge bosons and
discovery of the signal would give us the information of the
mass of the gauge mesons. To discriminate the signal from the
atmospheric neutrino background, we reconstruct the num-
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ber of particles (Cherenkov rings) and reconstruct the total
visible energy corresponding to parent proton mass and total
momentum corresponding to the proton’s Fermi momentum.
If a proton decays in an oxygen with this mode, generated
π0 is affected by various interactions (scattering, absorption,
charge exchange, multi pion production) with nucleus before
go out from the oxygen. Recently, we have studied pion in-
teraction cross sections which have been done by other ex-
periments and re-tune final state interaction of pion, which
is important also for atmospheric ν analysis. Fig. 14 shows
cross sections of pion interaction in nucleus before (dot line)
and after (solid line) the tuning. The data points shows exper-
imental results and they show we should increase absorption
and charge exchange. It will affect on number of ring distribu-
tion of p→ e+π0 and more signal will be rejected at selecting
2 or 3 rings in the selection criteria. Also kinematics of scat-
tered π0 has been tuned to adjusting experimental data. As a
result, large angle scattering is increased and it also contribute
to reduce efficiency because proton mass and momentun re-
construction are failed if π0 is scattered largely. In conclu-
sion, the selection efficiency for p→ e+π0 is estimated to be
decreased from 45 % to 40 %. To use new pion interaction, it
is needed to reprocess all proton decay MC and atmospheric
ν MC for SK1 to SK4.

In addition, we looked for SUSY favored decay modes
which include K mesons in the final state, p → ν̄K+. In
this mode, we tag the signal by decay products from K+.
The momentum of K+ is below the Cherenkov threshold, and
is stopped in the water and decay into µ+ν or π+π0 with
monochromatic momenta. The residual nucleus after proton
decay emits γ ray ( 40% probability) and it is also useful to
tag proton decay signal. There were several improvements in
this analysis. In the conventional method to tag the prompt γ

signal with K+ → µ+ν , a sliding time window with 12 nsec
width was used to find γ hit cluster. But because of time reso-
lution of PMT, the γ hits which were overlapped by µ tail can-
not be detected. To improved γ tagging efficiency, µ hits in 50
degree from µ direction were masked. In the atmospheric ν

background, CCQEµ with invisible µ is one of the dominant
source because a recoiled proton is taken as a ring and fitted as
µ , then the Cherenkov angle of proton is smaller than µ case
and the vertex is shifted to forward to adjust the ring edge.
This vertex shift may make fake γ hits cluster in backward
direction of µ after subtracting over-estimated TOF. To reject
proton ring, a proton ring tagging algorism [12]is introduced.

For K+→ π+π0, we choose two ring sample because π+

is just above Cherenkov threshold and π0 decays into two γs.
But if opening angle between γ is small or energy of one γ

is small, sometimes π0 reconstructed as one ring. To include
the one ring sample, the π0 fitter, which is used for rejecting
background of νe appearance in T2K analysis is introduced.
It helps to increase efficiency. To tag π+, charge sum in back-
ward of the π0 is used in the conventional method. A new idea
to separate signal and background is to use angular distribu-
tion. Fig. 15 shows pe distribution and horizontal axis shows
angle from π+ direction. In the signal case, there is a bump
around 30 degree which is made by π+, on the other hand,
background doesnt have it. From this figure, likelihood func-
tions assuming signal and background can be created and we
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can separate signal and background from these function.
Those improvements will be taken into analysis then data,

signal MC and background MC will be reprocessed from SK1
to SK4, and update official results in the next year.

Supernova neutrinos
Kamiokande and IMB observed the neutrino burst from

supernova 1987a. This observation confirmed that the energy
released by neutrinos is about several×1053ergs. However,
the observed number of events were only 11 by Kamiokande
and 8 by IMB, respectively. Super-Kamiokande would be
able to detect several thousand neutrino events if a supernova
happened near the centre of our galaxy. Such an observation
would enable us to investigate in detail the mechanics of the
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supernova explosion.
Previously, the SK supernova search was running on an

offline system. Now, galactic supernovae are searched in real
time. A dedicated program called SNWATCH searches for
time clustered events. The current criteria of SNWATCH are
(1) more than or equal to 7 events within 0.5 sec, (2) more than
or equal to 8 events within 2 sec, and (3) more than or equal
to 13 events within 10 sec. When at least one of these criteria
are met, SNWATCH reconstructs vertex position and energy
of the events together with neighbouring cosmic ray muons.
In most cases, these clusters are due to spallation products
whose vertex positions are aligned with their parent cosmic
ray muon. Since all the SNWATCH processes are now run-
ning on online machines, if a supernova happens, we will be
able to detect it within about one minute.

If SNWATCH finds an event cluster whose vertex spread is
larger than a given criterion, an alarm signal is sent to experts
by e-mail and an automatic call to their cellphones. Then,
the experts check whether it is a real supernova signal or not
by looking at various plots which are uploaded to a secured
site accessible from the Internet. These alarms are usually
due to the accidental coincidence of two cosmic ray induced
clusters. We have a supernova drill at least once per year. So
far, no real supernova neutrino burst signal has been observed
at Super-Kamiokande.

In the drill, the SNWATCH conveners and the executive
committee members meet via TV conference system, and dis-
cuss to make a decision for a prompt announcement to out-
side researchers and the press. We practice this drill as if
a real supernova happened. We also have SK shift training
by illuminating an LED in the SK detector a few times ev-
ery month. SK shift members are notified by a dummy alarm
that SNWATCH makes when the LED is illuminated. The
shift members then call to the SNWATCH experts and give a
report. The SK collaborators will be ready for the real super-
novae through the drill and the training.

We also search for neutrinos from old supernovae, which
are called Supernova Relic Neutrinos (SRNs). The SRN sig-
nal is the diffuse supernova neutrino background from all the
supernovae in the past. This signal has never been detected,
but it is expected to be detectable in the 16-30 MeV energy re-
gion, which is the gap between the energy ranges of solar neu-
trinos and atmospheric neutrinos. We have applied carefully
tuned data selection to enhance the SRN candidates, improv-
ing the efficiency of our search by over 20% compared to the
2003 SK-I study, which currently provides the world’s best
limit on SRN flux. Our improved data selection also allows us
to now search the 16-18 MeV positron energy region, which
was previously unusable due to spallation background. Our
updated search utilizes SK-II and SK-III data as well as SK-
I, considers two new background channels, and performs a
sophisticated maximum likelihood search in multiple regions
of the Cherenkov angle distribution to extract the most accu-
rate flux limit possible(Fig.16). Multiple systematic errors are
considered. A flux limit of between 2.7 and 3.0 ν̄cm−2s−1

(positron energy > 16 MeV) is our new result, with the ex-
act value depending on the shape of the neutrino spectrum
assumed. This new result will replace the 2003 study to be
the most accurate measure of the SRN signal ever performed.
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Furthermore, a new method of presenting the SRN flux limit
is also ready which is of great use to theorists and does no
depend on any particular model (Fig.17).

R&D for the gadolinium project
As mentioned above, although at SK a few SRN events a

year are expected, SRNs have not been detected yet because
the large backgrounds constrain our search. The main goal
of our research is to reduce these backgrounds and be able to
detect SRNs. The observation of SRNs in general or neutri-
nos from distant supernovae in particular, would give us some
information about the universe, for example the core collapse
rate from SRNs, and about the neutrino itself too, for example
its lifetime. Since most of the neutrinos that can be detected
at SK undergo inverse beta decay, electron anti-neutrinos are
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Fig. 18. In the new cavern the Gd pre-mixing and pre-treatment 15
ton tank (front left), the selective filtration system (front right) and
the 200 ton tank (rear of the hall) have been installed.

Fig. 19. Cherenkov light left at 15 m for gadolinium loaded water from
the 200 ton tank. The horizontal blue bands are the values at SK-III
and SK-IV. The vertical lines show the injection dates, where we
also indicate the concentration (% in mass) in the 200 ton tank.

the most copiously detected neutrinos:

ν̄e + p→ e++n (1)

Presently, the SK detector can only detect the positrons ef-
ficiently but if we could detect the neutrons, we could greatly
reduce the backgrounds that constrain our SRN search. This
could be attained by the coincidence detection of positron and
neutron (in space, vertices within tens of cm and in time,
with the neutron capture delayed about 20 µsec). By adding
0.2% of gadolinium (Gd) sulfate into the water tank we could
achieve this goal. Gadolinium has a neutron capture cross sec-
tion of 49.000 barns (about 5 orders of magnitude larger than
of protons) and emits a gamma cascade of 8 MeV that can be
easily detected at SK.

We want to show that adding Gd into the SK water, SK
will become an electron anti-neutrino detector, able to tag in-
verse beta decays, while keeping all its previous capabilities
in the other analyses like solar and atmospheric neutrinos.

The EGADS (Evaluation Gadolinium’s Action on Detec-
tor Systems) project was funded in 2009. Since then, a new
hall near the SK detector has been excavated and a 200 ton

tank with its ancillary equipment has been installed, see Fig.18,
to mimic the conditions at SK. Of special importance is the se-
lective water filtration system, that filters out water impurities
while it keeps the Gd in the water.

From January 2010 to July 2011 we circulated pure water
through the 200 ton tank and proved that our water system is
stable and achieves a high water quality. Next we circulated
Gd loaded water through the pre-treatment 15 ton tank where
we gained very valuable experience running with Gd before
starting our test with the 200 ton stainless steel tank (for more
details see the last two annual reports).

In 2013, from February 6th to April 20th, the 200 ton tank
has been stepwise loaded with Gd until the final 0.2% con-
centration was reached. Each batch was dumped into the 15
ton tank and then stirred until completely dissolved. Next, the
loaded water was circulated through the pre-treatment system
(with 0.2 µm and 0.3 µm filters) to remove dust and other
impurities mainly coming from the gadolinium sulfate salt it-
self. Finally, the Gd loaded water was injected into the 200
ton tank after being processed at least once through the main
water system.

We learnt two important lessons: the Gd sulfate dissolves
homogeneously in the 200 ton tank and we can achieve and
maintain a good water quality, see Fig.19.

This summer we will install 240 photomultipliers and to-
wards end of this year 2013, we will load the water with Gd
again. Next year we will upgrade the electronics and EGADS
will thus become a detector with instant supernova detection
capabilities.
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T2K EXPERIMENT

[Spokesperson : Takashi Kobayashi]
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK)

The T2K (Tokai-to-Kamioka) experiment [1] is a long-
baseline neutrino oscillation experiment, employing a high-
intensity muon neutrino beam from the J-PARC facility in
Tokai sent to the Super-Kamiokande (SK) water Cherenkov
detector 295 km away in Kamioka. The primary goal of T2K
is to measure the last unknown mixing angle θ13 by observing
electron neutrino appearance. T2K also aims to make a preci-
sion measurement of the known neutrino oscillation parame-
ters with precision of δ (∆m2

32)∼ 10−4 eV2 and δ (sin2 2θ23)∼
0.01 via muon neutrino disappearance studies.

For producing the T2K neutrino beam, 30 GeV protons are
extracted from the J-PARC Main Ring (MR) accelerator [2]
and then sent to collide into a graphite target. Charged parti-
cles produced by the collisions are sign selected and focused
into the 96 m long decay volume by three magnetic horns
pulsed at 250 kA. Neutrinos are primarily produced in the de-
cays of charged pions and kaons.

T2K is the first long-baseline experiment which adopts the
off-axis technique [3]: the neutrino beam is purposely directed
at a 2.5◦ angle with respect to the baseline connecting the pro-
ton target and the SK far detector. Although it reduces the total
neutrino flux at the far detector, this technique allows to select
the energy of the neutrinos, producing a narrow-band muon
neutrino beam with the energy peaked at the first oscillation
maximum Eν ∼ 0.6 GeV, reducing backgrounds from higher
energy neutrino interactions.

The near detector site at ∼ 280 m from the production tar-
get houses two detector systems. The on-axis Interactive Neu-
trino GRID (INGRID [4]), composed of an array of iron/scinti-
llator sandwiches, monitors the neutrino beam intensity, direc-
tion and profile. The off-axis ND280 detector situated along
the same direction as SK measures the neutrino beam com-
position and energy spectrum prior to oscillations and is used
to study neutrino interactions. The ND280 detector utilizes a
0.2 T magnetic field generated by the refurbished UA1 / NO-
MAD magnet and consists of two fine-grained scintillator bar
detectors (FGDs [5]) sandwiched between three gaseous time
projection chambers (TPCs [6]), side muon range detectors
(SMRDs [7]), electromagnetic calorimeters (ECALs), and a
π0-optimized detector (P0D [8]).

The far detector, SK [9], is a 50 kton water Cherenkov de-
tector located in the Kamioka Observatory. The T2K trig-
ger records all the photomultiplier hits within ±500 µs of the
beam arrival time at SK. Beam timing information is mea-
sured spill-by-spill at J-PARC and immediately passed to the
online computing system at SK. The time synchronization be-
tween the two sites is done using the Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) with < 150 ns precision and is monitored with the
Common-View method [10]. Spills used for the far detector
data analysis are selected by beam and SK quality cuts. The
largest source of spill loss at SK is the requirement that there

Table 2. T2K data taking periods and the integrated protons on target
(POT) for SK data collected in those periods.

Run Period Dates Integrated POT
Run 1 Jan. 2010 - Jun. 2010 0.32×1020

Run 2 Nov. 2010 - Mar. 2011 1.11×1020

Run 3 Mar. 2012 - Jun. 2012 1.58×1020

are no events in the 100 µs before the beam window which is
necessary to reject decay electrons from cosmic-ray muons.

The neutrino flux at the near and far detectors in the ab-
sence of neutrino oscillations is predicted by a Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation of the T2K beamline, which includes the in-
teractions of particles in the target, beamline components, de-
cay volume walls and beam dump, and their decays. The sim-
ulation and its associated uncertainties are driven by measure-
ments of the primary proton beam profile, measurements of
the magnetic fields of the T2K horns, and hadron production
data, including NA61/SHINE measurements [11, 12]. The
predicted neutrino flux is predominantly νµ with < 1%νe con-
tamination.

The predicted neutrino flux at the ND280 and SK detec-
tors is input to the NEUT neutrino interaction generator [13]
to simulate neutrino interactions in the detectors. The domi-
nant interaction at the T2K beam peak energy is charged cur-
rent quasi-elastic scattering (CCQE) : νl +N→ l+N′, where
l is the corresponding charged lepton associated with the neu-
trino’s flavor (electron or muon), and N and N′ are the initial
and final state nucleons. Above the pion production threshold,
single pion production contributes to charged current inter-
action (CC1π) and neutral current interactions (NC1π). The
systematic uncertainties in modeling neutrino interactions are
derived from comparisons of NEUT to external data or alter-
native models.

For oscillation studies in JFY2012, the CCQE-like and
CCnonQE-like νµ data measured at the ND280 detector are
fit to determine tuned values of the νµ and νe flux parameters
and cross section model parameters. The tuned parameters are
then applied to predict the signal and background interactions
at SK for νe appearance and νµ disappearance measurements.
The fit also incorporates constraints on the flux and cross sec-
tion models determined independently from the ND280 data
constraint to properly propagate all constraints to the SK event
rate predictions.

In 2011, the T2K experiment reported the first clear in-
dication of the non-zero θ13 by measuring electron neutrino
appearance in the 1.43× 1020 protons on target (POT) beam
data collected before the Tohoku earthquake [14]. Later, in
2012, the non-zero θ13 was firmly established by reactor ν̄e
disappearance measurements [15, 16, 17]. In JFY2012, T2K
updated the electron neutrino appearance measurement using
neutrino data collected during the three run periods listed in
Table 2. The total SK data set corresponds to 3.01×1020 POT
or 4% of the T2K design exposure. A detailed description of
the T2K JFY2012 νe appearance analysis can be found in the
published paper [18]. A brief summary is provided here.

The electron neutrino appearance analysis produces a SK
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Table 3. Summary of the contributions to the total uncertainty on
the predicted number of events, assuming sin2 2θ13 = 0 and 0.1,
separated by sources of systematic uncertainty. The total error
size in the 2011 analysis is also shown for comparison.

sin2 2θ13 =
Error source 0 0.1
Beam flux & ν int. (ND280 meas.) 8.5% 5.0%
ν int. (from other exp.) 6.0% 7.5%
Final state interactions 2.9% 2.3%
Far detector 6.8% 3.0%
Total 13.0% 9.9%
(T2K 2011 results) (23%) (18%)

event sample enhanced in νe CCQE interactions arising from
νµ → νe oscillations. The main background are intrinsic νe
contamination in the beam and neutral-current (NC) interac-
tions with a misidentified π0. The criteria for selecting νe
appearance candidate events at SK are unchanged from those
for the T2K 2011 analysis : (1) beam on-timing, (2) fully-
contained fiducial volume, (3) single e-like ring, (4) visible
energy Evis > 100 MeV, (5) no delayed electron, (6) non-π0-
like, and (7) reconstructed neutrino energy Erec

ν < 1250 MeV.
In run 1-3 data, 11 events passed all the selection cuts. The
predicted number of events for sin2 2θ13 = 0 is 3.3±0.4(syst.).
Table 3 summarizes the uncertainty on the predicted number
of events for each systematic error source. The probability
to observe 11 candidate events when 3.3± 0.4(syst.) back-
ground events are expected is 0.09%, equivalent to a 3.1σ

significance. The T2K experiment found the first evidence
of electron neutrino appearance in a muon neutrino beam at
the atmospheric mass splitting.

To extract the confidence interval for sin2 2θ13, the νe can-
didate sample was fit in the three neutrino mixing paradigm.
The dominant effect of a non-zero sin2 2θ13 is to increase the
overall rate of νe events. However, spectral information can be
used to further separate the signal from background. Hence,
in addition to the fit using rate-only information, two inde-
pendent fits using rate+spectral information were performed :
one using electron momentum and angle with respect to the
T2K beam direction (pe,θe), the other using reconstructed
neutrino energy Erec

ν . The three analyses gave consistent re-
sults with each other. Fig. 20 shows the observed Erec

ν distri-
bution for the νe events with the best fit of the Erec

ν analysis
applied. Assuming sin2 2θ23 = 1.0 and δCP = 0, the best fit
values of sin2 2θ13 with the 68% confidence intervals are :

sin2 2θ13 = 0.092+0.049
−0.039 (normal hierarchy)

sin2 2θ13 = 0.112+0.058
−0.047 (inverted hierarchy).

Fig. 21 shows the 68 % and 90 % confidence intervals for
sin2 2θ13 and the best fit sin2 2θ13 for each value of δCP.

The T2K νµ disappearance measurement was also updated
using the whole run 1-3 data. The cuts for producing a νµ

CCQE enriched sample are unchanged from the previous anal-
ysis : (1) beam on-timing, (2) fully-contained fiducial volume,
(3) single µ-like ring, (4) reconstructed muon momentum >
200 MeV/c, and (5) number of delayed electron signals is 0
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or 1. Two independent analyses were performed to determine
the allowed region in the parameter space |∆m2

32| − sin2 2θ23
: one is a likelihood ratio method with binned Erec

ν spectrum,
and the other is a maximum likelihood method with unbinned
Erec

ν shape. The preliminary 90% confidence region obtained
by the two analyses is shown in Fig. 22.

T2K has also performed the first measurement of νµ in-
clusive charged current interactions on carbon at neutrino en-
ergies of ∼ 1 GeV where the measurement is reported as flux-
averaged double differential cross section in muon momen-
tum and angle. The result can be found elsewhere [19]. A
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Fig. 22. Preliminary 90% confidence region for the two T2K νµ disap-
pearance analyses in JFY2012, combined with the allowed region
from an earlier result and allowed regions from other experiments.

measurement of neutrino-oxygen NC cross sections is also
on-going by observing nuclear de-excitation gamma-rays in
the beam data at SK.

The T2K run 4 period started in October 2012. It is ex-
pected that T2K will increase the accumulated data to more
than twice of the run 1-3 data and reject the “no νe appear-
ance” hypothesis with > 5σ significance by summer 2013.
T2K electron neutrino appearance measurements will be an
important input to global fits which also combine muon neu-
trino disappearance measurements and reactor-based measure-
ments of θ13 via ν̄e disappearance to begin to constrain δCP
and the octant of θ23.
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XMASS EXPERIMENT

[Spokesperson : Yoichiro Suzuki]
Kamioka Observatory, ICRR, The University of Tokyo

XMASS is a multi-purpose experiment (detection of dark
matter, neutrino-less double beta decay, and 7Be/pp solar neu-
trinos) using ultra-pure liquid xenon [1]. The first stage of
XMASS experiment is for dark matter searches using 800 kg
liquid xenon detector (100 kg fiducial-mass detector). The
detector construction in the Kamioka mine was funded and
started in April 2007. Construction work was completed in
September 2010 and commissioning data was taken from Oc-
tober 2010 to May 2012. Based on calibration data we took,
we found that the detector has the largest photoelectron yield
(≈14 photoelectrons/keV). This enables us to realize low-energy
threshold which is important for dark matter search. In the
following sections, we describe results on searches for dark
matter and axion-like particles as well as a next stage detec-
tor, XMASS 1.5.
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Several astronomical observations indicate that the uni-
verse contains a large amount of nonbaryonic dark matter.
One of the most plausible candidates for the nonbaryonic dark
matter is a weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) pro-
vided by the supersymmetry in the form of the lightest super-
symmetric particle. WIMPs can be directly detected through
their elastic scattering off target nuclei in a detector. XMASS
searches for the WIMP-xenon nucleus interaction in liquid
xenon. Liquid xenon has the several advantages for dark mat-
ter searches. Large amount of scintillation light (42,000 pho-
tons/MeV), which is as good as NaI(Tl) scintillator enables us
to detect small energy signals such as dark matter recoil.

The XMASS detector consists of the cylindrical water tank
with 72 50 cm PMTs and spherical liquid xenon detector with
642 2 inch PMTs as shown in Fig. 23. This is the first case
to adopt a pure-water tank as an active and passive shield for
dark matter experiments. The spherical array of PMTs is con-
tained in a double wall vessel. The vessel consisting of inner
and outer vacuum chamber is made from oxygen free high
conductivity copper. The gap between IVC and OVC is kept
vacuum for thermal isolation. Details of the detector are de-
scribed in Ref. [2].

Electronics
hutWater tank

Refrigerator

72 50cm PMTs (veto)

835kg
xenon

642
PMTs

OFHC copper vessel

~1.2m

10.5m

10m

Fig. 23. Schematic view of the water tank and the liquid xenon vessel.

Results using commissioning data
A search for light WIMPs has been carried out by taking

advantage of the high light yield. Since the energy thresh-
old is low (0.3 keV electron-equivalent, keVee), the detector
is sensitive to low mass WIMPs. We used whole the detector
volume since fiducial volume cut based on the event recon-
struction cannot be used due to a limited number of photo-
electrons at the lowest energy range. Fig.24 shows the energy
spectrum after rejection of noisy events and Cherenkov events
mainly caused by potassium in photo cathodes. In the same
figure, expectations of dark matter signals are shown. Since
the signals cannot exceed the observed energy spectrum, lim-
its on the cross section for the light WIMPs have been derived.
Fig.25 shows the limit on the cross section. Though we have
uncertainty originated from the scintillation efficiency for nu-
clear recoil (red band), some part of allowed region by the
DAMA experiment was excluded. See Ref. [3] for more de-
tails.

Fig. 24. Observed energy spectrum and predictions for various mass
of dark matter.

Fig. 25. Preliminary result of constraints on low mass WIMPs (red
thick line) with uncertainties of scintillation efficiency (red dark re-
gion). Allowed region for DAMA (gray area) and CoGeNT (blue
area) are also shown.

Some studies have been done to search axion-like parti-
cle. One study is for the candidate of dark matter which might
cause the annual modulation observed by DAMA group. If
the dark matter consists of such particles, their signal would
be detected through axio-electric effect. The data set for the
light WIMPs search was used to find the mono-energetic sig-
nals which correspond to rest mass of the non-relativistic dark
matter. Since there is no prominent peak in the observed data,
limits on the axion-electron coupling are given as shown in
Fig.26.

Another study is for the solar axions. Axions produced
by bremsstrahlung and Compton process in the Sun could be
observed by axio-electric effect. By taking into account the ef-
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Fig. 26. Limit on the axion-electron coupling constant assuming the
dark matter consists of axions. The red line shows the constraint
with our data set. The black-dotted area shows the parameter
space which is argued to cause annual modulation in DAMA ex-
periment. The solid green and blue lines are showing constraints
by CoGeNT and CDMS experiments. The red dashed line shows
a result of sensitivity study with a model of background.

Fig. 27. Result of the search for solar axions produced by
bremsstrahlung and Compton effect in the Sun. The red line
shows the limit with our data set and other lines are from other ex-
periments, astrophysical arguments, and theoretical predictions.

fect of the mass of axions on the production in the Sun and the
detection in the laboratory, comparison between expected sig-
nals and the observed spectrum was performed. Since no indi-
cation of signals in the observed energy spectrum was found,
the corresponding limit of axion-electron coupling is also de-
rived (Fig.27). Details can be found in Ref. [4].

We found unexpected background on the inner surface and
studied the origin of background. As a conclusion, one source
is aluminum sealing material between PMT window and its
body. Significant amount of 238U and 210Pb was found by a
measurement with a germanium detector. Another source is
the radon daughters attached on the inner surface of the de-
tector. To reduce these background, we plan to place metal

covers on top of aluminum seal of the photomultiplier tubes
as well as all the inner surface. Significant reduction of back-
ground is expected.

XMASS 1.5
We are planning to build the next stage detector, XMASS1.5,

with 1 ton fiducial mass. Increasing the fiducial mass is indis-
pensable to examine cross sections smaller than current con-
straints. XMASS 1.5 is expected to have a sensitivity around
10−46cm2 for the WIMPs with a mass of 100 GeV.

The basic design of the detector is same as the one for
the 100 kg fiducial mass detector but with an improvement of
the discrimination between the surface background and the
inner events. For that purpose, we are developing a new type
of PMTs. They have convex-shape photocathodes which has
advantage to detect direct light from the inner surface of the
detector. The new PMT design is expected to enforce the dis-
crimination between events around the wall and inner volume,
and minimizes leakage events from undesirable surface back-
ground after the fiducial volume cut. A detailed design is un-
derway based on the knowledge of the current detector.
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HYPER-KAMIOKANDE R&D

[[Project Leader: Masato Shiozawa]
Kamioka Observatory, ICRR, The University of Tokyo

The Hyper-Kamiokande is the third generation nucleon
decay and neutrino detector at Kamioka that aims to explore
unification of elementary particles and full picture of neutrino
masses and mixings [1, 2, 3]. The schematic view of the
Hyper-K detector is illustrated in Fig. 28 and 29. We released
a letter of intent [4] in which the detectors baseline design
and physics potential of Hyper-K are described. The water
Cherenkov detector with the dimension of 1 million tones has
capability of exploring nucleon lifetimes about 10 times as
long as the limits set by the Super-Kamiokande. For example,
the sensitivity for the decay mode p→ e+π0 is expected to
be beyond 1×1035 years [4]. The detector also aims to study
neutrino properties such as Dirac CP phase, mass hierarchy,
octant of θ23, and so on by using a high power accelerator
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based neutrino beam and atmospheric neutrinos. Fig.30 shows
the expected size of allowed regions for the parameter space
of θ13 and δCP by using upgraded J-PARC neutrino beam with
the power of 0.75 MW×10 years and the Hyper-Kamiokande
detector with the fiducial volume of 0.56 Megaton [4]. The
high statistics data sample of atmospheric neutrinos obtained
by Hyper-K will also allow us to extract information on the
mass hierarchy and the octant of θ23. With a full 10 year pe-
riod of data taking, the significance for the mass hierarchy
determination is expected to reach 3σ or greater as is shown
in Fig. 31.

T2K presented an evidence for νµ → νe oscillations in
2012. Furthermore the Reactor Neutrino Experiments anno-
unced that they have observed ν̄e disappearance and the mea-
sured θ13 value is consistent with the νe appearance observed
in T2K [5]. The observed nonzero θ13 opened the possibil-
ity of exploring remaining neutrino parameters, i.e. CP phase
and mass hierarchy. The large size of θ13 is really encourag-
ing and it boosted the activities toward realization of the future
detector.

Fig. 28. Schematic view of the Hyper-Kamiokande. The detector con-
sists of two cylindrical tanks holding 500 kton ultrapure water (1
Mton in total). The each tank is divided by segmentation walls
every 50 m.

Extensive development works by the Hyper-Kamiokande
working group have been performed on geological surveys in
the candidate sites, design of cavern and tank, water purifi-
cation and circulation system design, new photon sensor and
DAQ system, detector calibration system, analysis software,
and physics sensitivities. The 20-inch PMTs which have been
used in the Super-K satisfy necessary requirement of Hyper-
K. However, lower-cost higher-sensitivity photo-sensors are
preferred because one of main cost drivers is the PMT. A hy-
brid photo-detector (HPD) using a photocathode and an ava-
lanche photo-diode with 8 kV high voltage is being devel-
oped 33. Proof-test will be conducted in 2013 by long term
operation of several prototypical HPDs installed in a 100 ton
scale water Cherenkov detector. Photo-sensors using other
techniques are also being developed. In parallel, many de-
velopment works are going on or starting mainly to enhance
the physics potential of the detector and optimize its construc-
tion cost. DAQ electronics and computer system design was
made based upon the Super-K. R&D of the front-end elec-
tronics under water is being started. The design of water pu-
rification system is going on with companies in Japan and US.
The water flow control in the big tank is under investigation.
Moreover, sophisticated detector calibration system and dedi-

Fig. 29. The cross section view of the Hyper-Kamiokande water tank.

cated software development are also under discussions.
Various development and detector design optimization works

are performed in an international Hyper-K working group.
The results of the works will be summarized in a design re-
port in near future.
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Fig. 31. Expected discrimination power for neutrino mass hierarchy
as a function of sin2

θ23 by 10 years exposure of Hyper-K. The blue
band shows expected ∆χ2 to reject wrong hierarchy scenario with
the width corresponding to the variation of the CP phase value.

Fig. 32. Expected discrimination power for θ23 octant as a func-
tion of sin2

θ23 by 10 years exposure of Hyper-K. The band
width corresponds to the variation of the CP phase value. Note
that sin2

θ23 = 0.45 or 0.55 in the horizontal axis corresponds to
sin2 2θ23 = 0.99.
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Pre-amplifier

Fig. 33. 8-inch hybrid photo detector prototype.
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HIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAY DIVISION

Overview
There are three major experimental research activities in

the High Energy Cosmic Ray Division, the study of high en-
ergy gamma rays and the development of the next generation
gamma-ray telescopes by the Cherenkov Cosmic Gamma Ray
group, the study of extremely high energy cosmic rays by the
Telescope Array (TA) group, and the study of very high en-
ergy cosmic rays and gamma rays by the Tibet ASγ group.

Other activities, such as experiments utilizing the Akeno
observatory, the Norikura observatory, the Mt. Chacaltaya ob-
servatory (jointly operated with Bolivia) are closely related to
inter-university joint research programs. Also an all-sky high
resolution air-shower detector (Ashra) is in partial operation
on the Hawaii island.

The High Energy Astrophysics group created in the fiscal
year 2009 aims to explore various high energy astrophysical
phenomena, through theoretical and observational approaches.

The CANGAROO telescopes had been in operation in
South Australia since 1992, with a 3.8 m small telescope and
then with four 10 m telescopes. The major scientific objec-
tive was the study of Very High Energy (VHE) gamma-ray
sources in our galaxy in the southern hemisphere. The mis-
sion of these telescopes was completed and the CANGAROO
observation site was closed in 2011.

For further development of VHE gamma-ray astronomy,
the Cherenkov Cosmic Gamma Ray group is working on the
design study and development of the next generation interna-
tional ground-based gamma-ray observatory CTA which will
offer an order of magnitude better sensitivity than currently
running Cherenkov telescopes, three times better angular res-
olution, and wider energy coverage from 20 GeV to 100 TeV
or higher.

At the Akeno observatory, a series of air shower arrays of
increasing geometrical sizes were constructed and operated to
observe extremely high energy cosmic rays (EHECRs). The
Akeno Giant Air Shower Array (AGASA) was operated from
1991 to January 2004 and covered the ground area of 100 km2

as the world largest air shower array. In 13 years of opera-
tion, AGASA observed a handful of cosmic rays exceeding
the theoretical energy end of the extra-galactic cosmic rays
(GZK cutoff) at 1020 eV.

The Telescope Array (TA), a large plastic scintillator ar-
ray with air fluorescence telescopes, has been constructed in
Utah, USA, which succeeds AGASA and measures the EHE-
CRs with an order of magnitude larger aperture than that of
AGASA for the further study of EHECRs. The full-scale TA
is accumulating data as the largest array viewing the north-
ern sky and observed the energy spectrum with high statistics,
which is in good agreement with the GZK suppression.

An air shower experiment aiming to search for celestial
gamma-ray point sources started in 1990 with Chinese physi-
cists at Yangbajing (Tibet, 4,300 m a.s.l.). This international
collaboration is called the Tibet ASγ Collaboration. An ex-

tension of the air shower array was completed in 1995 and an
emulsion chamber has been combined with this air shower ar-
ray since 1996 to study the primary cosmic rays around the
knee energy region. After successive extensions carried out
in 1999, 2002 and 2003, the total area of the air shower ar-
ray amounts to 37,000 m2. The sun’s shadow in cosmic rays
affected by the solar magnetic field was observed for the first
time in 1992, utilizing its good angular resolution at multi-
TeV energy region.

A new type of detector, called Ashra (all-sky survey high
resolution air-shower detector), was developed. The first-phase
stations were installed near the Mauna Loa summit in the
Hawaii Island and high-efficiency observation is continuing.
It monitors optical and particle radiation from high-energy
transient objects with a wide field-of-view.

The High Energy Astrophysics group is conducting the-
oretical researches on fundamental processes responsible for
non-thermal particle acceleration in various astrophysical en-
vironments, including first-order diffusive shock acceleration,
second-order stochastic acceleration in shock downstream re-
gions, modification of shock structure by pick-up interstellar
neutrals, as well as injection processes of suprathermal parti-
cles. In addition to these theoretical works, R/D studies for
radio observations of pulsars and cosmic ray air showers are
also being made.

Cherenkov Cosmic Gamma-Ray Group

CANGAROO-III

[Spokespersons: R.W. Clay, T. Tanimori, and T. Yoshikoshi]
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Nuclear Studies, High Energy Accelerator Research Organi-
zation (KEK), Ibaraki, Japan; Department of Applied Physics,
Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan [1].

Status of the Project
CANGAROO is the acronym for the Collaboration of Aus-

tralia and Nippon (Japan) for a GAmma-Ray Observatory in
the Outback. The collaboration started in 1992 with a single
Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope (IACT) of 3.8 m
diameter called CANGAROO-I in the desert area near Woo-
mera, South Australia (136◦47′E, 31◦06′S, 160 m a.s.l.). As
its third-generation experimental setup, the CANGAROO-III
stereoscopic IACT system has been in operation since March
2004 with four IACTs of 10 m diameter. Stereoscopic ob-
servations of atmospheric Cherenkov light images produced
by air showers caused by high-energy particles bombarding
the earth allow effective discrimination of gamma rays from
charged cosmic rays which are the overwhelming backgrounds.
Two of the four telescopes (called T3 and T4 in the order
of construction) have been used in observations since May
2008, as the first and second telescopes have degraded. A
stereoscopic triggering system was installed at the beginning
of 2005 and has been working properly, rejecting most single
muon events, which are the major background component at
low energies. Observations of various candidates of celestial
gamma-ray emitters have been carried out on moonless, clear
nights.

Since the CANGAROO-III telescopes, which, due to fi-
nancial considerations, were not sheltered from the harsh desert
environment, have seriously deteriorated over time from their
original performance, we have stopped observations in 2011
and the telescopes were demolished in 2012. A paper summa-
rizing the CANGAROO activity for about 20 years is being
prepared for publication.

Results from CANGAROO-III
Blazars H 2356−309, PKS 2155−304, PKS 0537−441,

and 3C 279
We have observed four selected blazars, H 2356−309,

PKS 2155−304, PKS 0537−441, and 3C 279, with the
CANGAROO-III IACTs from 2005 to 2009. No statistically
significant excess of events above 510–720 GeV from the di-
rection of any of these objects was found, and we derived flux
upper limits for very high energy (VHE) gamma-ray emis-
sions [2]. In addition, we analyzed GeV gamma-ray data be-
tween 0.2 and 300 GeV taken with Fermi/LAT from August
2008 to May 2011.

To derive some important physical parameters of these
blazars, we consider a simple leptonic jet model to explain
the multiwavelength spectral energy distributions (SEDs) in-
cluding GeV and TeV spectra, even though non-simultaneous.
The observed SED of H 2356-309 (HBL) could be explained
by a simple synchrotron-self-Compton (SSC) model with a
single power-law electron spectrum, and to keep a consistency
with GeV spectrum, we need to assume a large beaming factor
δ = 59 and weak magnetic field strength of 0.012 G. Radiation
from PKS 2155−304, a nearby HBL, was well modeled by
the SSC scenario, and obtained parameters are consistent with

earlier works. PKS 0537−441, a luminous LBL, was studied
and we found SSC + EC (external Compton) model could ex-
plain the observed multiwavelength spectrum where the EC
component is dominant in the gamma-ray photons. The SED
of one of the distant FSRQ, 3C 279, were also well explained
by the SSC + EC model.

Additionally, from our parameter fit results as the HBL
to the FSRQ of blazar sub-classes, it is seen that the beam-
ing factor becomes smaller, and in contrast the strength of the
magnetic field becomes stronger and the size of blob becomes
larger. Although we could not take into account of the uncer-
tainties such as simultaneity of the data and the differences of
models, these latter two tendencies are in agreement with the
proposed blazar sequence.
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Fig. 1. Artist view of the CTA observatory. CTA consists of three types of telescopes, Large Size Telescopes (23m diameter), Mid Size
Telescopes (12m) and Small Size Telescopes (6m), and covers the broad energy band from 20GeV to 100TeV.

Tokushima; Department of Applied Physics, University of Mi-
yazaki, Miyazaki, Japan; Graduate School of Science and Tech-
nology, Kumamoto University, Kumamoto, Japan; Center for
Cosmology and AstroParticle Physics, Ohio State University,
Ohio, USA; Max-Planck-Institute for Physics, Munich, Ger-
many [1].

CTA Project
During the past few years, Very High Energy (VHE) gam-

ma ray astronomy has made spectacular progress and has es-
tablished itself as a vital branch of astrophysics. To advance
this field even further, we propose the Cherenkov Telescope
Array (CTA) [2], the next generation VHE gamma ray obser-
vatory, in the framework of a worldwide, international collab-
oration. CTA is the ultimate VHE gamma ray observatory,
whose sensitivity and broad energy coverage will attain an or-
der of magnitude improvement above those of current Imag-
ing Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs). By observ-
ing the highest energy photons known, CTA will clarify many
aspects of the extreme Universe, including the origin of the
highest energy cosmic rays in our Galaxy and beyond, the
physics of energetic particle generation in neutron stars and
black holes, as well as the star formation history of the Uni-
verse. CTA will also address critical issues in fundamental
physics, such as the identity of dark matter particles and the
nature of quantum gravity.

VHE gamma rays from 100GeV to 10TeV can be observed
with ground-based IACTs. The history of VHE gamma ray as-
tronomy began with the discovery of VHE gamma rays from
the Crab Nebula by the Whipple Observatory in 1989. To
date, the current generation IACTs featuring new technolo-
gies, such as H.E.S.S., MAGIC, VERITAS, and CANGA-
ROO, have discovered more than 100 Galactic and extragalac-
tic sources of various types.

CTA is designed to achieve superior sensitivity and per-
formance, utilizing established technologies and experience
gained from the current IACTs. The project is presently in its
preparatory phase, with international efforts from Japan, the
US and EU. It will consist of several 10s of IACTs of three dif-

ferent sizes (Large Size Telescopes, Mid Size Telescopes, and
Small Size Telescopes). With a factor of 10 increase in sensi-
tivity (1m Crab ∼ 10−14erg s−1 cm−2), together with a much
broader energy coverage from 20GeV up to 100TeV, CTA will
bring forth further dramatic advances for VHE gamma ray as-
tronomy. The discovery of more than 1000 Galactic and ex-
tragalactic sources is anticipated with CTA.

CTA will allow us to explore numerous diverse topics in
physics and astrophysics. The century-old question of the ori-
gin of cosmic rays is expected to be finally settled through de-
tailed observations of supernova remnants and other Galactic
objects along with the diffuse Galactic gamma ray emission,
which will also shed light on the physics of the interstellar
medium. Observing pulsars and associated pulsar wind neb-
ulae will clarify physical processes in the vicinity of neutron
stars and extreme magnetic fields. The physics of accretion
onto supermassive black holes, the long-standing puzzle of the
origin of ultrarelativistic jets emanating from them, as well as
their cosmological evolution, will be addressed by extensive
studies of active galactic nuclei (AGN). Through dedicated
observing strategies, CTA will also elucidate many aspects of
the mysterious nature of gamma ray bursts (GRBs), the most
energetic explosions in the Universe. Detailed studies of both
AGNs and GRBs can also reveal the origin of the highest en-
ergy cosmic rays in the Universe, probe the cosmic history of
star formation including the very first stars, as well as provide
high precision tests of theories of quantum gravity. Finally,
CTA will search for signatures from elementary particles con-
stituting dark matter with the highest sensitivity yet. Realiza-
tion of the rich scientific potential of CTA is very much feasi-
ble, thanks to the positive experience gained from the current
IACTs.

The CTA-Japan consortium [1] is aiming at contributing in
particularly to the construction of the Large Size Telescopes
(LSTs) and is involved in their development. The LST cov-
ers the low energy domain from 20GeV to 1000GeV and is
especially important for studies of high redshift AGNs and
GRBs. The diameter and area of the mirror are 23m and
400m2, respectively, in order to achieve the lowest possible
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Fig. 2. Large Size Telescope (23m diameter) designed by Max–
Planck-Institute for Physics. CTA Japan is contributing to the de-
sign and prototyping of the imaging camera at the focal plane, ul-
trafast readout electronics, and high precision segmented mirrors.

energy threshold of 20GeV. All optical elements/detectors re-
quire high specifications, for example, high reflectivity, high
collection efficiency, high quantum efficiency and ultra fast
digitization of signal, etc. For this purpose, CTA-Japan is de-
veloping high quantum efficiency photomultipliers, ultrafast
readout electronics and high precision segmented mirrors. On
the strength of their experience gained from construction of
the MAGIC telescope, the Max-Planck-Institute for Physics
in Munich is responsible for the design of the 23m diameter
telescope structure, based on a carbon fiber tube space frame.
The LSTs require very fast rotation (180 degrees/20seconds)
for promptly observing GRBs.

The Cherenkov Cosmic Gamma Ray group is also operat-
ing the MAGIC Telescopes [5] on La Palma, Canary Islands.
This facility is used not only for scientific observations but
also for technological development toward the future obser-
vatory CTA.
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Fig. 3. Camera cluster for the Large Size Telescope (LST) developed
by CTA-Japan. This cluster consists of seven high quantum effi-
ciency photomultipliers (R11920-100), CW High Voltages, pre-am-
plifier, Slow Control Board, DRS4 Ultra fast waveform recording
system and Trigger. The LST camera can be assembled with 400
of these clusters, cooling plates and camera housing.

Fig. 4. Prototype of the high precision segmented mirror for the Large
Size Telescope (LST) developed by CTA-Japan in cooperation with
Sanko Co.LTD. The mirror is made of a 60mm thick aluminum hon-
eycomb sandwiched by 3mm thin glass on both sides. A surface
protection coat consisting of the materials SiO2 and HfO2 will be
applied to enhance the reflectivity and to elongate the lifetime.

[4] Design Study of a CTA Large Size Telescope,
Proc. of ICRC2012 at Beijing China, M. Teshima,
arXiv:1111.2183.

[5] MAGIC Collaboration website: http://magic.
mppmu.mpg.de/ .

Other Activities
As a test bench of domestic R & D activities for future

ground-based gamma-ray observatory projects, a used atmo-
spheric Cherenkov telescope of a 3 m diameter was obtained
and placed at the Akeno Observatory in November 2010. This
is currently the only atmospheric Cherenkov telescope located
in Japan. In the fiscal year 2012, we completed recoating its
18 deteriorated segment mirrors at the Okayama Astrophysi-
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Fig. 5. Akeno atmospheric Cherenkov telescope with 18 segment
mirrors recoated and assembled back to the structure.

cal Observatory (OAO), the National Astronomical Observa-
tory of Japan (NAOJ), and assembled them back to the tele-
scope structure (Fig. 5). A new telescope operation system
has also been rebuilt for tracking celestial objects, adding a PC
with interfaces to the old positioner and encoder. Some proto-
type imaging cameras and electronics systems are planned to
be installed to this telescope (e.g. [1]), and test observations
will be carried out in the near future.
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Overview and Status of TA
The Telescope Array (TA) is the largest Ultra-High En-

ergy Cosmic Ray (UHECR) observatory in the northern hemi-
sphere. The aim of the TA experiment is to explore the origin,
propagation and interaction of extremely-high energy (EHE)
cosmic rays by measuring energy, arrival direction and mass
composition. The TA consists of a surface array of 507 plastic
scintillator detectors (SD) and three stations of fluorescence
detectors (FD). It is located in the desert of Utah in USA
(lat. 39.3◦N, long. 112.9◦W, alt.∼1400 m). The TA was con-
structed mainly by the Grants-in-Aid for Priority Areas “The
Origin of Highest Energy Cosmic Rays” (JFY2003-2008) and
the fund from the US National Science Foundation (NSF). All
three FD stations started the observation in November 2007.
Major construction of the SD array was completed in February
2007, and started the full operation in March 2008. The TA
is operated by the international collaboration of researchers
from US, Russia, Korea, Belgium and Japan. The main fund
for the TA operation is the Grants-in-Aid for Specially Pro-
moted Research “Extreme Phenomena in the Universe Ex-
plored by Highest Energy Cosmic Rays” (JFY2009-2013).

Surface Detector Array
Each SD has two 1.2-cm thick layers of plastic scintillator.

Signal light from energy deposited by particles is collected by
wavelength shifting optical fibers in extruded grooves on the
scintillator layers and brought out to a photomultiplier tube
(PMT) for each layer. The resulting electronic waveforms are
digitized by 12-bit FADCs at 50 MHz sampling rate. A solar
photovoltaic panel provides power for the PMTs and electron-
ics. The SDs are divided into three sub-arrays which com-
municate via wireless LAN each with an SD host electronics
at a communication tower in their sub-array. In 2010, we in-
stalled hybrid trigger system, by which filtered FD trigger sig-
nals trigger SD data taking. In addition to shower trigger data,
we collect a variety of monitor information for SD calibration
and maintenance. The fraction of running time is greater than
96% . The performance of the SD is described in [1].

Fluorescence Telescope
The Middle Drum (MD) FD site is located to the north of

the TA site, and is instrumented with 14 refurbished telescopes
from the HiRes-I site. The cameras each contain 256 hexago-
nal Photonics PMTs in a 16×16 array. Each PMT views ∼1◦

of sky. The telescopes view from 3-31◦ above horizon and
114◦ in azimuth.

The Black Rock Mesa (BRM) and Long Ridge (LR) FD
sites are located to the southeast and southwest of the TA site,
respectively. They are each instrumented with 12 new tele-
scopes [2]. The cameras use a Hamamatsu PMT with the 1◦

field of view. The PMTs are calibrated with a laser [3]. The
relative calibration is described in [4]. The sites view 3-33◦

above horizon and 108◦ in azimuth. The trigger system is de-
scribed in [5, 6]. The BRM and LR FD sites have duty cycles
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of 12 and 10%, respectively.
A monostatic LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging) sys-

tem, in which the laser and receiver are collocated, is located
in the BRM site to measure atmospheric transparency [7]. The
BRM site has an IR camera to monitor clouds.

A laser facility (CLF) sits at the center of the three FD
sites. This allows one to measure the atmospheric transmis-
sion parameters [8] as well as to directly compare the recon-
struction of the three FD sites. We installed a LIDAR system
at the CLF.

No absolute energy calibration source existed on the sites
of previous UHECR experiments. At KEK in Japan, we built
an electron linear accelerator (ELS, Electron Light Source)
for an end-to-end energy calibration of the FD [9]. The max-
imum beam energy is 40 MeV, and the charge of one pulse is
109 e−, and the typical pulse width is 1 µsec. The ELS was
installed 100 m forward from the BRM FD in March 2009.
With the FD, we observed pseudo air shower induced by an
electron beam that was shot vertically in the air from ELS in
September, 2010. The basic idea of the end-to-end calibration
of FD with the ELS is that we compare measured ADC value
and that from Monte Carlo simulation and the difference is
corrected for the simulation, which affects energy scale. The
beam energy is measured with a bending magnet with an ac-
curacy better than 1%. We worked with emphasis on precise
measurement of the beam charge with a Faraday cup. We
checked the relevant geometry and GEANT4 simulation.

Results
Here we present the recent results of energy spectrum,

mass composition, and anisotropy from TA data.

Energy Spectrum
The HiRes [10] observed the GZK cutoff and Auger [11]

confirmed the flux suppression consistent with HiRes result.
We measured the energy spectrum by using the SD data

over approximately four years of observation between 2008
May 11 and 2012 May 20. The value of exposure for this data
set is∼3690 km2 sr yr. The Monte Carlo (MC) data were gen-
erated by CORSIKA air shower simulation with QGSJET-II-
03 proton model. GEANT4 simulation is used for the detector
simulation. The correlation of S800 and zenith angle with pri-
mary energy from MC study is used for the first estimation of
the CR energy. Here S800 is the charge density at a distance of
800 m from shower core.

We compare the FD and SD energies using hybrid events.
The SD energy is 27% larger than that of FD. The SD energy
is rescaled by 27%. The plot of the energies is shown in Fig. 6.

The selection criteria employed in our analysis are as fol-
lows:

• Each event must include at least five counters.

• The reconstructed primary zenith angle must be less
than 45◦.

• The reconstructed event core must be more than 1200
m from edge of the array.

Fig. 6. The SD and FD energy comparison after applying 27% nor-
malization to the SD. The dashed line corresponds to ESD = EFD.

The energy spectrum is shown together with other exper-
iments in Fig. 7 [12]. The SD spectrum is consistent with
HiRes spectra. Using a power-law fit, we found the two breaks
at (4.6 ± 0.3)×1018 eV and at (5.4 ± 0.6)×1019 eV, which
correspond to the ankle and the GZK suppression, respec-
tively. We observed 21 events above the suppression while a
linear extrapolation of the power law below the break predicts
58.6 events above the break. This result provides evidence for
the flux suppression with the significance of 5.5σ . The differ-
ence of the TA and Auger fluxes corresponds to the difference
of the TA and Auger energy scales of approximately 20%,.
which is consistent with systematic energy uncertainties.

Mass Composition
The dependence of Xmax on the primary energy is used to

determine the mass composition. The Auger data suggests
a change to a heavier composition for E > 1018.5 eV [13]
while the HiRes data is consistent with constant elongation
rate which stays with proton [14].

The events simultaneously observed at two new FD sta-
tions (stereo events) from November 2007 through Septem-
ber 2010 have been presented [15]. The distribution of recon-
structed Xmax for the TA data with QGSJET-01 MC data was
in good agreement with the proton distribution.

Here we show the result of Xmax from the events simulta-
neously observed with the Middle Drum FD and surface de-
tectors for the period between May 2008 and September 2011.
The Xmax distributions are shown in Fig. 8 and the data are
in good agreement with the QGSJET-II-03 proton prediction.
The evolution of the average Xmax with energy is shown with
the MC data in the energy range from 1018.2 to 1019.6 eV in
Fig. 9. The observed TA data are in good agreement with pro-
ton prediction.
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Fig. 7. The TA SD spectrum together with the spectra from other ex-
periments: the TA SD (black filled circles), AGASA (green open
diamonds), Auger (purple open triangles), HiRes-1 (red open cir-
cles), and HiRes-2 (blue open squares). Solid line shows the bro-
ken power line fit to the TA SD data.

Fig. 8. The preliminary reconstructed Xmax distributions for the data
(points) with QGSJET-01 MC data above 1018.2 eV. The red and
blue histograms are the proton and iron predictions, respectively.

Arrival Directions of UHECRs
We report the analysis of UHECRs for correlations with

AGNs, autocorrelations and correlations with the Large Scale
Structure (LSS) [16]. The SD data set in the period between
2008 May 11 and 2011 September 15 contains 988 events
above 10 EeV, 57 events above 40 EeV, and 25 events above
57 EeV.

Correlations with AGNs : The Auger reported correlations
between the arrival directions of UHECRs with E > 57 EeV

Fig. 9. The preliminary TA average reconstructed Xmax (black points)
as a function of energy. The red line is the prediction for pure
proton with the interaction model of QGSJET-II-03. The blue line
is under the assumption of iron.

Fig. 10. The TA result of the correlations with AGN. The horizontal
axis is the number of observed events and the vertical axis is the
number of correlated events with AGN. The red crosses are the
TA data. The black dashed line is the prediction from isotropic
distribution. The expectation from the original Auger claim is rep-
resented by the blue line together with the 1- and 2-σ bands.

and positions of nearby AGN from Véron 2006 catalog with
0<z≤0.018 in 2007 [17]. The probability that the correlations
for angular separations less than 3.1◦ occurred by chance is
1.7×10−3. The number of correlating events was 9 out of 13,
which corresponds to about 69% of events. The Auger has
updated the analysis and found that the number of correlat-
ing events was 21 out of 55, which corresponds to about 38%
of events [18]. The HiRes reported that no correlations had
been found [19]. The TA searched for AGN correlation using
the same condition as Auger and found 11 correlating events
(44%) out of 25 total events while the expected number of ran-
dom coincidences for this total number of events is 5.9. As is
seen in Fig. 10, the TA result is compatible both with isotropic
distribution and the AGN hypothesis. By using binomial dis-
tribution with the probability of a single event to correlate piso
= 0.24, such an excess has probability of ∼2% to occur by
chance with isotropic distribution.
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Fig. 11. The distribution of separation angles for any two cosmic rays
above 40 EeV normalized by solid angle. The points are the ob-
served data and the shaded region represents the average num-
ber of pairs expected for the uniform distribution. The expectation
in the first bin is set to be one as the overall normalization.

Autocorrelations : The small-scale clusters of UHECR ar-
rival directions were observed by the AGASA at the angular
scale of 2.5◦ above 40 EeV [20, 21]. On the other hand, the
result by the HiRes is consistent with an isotropic distribu-
tion [22]. Fig. 11 shows the distribution of separation angles
for any two cosmic rays above 40 EeV for the TA data set. We
find 0 pair separated by less than 2.5◦ while 1.5 are expected
for the isotropic model. There is no excess of small-scale clus-
ters in the TA data, and no significant excess is found for an-
gles from 0 to 40◦ and for three energy thresholds of 10 EeV,
40 EeV, and 57 EeV. There is a hint of grouping of events
at angular scales between 20 and 30◦ at the highest energies.
However, the statistical significance of this feature is not suf-
ficient.

Correlations with LSS : Next we check the compatibility of
the TA event sets with the isotropic distribution at large angu-
lar scales. The flux sampling test gives the values of statisti-
cal probability (p-values) 0.5, 0.9 and 0.6 for the three energy
thresholds (10 EeV, 40 EeV, 57 EeV), respectively. The data
are compatible with an isotropic distribution.

At large angular scales, the anisotropy in the Auger data
was claimed [23] , and that in the HiRes data was not con-
firmed [24]. We use the galaxies at distances from 5 to 250
Mpc and with Ks magnitudes less than 12.5 in the 2MASS
Galaxy Redshift Catalog (XSCz) [25]. This catalog provides
the most accurate information about three-dimensional galaxy
distribution. We assume that UHECRs are protons and the ef-
fects of the Galactic and extragalactic magnetic fields on each
arrival direction are approximated by a Gaussian probability
density function with an angular resolution called a smearing
angle θ , which is treated as a free parameter. The sky maps
of the expected flux at the smearing angle of 6◦ are shown
in Fig. 12 together with the TA events. Fig. 13 shows the
p-values as a function of the smearing angle. The data both
above 40 EeV and 57 EeV are compatible with LSS model
even without considering the effect of regular Galactic Mag-
netic Field (GMF). For E > 10 EeV, the data set is compati-
ble with LSS hypothesis that includes the regular GMF with

Fig. 12. The sky map of expected flux from LSS model together with
the TA events (white dots) at energy thresholds of 10 EeV, 40 EeV,
and 57 EeV (from top to bottom) in Galactic coordinates. The
smearing angle is 6◦. Darker gray region indicates larger flux and
each band contains 1/5 of the total flux.

strong and thick halo component. Here we adopt the recent
GMF model with the magnitude of 4 µG and the thickness of
1.5 kpc for the halo [26].

Prospects
We describe the recent joint studies with the TA and Auger

collaborations to understand the discrepancies between the TA
and Auger results, the TA Low-energy Extension (TALE), and
the future plans.

TA and Auger joint studies
The International Symposium on Future Directions in UHECR

Physics (UHECR2012) was held in CERN in February 2012 [27].
We discussed the highlights and future UHECR experiments.
There are some discrepancies between the results from the TA
and Auger collaborations such as energy spectrum and Xmax .
After the symposium, the TA and Auger collaborations have
begun a program of joint studies in order to understand the
nature of these differences, which are related to energy spec-
trum, Xmax, and arrival directions. The following is the list of
the joint studies:

• The light source developed by the Auger collaboration
was brought to the TA site and measured with TA FD
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Fig. 13. The results of the statistical test for the compatibility between
the data and the LSS hypothesis. The p-values are shown as a
function of the smearing angle θ . The horizontal blue line shows a
confidence level of 95%. The three panels correspond to energy
thresholds of 10 EeV, 40 EeV, and 57 EeV from top to bottom.
Red circles represent that with no regular GMF, In the upper panel
with E > 10 EeV, black squares represent the result of the TA
events with the LSS hypothesis with disk and halo components,
and green triangles represent that with disk component only.

together with the Auger members in November 2012
and in March 2013.

• The first joint anisotropy analysis meeting was held by
the TA and Auger members in February in 2013 in order
to obtain the large scale anisotropy result with the full
sky coverage by using the TA and Auger data above
1019 eV.

• The Xmax analysis of an adhoc data compatible with
Auger composition model via TA reconstruction is be-
ing studied in order to know how well the TA SD detec-
tor distinguish between Auger mixed composition and
pure proton compositions.

The progress reports from these joint studies would be pre-
sented at ICRC2013 [28].

Fig. 14. The photograph of the TALE FD

Fig. 15. A first air shower event taken with TALE FD

TA Low Energy Extension (TALE)
The TALE will give us the detailed studies of energy spec-

trum and composition from 1016.5 eV to the highest energies.
The second knee has been observed at about 4×1017 eV in
the cosmic-ray spectrum by previous experiments. The en-
ergy scales of these detectors differed by about a factor of
two, so the energy at which this spectral break occurs is quite
uncertain. There is a possibility that the transition from galac-
tic cosmic rays to extragalactic cosmic rays occurs around this
energy region. Then it is expected to observe the transition of
heavier to lighter composition. The laboratory equivalent pro-
ton energy is 1017 eV in the center of mass energy of 14 TeV
at the LHC. The cosmic-ray data to be observed by the TALE
and the air shower MC simulation to be tuned by the result
of the LHC forward (LHCf) experiment could be compared at
about 1017 eV.

The mirror building of the TALE FD was constructed right
next to the MD FD building in the spring of 2012. The 10
additional TALE FDs view 31◦-59◦ in elevation angle and
are constructed from refurbished HiRes-II telescopes. The
TALE infill SD array consists of approximately 100 scintil-
lation counters identical to those of the TA SD array, with
graded spacings ranging from 400 m near the FD to 600 m
further away, and merging with the main TA SD array of 1.2-
km spacing at its northwestern corner. The TALE FDs was
completed as shown in Fig. 14 and started its operation in the
spring of 2013. Fig. 15 is a first air shower event with TALE
FD. About the same time, the deployment of about one third
of the surface detectors was planned.
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Future plans
The grant of the current TA operation will end in March

2014. As described above, TA result is consistent with proton
GZK model and there are hints of anisotropy. We propose to
expand the aperture of the TA SD by a factor of four by build-
ing 500 additional counters, tentatively based on the existing
TA SD design, but deployed in a square grid with 2.08-km
spacing. Coupled with an additional FD site, the expanded
TA will achieve the equivalent of 20 and 14 years of SD and
hybrid exposures of the existing TA, respectively, by 2019 if
the proposal is approved and we can start the construction in
2014.

The ground array 60 times that of the TA consisting of
10,000 SDs with 2 km spacing was proposed as a next gene-
ration air-shower ground array experiment first in the UHECR-
2010 symposium [29]. This plan was reviewed at the CRC
(Cosmic-ray Researchers Congress) future project symposium
in 2012.

The merit of the ground-based observatory with huge aper-
ture is its guaranteed ability of the conventional technique
and/or possible ability of new method or new technique to
be well calibrated with the existing observatories. We have
already started the R&D experiments in the TA site with the
group outside the TA. The R&D of the radio echo detection
from air showers is being performed in the TA site [30]. An
R&D of GHz radio detection in the TA site was performed
first in March, 2012 together with the Auger members from
the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) and University of
Chicago and the second test was performed in March, 2013.

The JEM-EUSO is the first space project to investigate
EHE cosmic rays by a super-wide view (60◦) telescope on the
International Space Station (ISS). The advantage is its rather
uniform and huge aperture (1.5×106 km2 sr ) in the whole
sky. The ICRR TA members joined the JEM-EUSO group in
December, 2012. The prototype of the JEM-EUSO has been
developed and was installed on the TA site in March of 2012.
It will be tested with ELS, CLF and air shower events simul-
taneously observed by TA.

Summary
The TA group confirmed suppression consistent with the

GZK cutoff with a significance of 5.5σ and the ankle. The
Xmax measurement above 1018.2 eV is consistent with proton
composition. The analyses of arrival directions of UHECRs
for the correlations with AGNs, correlations with LSS proton
model and autocorrelations show some hints of anisotropy al-
though they are consistent with isotropic model with the cur-
rent statistics.

The main aim of the TALE is to investigate the transition
from galactic and extragalactic cosmic rays. The construc-
tion of TALE FD was completed and the deployment of about
one third of TALE SDs was planned in the spring of 2013.
Based on the UHECR2012 symposium and continuation of
the working groups, the TA and Auger collaborations started
joint studies to understand the discrepancies between TA and
Auger. The TA results are consistent with proton GZK model,
which leads to UHECR astronomy. As the next five year plan,
we propose the plan of four times TA.
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Experiment

The Tibet air shower experiment has been successfully op-
erated at Yangbajing (90◦31’ E, 30◦06’ N; 4300 m above sea
level) in Tibet, China since 1990. It has continuously made a
wide field-of-view (approximately 2 steradian) observation of
cosmic rays and gamma rays in the northen sky.

The Tibet I array was constructed in 1990 and it was grad-
ually upgraded to the Tibet II by 1994 which consisted of
185 fast-timing (FT) scintillation counters placed on a 15 m
square grid covering 36,900 m2, and 36 density (D) counters
around the FT-counter array. Each counter has a plastic scin-
tillator plate of 0.5 m2 in area and 3 cm in thickness. All
the FT counters are equipped with a fast-timing 2-inch-in-
diameter photomultiplier tube (FT-PMT), and 52 out of 185

Tibet III Air Shower Array (2003)

FT Detector (512)

FT Detector w/ D−PMT(249)

Density Detector (28)

789 detectors

36,900 m

15 m

2

Fig. 16. Schematic view of Tibet III.

FT counters are also equipped with a wide dynamic range 1.5-
inch-indiameter PMT (D-PMT) by which we measure up to
500 particles which saturates FT-PMT output, and all the D-
counters have a D-PMT. A 0.5 cm thick lead plate is put on the
top of each counter in order to increase the counter sensitiv-
ity by converting gamma rays into electron-positron pairs in
an electromagnetic shower. The mode energy of the triggered
events in Tibet II is 10 TeV.

In 1996, we added 77 FT counters with a 7.5 m lattice in-
terval to a 5,200 m2 area inside the northern part of the Tibet II
array. We called this high-density array Tibet HD. The mode
energy of the triggered events in Tibet HD is a few TeV.

In the late fall of 1999, the array was further upgraded by
adding 235 FT-counters so as to enlarge the high-density area
from 5,200 m2 to 22,050 m2, and we call this array and further
upgraded one Tibet III. In 2002, all of the 36,900 m2 area was
covered by the high-density array by adding 200 FT-counters
more. Finally we set up 56 FT-counters around the 36,900 m2

high density array and equipped 8 D-counters with FT-PMT
in 2003. At present, the Tibet air shower array consists of 761
FT-counters (249 of which have a D-PMT) and 28 D-counters
as in Fig. 16.

The performance of the Tibet air shower array has been
well examined by observing the Moon’s shadow (approxi-
mately 0.5 degrees in diameter) in cosmic rays. The deficit
map of cosmic rays around the Moon demonstrates the angu-
lar resolution to be around 0.9◦ at a few TeV for the Tibet III
array. The pointing error is estimated to be better than∼0.01◦,
as shown in Fig. 17, by displacement of the shadow’s center
from the apparent center in the north-south direction, as the
east-west component of the geomagnetic field is very small at
the experimental site. On the other hand, the shadow center
displacement in the east-west direction due to the geomag-
netic field enables us to spectroscopically estimate the energy
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Fig. 17. From [1]. The Moon’s shadow center displacement from
the apparent position in the north-south direction as a function of
energy, observed by Tibet III.
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Fig. 18. From [1]. The Moon’s shadow center displacement from the
apparent positionin the east-west direction as a function of energy,
observed by Tibet III.

scale uncertainty at ±12 % level, as shown in Fig. 18. Thus,
the Tibet air shower experiment introduces a new method for
energy scale calibration other than the conventional estima-
tion by the difference between the measured cosmic-ray flux
by an air shower experiment and the higher-energy extrapola-
tion of cosmic-ray flux measured by direct measurements by
baloon-borne or satellite experiments.

Physics Results

Our current research theme is classified into 4 categories:

(1) TeV celestial gamma-ray point/diffuse sources,

(2) Chemical composition and energy spectrum of primary
cosmic rays in the knee energy region,

(3) Cosmic-ray anisotropy in the multi-TeV region with high
precision,

(4) Global 3-dimensional structure of the solar and interplane-
tary magnetic fields by observing the Sun’s shadow in cosmic
rays.

We will introduce a part of the results obtained in this fis-
cal year.

Galactic cosmic rays at TeV energies reach the Earth al-
most isotropically, due to galactic magnetic field disturbing
the trajectory of cosmic rays. The Larmor radius of a 1 TeV
proton in a lG magnetic field is 0.001 pc, many orders of
magnitude shorter than the distance to any potential source of
cosmic rays. Numerous experiments including the Tibet air-
shower experiment, on the other hand, reported the existence
of a small ∼0.1%) galactic cosmic- ray anisotropy at sidereal
time frame. They consistently found that there are two distinct
large-scale structures in the anisotropy; one is a deficit region
in the cosmicray flux called the ”loss-cone”, distributed be-
tween 150 degrees and 240 degrees in right ascension, and the
other an excess region called the ”tail-in”, distributed between
40 degrees and 90 degrees in right ascension. The common
understanding of the origin of the anisotropy has not been es-
tablished until now.

The Milagro experiment reported a steady increase in the
amplitude of the loss-cone at 6 TeV from July 2000 to July
2007, in the latter half of the 23rd solar cycle. Milagro was a
water Cherenkov detector located in New Mexico at the alti-
tude of 2630 m above sea level, composed of an 80 m × 60
m × 8 m pond surrounded by a 200 m × 200 m array of 175
water tanks. Using a data set consisting of 96 billion cosmic-
ray events, which is unprecedentedly large at TeV energies,
Milagro significantly claimed the detection of the increase in
the loss-cone amplitude at 6 TeV. The Tibet air-shower exper-
iment would be the only experiment that operated during the
corresponding period and is capable of examining Milagro’s
results with comparable statistics at TeV energies. We ex-
amined Milagro’s claim using the data collected by the Tibet
air-shower experiment during 1916 live days from November
1999 through December 2008.

Fig. 19 shows the time dependence of the loss-cone am-
plitude measured at 4.4, 6.2, and 11 TeV by the Tibet exper-
iment in comparison with that measured at 6 TeV by Mila-
gro. It can be clearly seen that, contrary to Milagro’s results,
the loss-cone amplitude measured by the Tibet experiment is
quite stable at 4.4, 6.2, and 11 TeV during the period from
2000 to 2008. The ARGO-YBJ experiment, using the data
collected from January 2008 to December 2009, also reported
the observation of the sidereal anisotropy at multi-TeV ener-
gies, where the amplitude of the loss-cone remained ∼0.1 %.
Milagro argued that variations in the heliosphere in relation to
solar activities could cause the time dependence of the sidereal
cosmic-ray anisotropy. In that case, the same tendency would
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be seen at sub-TeV energies, where the anisotropy is expected
to be much more sensitive to solar activities. Matsushiro un-
derground muon observatory, however, reports that the loss-
cone amplitude shows no significant increase at 0.6 TeV dur-
ing the corresponding period, suggesting that the steady in-
crease in the loss-cone amplitude observed by Milagro at 6
TeV is not caused by the solar modulation effects.

Other Activities

The emulsion-pouring facilities can meet the demands for
making any kind of nuclear emulsion plates which are used
for cosmic ray or accelerator experiments. The thermostatic
emulsion-processing facilities are operated in order to develop
nuclear emulsion plates or X-ray films. Using these facili-
ties, it is also possible to make and develop emulsion pelli-
cles in 600-micron thickness each. In this way, these facilities
have been open to all the qualified scientists who want to carry
out joint research programs successfully. Of recent, however,
the shrinking demand for the facilities let us decide that we
should suspend calls for joint research programs to utilize the
emulsion-pouring facilities, starting from 2012.

Future Plans

(1) Chemical composition of primary cosmic rays making the
knee in the all-particel energy spectrum

We have measured the energy spectra of primary cosmic-
ray protons, heliums, all particles around the knee energy re-
gion. The main component responsible for making the knee
structure in the all particle energy spectrum is heavier nulei
than helium. The next step is to identify the chemical compo-
nent making the knee in the all particle energy spectrum. We
have a plan to install an Yangbajing Air shower Core detec-
tor array (YAC) around the center of Tibet III to distinguish
the chemical component making the knee. We set up YAC2

Fig. 20. YAC2 set up at Yangbajing.

(∼100 detectors over∼160m2 in area) in 2011, as is shown in
Fig. 20 to mainly study the energy specta of proton and helium
components in the knee energy region.

Currently, we are planning to set up YAC3 (∼400 detec-
tors over ∼5000m2 in area) to measure the iron flux in the
knee energy region.

(2) Gamma-ray astronomy in the 100 TeV region

We have a plan[3] to construct a large (∼ 10,000 m2×1.5m
deep) underground (∼ 2.5 m soil+concrete overburden) wa-
ter Cherenkov muon detector array (Tibet MD) around an ex-
tended version (Tibet AS, ∼83,000 m2) of Tibet III. By Ti-
bet AS + MD, we aim at background-free detection of celes-
tial point-source gamma rays in the 100 TeV region (10 TeV –
1000 TeV) with world-best sensitivity and at locating the ori-
gins of cosmic rays accelerated up to the knee energy region
in the northern sky. The measurement of cut off energies in
the energy spectra of such gamma rays in the 100 TeV region
may contribute significantly to understanding of the cosmic-
ray acceleration limit at SNRs. Search for extremely diffuse
gamma-ray sources by Tibet AS + MD, for example, from
the galactic plane or from the Cygnus region may be very in-
triguing as well. Above 100 TeV, the angular resolution of
Tibet AS with 2-steradian wide field of view is 0.2◦ and the
hadron rejection power of Tibet MD is 1/10000. The proposed
Tibet AS + MD, demonstrated in Fig. 21, has the world-best
sensitivity in the 100 TeV region, superior to HESS above 10-
20 TeV and to CTA above 30-40 TeV.

In addition to unknown point-like sources, we expect to
detect established sources in the 100 TeV region: TeV J2032
+ 4130, HESS J1837-069, Crab, MGRO J2019+37, MGRO
J1908+06, Milagro candidate sources, Mrk421, Mrk501 are
sufficiently detectable and Cas A, HESS J1834-087,LS I+63
303, IC443 and M87 are marginal.

Furthermore, our integral flux sensitivity to diffuse gamma
rays will be the world-best as well. The diffuse gamma rays
from the Cygnus region reported by the Milagro group and
also diffuse gamma-rays from the galactic plane will be clearly
detected. Diffuse gamma-rays of extragalacitic origin may be
an interesting target as well.
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Fig. 21. Tibet AS + MD (red curve) integral flux sensitivity (5σ or 10
events/1yr) for a point source.

Fig. 22. The 5 shaded squares represent the constructed 5 MD pools.

In fall, 2007, a prototype underground muon detector, com-
posed of two 52m2 water pools, was successfully constructed
in Tibet to demonstrate the technical feasibility, cost estimate,
validity of our Monte Carlo simulation. Data analyses demon-
strate that our MC simulation reproduces real data quite rea-
sonably.

In 2010, construction of 5/12 of the full-scale MD, as is
shown in Fig. 22, started and the concrete-based water pools
were successfully completed. The remaining works are under
way, as is shown in Fig. 23
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Overview
Ashra (All-sky Survey High Resolution Air-shower detec-

tor) [1, 2, 3, 4] is a project to build an unconventional optical
telescope complex that images very wide field of view, cov-
ering 77% of the sky, yet with the angle resolution of a few
arcmin, sensitive to the blue to UV light with the use of image
intensifier and CMOS technology.

Fig. 24. Conceptual drawing of Cherenkov τ shower method. The
right mountain is Mauna Kea and the left is Mauna Loa.

Fig. 25. The Ashra main and sub stations at the Mauna Loa site (top),
and a light collector towards Mauna Kea (bottom).

Detection of PeV-EeV neutrinos (ν’s) is direct evidence
for the acceleration of hadrons into the EeV range and of
photo-pion interactions in a violent object such as GRBs[5].
The earth-skimming tau neutrino technique, which detects ex-
tensive air showers [6], has the advantage of providing a large
target mass. The technique uses air shower produced by decay
particles of tau leptons in the atmosphere as the observed sig-
nal. The air shower emits intense Cherenkov lights in front,
which could be detected by the mountain or the ground faced
detector (Fig. 24). The method is realized by Ashra-1 exper-
iment [7]. The air shower also emits isotropic fluorescence
lights. In order to enhance the tau neutrino detectability, the
detector should be capable of detecting fluorescence signal.

The observatory firstly consists of one main station having
12 detector units and two sub-stations having 8 and 4 detector
units. One detector unit has a few light collecting systems
with segmented mirrors. The main station and one of the sub
stations were constructed on Mauna Loa (3,300 m) on Hawaii
Island in 2007 as shown in Fig. 25.

Since January 2012, we highly efficiently made physics
observation runs (Observation03) with triple types of triggers
for Cherenkov tau showers induced by earth-skimming tau
neutrinos, Cherenkov cosmic ray showers, and optical flashes
from transient objects like GRBs.

Ashra detector
All-sky survey high-resolution air-shower detector (Ashra)

is designed to hold 77% of the entire night sky in the field of
view with a resolution of a few arcminutes. Ashra detector
is a complex of unconventional optical light collectors (LCs)
, each of those has 42◦ diameter field of view. An image of
the optical collector is focused on the large electrostatic lens
[8] followed by the image pipeline, which is shown in Fig. 26.
The image pipeline split and transport the image to both a
trigger device and a high-gain, high-resolution complemen-
tary metal-oxide semiconductor image sensor.
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Ashra will acquire optical images every 1 second with 1-
second exposure without dead time. This enables us to explore
optical transients, possibly associated with gamma ray bursts
(GRBs), flares of soft gamma-ray repeaters (SGRs), super-
novae explosion, and so on, in so far as they are brighter than
B' 13 mag, for which we expect 3-σ signals.

The split image is transported a trigger device via the 4m
long optical fiber bundle. The bundle is made of 500 µmφ op-
tical fiber. 64×64 optical fibers are arranged to have 32mm×
32mm square cross section. Central position of each fiber is
arranged according to 500 µm lattice within the accuracy of
less than 100µm. The transmittance is measured to be greater
than 85% including coupling loss at each end of the fiber.

One end of the bundle is connected to multi-anode PMTs.
PMT signal is injected to the custom made trigger LSI . Each
LSI chip has 16× 16 pixels, each size of those is 500µm×
500µm. Total 4096 channels of 16 LSI chips are implemented
on the ceramic board. In order to process different time scale
lights, Cherenkov light and fluorescence light, band-pass fre-
quency of the filter is designed to be adjustable by external
voltage. The threshold level on each pixel can be chosen from
8 levels to compensate pixel-to-pixel sensitivity discrepancy.

“Wired OR” signal, summed signal of 64 pixels along
axes, are sent to the FPGA based trigger circuit. Decision
of the first level Cherenkov trigger is based on geometrical
criteria. The aperture of one trigger pixel is ∼ 0.65◦×0.65◦,
adjacent two of which well contain Cherenkov lights from an
air shower.

The calibration chain is designed to obtain not only an
absolute energy scale to air shower measurement, but also
uniformed sensitivity over the large field of view (positional)
and in time (temporal). Environmental monitors systems, a
cloud monitor, weather monitors, a far Lider and a near Li-
dar have already been installed or are ready for installation.
Especially Ashra detector observes stars in the view every 1
second, which would give us an absolute calibration of the
transparency of atmosphere. LED flasher system was devel-
oped in order to obtain positional and temporal flat calibration
of the detector sensitivity.

LED flasher is composed of a LED, a photo diode and op-
tical lenses in a black box. Collimated light of λ = 405nm is
divided by a half mirror in two directions. One illuminates a
photo diode monitoring LED luminous intensity and the other
illuminates the input window of the photoelectric tube via off
-focusing optical lenses. Thermal variations of LED luminos-
ity and photo diode sensitivity were carefully studied using
a thermostatic chamber. LED luminosity variable coefficient
(Photo diode output variable coefficient) was measured to be -
0.21ppc/◦C( -0.07ppc/◦C ) in the temperature range from 35◦C
to 47◦C. Radiance uniformity was also measured to be suffi-
ciently flat in the view; namely the variation was less than 1%.

Experiment and Observation
Experiment of the Cherenkov light trigger was carried out

at Ashra observational site on Mauna Loa in Hawaii. The trig-
ger LSI module and the trigger board were installed on one
LC and a half of the PMT channels are read out in place of
old handmade discriminator module. The LC which dedicates

Fig. 26. Schematic view of Ashra image pipeline
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Fig. 27. Trigger pixel configuration in Ashra FOV. GRB081203A tra-
jectry and the form of Mauna Kea is also drawn.

Mauna Kea and the above sky to the view allows to observe
the earth skimming tau neutrino and also extensive air show-
ers. Pilot observation was carried out for a total of 44.4 hours
in 2008 December [5, 7] Data was also taken in the 3rd ob-
servation period from January 2012 to end of February 2013,
more than 1720 hours.

Arrays of trigger pixels and their aperture are shown in the
field of view of the detector (Fig. 27). Cherenkov light obser-
vation was carried out using this trigger pixel configuration.
In Fig. 27, shown are the boundary (large red circle) between
the inside (open circle) and outside (hatched area) of the FOV
of the Ashra-1 light collector, which faces Mauna Kea, and the
layout of trigger pixel FOVs and blue boxes for Cherenkov τ

shower observation [7]. We repositioned array of the trigger
pixel FOVs (upper blue boxes) to check the detection sensi-
tivity with ordinary cosmic-ray air showers at a higher eleva-
tion. Firing trigger pixels (thick blue boxes) of an observed
image of a cosmic-ray air shower readout along the trigger
(points) is overlaid. An extended portion of the trajectory of
GRB081203A counterpart (circular arc), the segment of this
trajectory used in the ντ search (thick circular arc), the ridge
lines of Mauna Kea (red) and Mauna Loa (green) mountains,
the horizon, and Mauna Kea access road are shown. Observed
cosmic-ray flux was consistent with Monte Carlo simulation
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Satellite GRB Name tinFOV−t0 [sec]
Swift GRB081203A -1.2×104 – 5.6×103

Fermi GRB090428 -8.1×103 – 5.9×103

Fermi GRB090429C -4.1×103 – 1.7×103

Swift GRB091024 -1.6×103 – 3.3×102

Fermi GRB100216A -4.0×103 – 1.1×104

Swift GRB100906A -1.0×104 – 4.0×103

Fermi GRB120120 -1.4×103 – 8.9×103

Fermi GRB120129 -1.6×103 – 6.7×103

Fermi GRB120327 -9.9×103 – 8.2×101

Swift GRB120911 -2.4×104 – 6.8×101

Fermi GRB121019 -1.7×103 – 7.3×103

Swift GRB121212A -5.8×103 – 2.6×104

Fermi GRB130206 -3.3×103 – 7.5×104

Fermi GRB130215 -2.7×103 – 4.3×102

Table 1. Summary of coincidence events with satellite GRB triggers
[16, 17]. List of gold-plated events which must be observable ge-
ometrically within the FOV of our light collector at satellite triggers
during our observation time.

in PeV to EeV region [7].
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) eject the most energetic out-

flows in the observed universe, with jets of material expand-
ing relativistically into the surrounding interstellar matter with
a Lorentz factor Γ of 100 or more. Energy dissipation pro-
cesses involving nonthermal interactions between particles are
thought to play an important role in GRBs. The GRB standard
model [9], which is based on internal/external shock accelera-
tion, has been used to describe the general features of a GRB,
but the jet structure and particle acceleration details remain
observationally unresolved. In the context of the GRB stan-
dard model, the interaction of an expanding relativistic shell
with the intersteller medium (ISM) involves two shocks: the
forward shock, which explains observed multi-wavelength af-
terglow, and the reverse shock, which is predicted to produce a
strong optical flash [10, 11]. The explanation of optical flashes
by the reverse shock has led to some estimates of the initial
Lorentz factor η [11, 12]. The presence of accelerated pro-
tons at the GRB site must be a reality. The detection of PeV–
EeV neutrinos (νs) from a GRB provides direct evidence for
the acceleration of hadrons into the EeV range, and of photo-
pion interactions in the GRB. Even the non-detection of neu-
trino can provide valuable information about GRB’s key phys-
ical parameters such as the emission radius Rd , and the bulk
Lorentz factor Γ [13].

Ashra-1 acquires optical images every 1∼6 s with short
readout deadtime. This enables us to explore optical tran-
sients, possibly associated with violent objects such as GRBs
in so far as they are brighter than B = 12∼ 13 mag, for which
we expect 3σ signals assuming 4 s exposure. The unique ad-
vantage is the on-time detection of the events without resort-
ing to usual satellite alerts. In each detector unit FOV, 1∼2
events per year are expected in coincidence with the Swift
gamma-ray events. The total Ashra field of view that is wider
than satellite instruments allows to detect more optical tran-
sients, including an interesting possibility for an optical flash,
not visble with gamma-rays.

The earth-skimming tau neutrino (ντ ) technique, which
detects extensive air showers [6], has the advantage of a large
target mass, since it uses air showers produced by decay par-
ticles of tau leptons (τs) in the atmosphere as the observed
signals. τs emerge out of the side of the mountain or the
ground facing the detector; they are the product of interactions
between VHE ντ and the earth matter they traverse. Above
1 EeV, air fluorescence observations based on the earth-skimm-
ing ντ technique have been reported [14]. Ashra-1 has re-
ported the first observational search for ντ from a GRB based
on the earth-skimming ντ technique with air showers induced
by τ decays (hereafter referred to as the Cherenkov τ shower
method) [15]. It can achieve sufficient detection sensitivity in
the PeV–EeV region to be useful in the search for νs originat-
ing from hadrons accelerated to EeV at astronomical objects.
Additional advantages of the Cherenkov τ shower method are
its perfect shielding of cosmic-ray secondary particles, highly
precise arrival direction determination for primary ντ and neg-
ligible background contamination by atmospheric νs in the
PeV–EeV energy range.

Two of the Ashra-1 light collectors has been used for op-
tical flash observation, of which FOV centers are in the di-
rection of 60◦ (0◦N) and 12◦ (22.5◦N) in the elevation (az-
imuthal) angles respectively. We recorded more than 3 million
non-trigger reccuring images of the FOV of 0.83 sr for 5637 hr
of 1121 night runs between June 28 in 2008 and March 23 in
2013. The observation time corresponds to 20 % of all time
without the shutdown period for the maintenance and 95 %
of the maximum observable time defined by the solar and the
lunar conditions where the altitudes of the sun and the moon
must be lower than -18◦ and 0◦ respectively with the moon
fraction less than 0.2.

To investigate GRB optical emission, we define three spe-
cific observational time domains with respect to satellite trig-
gers; precursor (0<t0-te<24 hr), prompt (ts <t0 <te), and af-
terglow (0<ts-t0<3 hr ) where t0 is a satellite trigger time, ts
is the time when the trajectry of the center position of GRB
counter part object triggered by the satellite enters into a FOV
of an Ashra-1 light collector and te is the time when it ex-
its the FOV. Throughout the above observation time for op-
tical flashes and afterglows, we preselected and categolized
32 (86), 6 (21), and 1 (4) GRBs triggers by Swift (Fermi)
satellite, which were circulated through The Gamma-ray Co-
ordinates Network (GCN) [16, 17], into the three time do-
mains respectively as optical transient cadidates. Futhermore,
we selected gold-plated samples of 14 prompt GRB candidate
events for our cross observation with Swift or Fermi satellites
requiring the events triggered are reported as trigger type of
GRB as summarized in Table1.

One of the Ashra light collectors built on Mauna Loa has
the geometrical advantages of not only facing Mauna Kea, al-
lowing it to encompass the large target mass of Mauna Kea in
the observational FOV, but has also an appropriate distance
of ∼30 km from Mauna Kea, yielding good observational
efficiency when imaging air-shower Cherenkov lights which
are directional with respect to the air-shower axis. Using the
advanced features, we performed commissioning search for
Cherenkov τ showers for 197.1 hr between October and De-
cember of 2008 and have already published [15]. We served
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Fig. 28. 3σ limiting map for prompt optical flash GRB081203A.

Fig. 29. Constrain of the 3σ rejection area (dark) for the initial Lorentz
factor as varying the GRB duration.

limited 62 channels of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) as trig-
ger sensors prepared for the commissioning runs to cover the
view of the surface area of Mauna Kea, maximizing the trigger
efficiency for Cherenkov τ showers from Monte Carlo (MC)
study. Adjacent-two logic was adopted to trigger the fine
imaging, by judging discriminated waveform signals from each
pixel of the multi-PMT trigger sensor. During the commis-
sioning search period,∼2 hr before the trigger of GRB081203A
[21]. We accumulated nealy 44 million images with the air-
shower Cherenkov light triggers for 1863 hr of 323 night runs
of the ντ search between January 12 in 2012 and March 23 in
2013.

Analysis
Our wide field observation covered the Swift-BAT error

circle at the time of GRB081203A [21]. We have searched

for optical emission in the field of GRB081203A around the
BAT-triggered GRB time (T0) with one of the light collec-
tor units in the Ashra-1 detector. The Ashra-1 light collec-
tor unit used in this analysis has the achieved resolution of
a few arcmin, viewing 42◦ circle region of which center is
located at Alt = 11.7◦, Azi = 22.1◦. The sensitive region
of wavelength is similar with the B-band. We quickly an-
alyzed 83 images covering the field of GRB081203A every
7.2s with 6s exposure time respectively during the observa-
tion between T0-300s and T0+300s. We detected no new opti-
cal object within the PSF resolution around the GRB081203A
determined by Swift-UVOT. As a result of our preliminary
analysis, the 3sigma limiting magnitudes were estimated in
comparison with stars in Tycho-2 Catalog to be distributed
between 11.7 and 12.0 for time bins corresponding to 4 s ex-
posure time.

Our observation also covered the Swift-BAT error circle at
the time of GRB100906A [22]. We searched for optical emis-
sion in the field of GRB100906A around T0 with an Ashra-
1 light collector, viewing 42◦ circle region of which center
is located at Alt = 60◦, Azi = 0◦. We analyzed 200 images
covering the field of GRB100906A every 6s with 4s exposure
time respectively during the observation between T0-600s and
T0+600s. We detected no new optical object within the PSF
resolution around the GRB100906A determined by Swift-UVOT.
In the same manner as GRB081203A, the 3sigma limiting
magnitudes were estimated and they were distributed between
12.0 and 12.2 for individual time bins corresponding to 4 s
exposure time. All original RAW format images of the prese-
lected event samples were converted into Fits format files. A
set of dark image frames were prepared for every night runs at
the Mauna Loa observation site. Another set of image frames
for the procedure of gain flat were made for every observa-
tional season, which is defined as a period between full moon
ages, using uniformly illuminating spherical plate scintilator
with the same curvature radius of the input facal sphere of our
photoelectric lens imaging tube (PLI). The calibration proce-
dure was performed at the beginning and the ending of each
observational season with the sherical plate scintilator put on
the input window of PLI. The quantative quality of the gain
calibration can be checked using the night sky background
images taken as flat images with the same Ashra-1 light col-
lector, followed by a procedure of the median flat method.
The gain calibration error was confirmed to be less than sev-
eral % with the comparison between the gain calibration with
scintilation and checks with the median flat procedure.

Once image data are prepared after the dark and gain flat
procedures, we perform two kinds of main data processes of
astrometry and photometry as conventional astronomical pro-
cedure. Contrary to the astronomical convention we use so
wide angle photoelectrical optics that we needed to consider
gradually converging procedure of matching observed sources
with catalog stars. First of all we extracted observed sources
from each image using the SExtractor program [23] and com-
pared with the positions and B and V filter brightness of stars
preselected from the Tycho2 Catalog [24] to be within FOV
of the light collector. The matching procedure started with
the brightest stars to be in FOV and gradually compared with
fainter ones until all observed sources should be matched with
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Fig. 30. Observed cosmic-ray flux spectrum (filled box) with bars in-
dicating statistical and systematic errors and the MC predictions
for proton primary (hatched band) and iron primary (shaded band)
assumptions [20]. The width of the bands shows the evaluated
systematic error of 30% of the MC prediction.

Fig. 31. Effective area of Cherenkov τ shower ES method with
Ashra-1 for the Obs03 period in 2012-2013 (square) and for the
past commissioning phase (circle) in 2008, in the cases of (alti-
tude, azimuth) of (-0.3◦,14.2◦) (filled) and (-3.0◦, 18.0◦) (opened)
respectively.

the preselected catalog stars. We have checked this scheme us-
ing 572 test pairs of real observed sources and tycho2 catalog
stars and confirmed that the estimated source positions and
magnitudes are fairly consistent with the catalog ones with
negligible failures in matching. The matching error on the po-
sition is confirmed to be less than 1 CMOS pixel correspond-
ing to the resolution of 1.4 arcmin in the Ashra-1 optical sys-
tem. In the final stage of the astrometory, we determined the
position of the GRB counter part at the satellite trigger time
as well as the local coodinate system using at least 3 reference
stars as close to the GRB position as possible in the observed
image.

For the procedure of the photometory, again we used near
observed stars as references, of which B and V magnitudes are
well known to estimate the detection sensitivity of the Ashra-1
light collector. Adding that we checked the fluctuation of the
background of each image using the output ADC values of
CMOS pixels in the region not containgin effectively bright

stars after applying Gaussian filter with the measured point
spread to images to eliminate photon statistical flucutuation.
The estimated signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the background
region was confirmed to be consisitnt Gaussian distribution
with the standard deviation of unity without any tailed events.
Finally we made the SNR map and the map of 3σ limiting
magnitude for each selected image.

For physics interpretation, we deal with the parameter of
real gamma-ray duration as a free parameter taking into ac-
count the threshold effect of the satellite triggers. Following
the assumption of the duration, we needed to change the time
bin width to estimate the limiting magnitude of the detection
sensitivity. Fig. 28 shows the map of 3σ limiting magnitude
as a preliminary result of the search of prompt optical flash
from GRB081203A.

The unique check of optical flash around the GRB satellite
trigger time can lead to the estimates of the initial value of the
Lorentz factor η with another assumed parameter of gamma-
ray duration time T following the procedure described in [25]
and combining with the other multi-wavelength observations
of the afterglow from GRB081203A [21]. Fig. 29 shows the
preliminary result of the constrain of the initial Lorentz fac-
tor as varying the parameter of gamma-ray duration from the
search for optical flash from GRB081203A.

The estimation of the detection sensitivity, background,
and pointing accuracy of the Ashra light collector as an ES
ντ detector and the validity of the reconstruction procedure
are described elsewhere [27]. To confirm the detection sen-
sitivity and gain calibration for the Cherenkov τ shower, we
detected and analyzed 140 events of normal cosmic-ray air-
shower Cherenkov images for a total of 44.4 hr in 2008 De-
cember and 1863 hr between July 11 in 2011 and March 23
in 2013, using the same instruments used in neutrino obser-
vation, but after rearranging the trigger pixel layout to view
the sky field above Mauna Kea. In the cosmic-ray observa-
tion, the trigger pixel layout is centered at zenith angle of
∼65◦. The observed and MC cosmic-ray flux spectra are
shown in Fig. 30, in which the MC prediction used the typ-
ically observed cosmic-ray flux in the knee region [18, 19].
Since the primary cosmic-ray components are observationally
undefined, we present the MC prediction of cosmic-ray flux
spectra, assuming either only protons or irons as the primary
cosmic rays in Fig. 30. Note that the same reconstruction pro-
cedure was applied to both of the observed and MC data to
extract the observed energy. In both cases, the observed data
and the MC prediction agreed well on the normalization and
the shape of the distribution within the expected errors.

Prospects
In this Ashra-1 experiment, we were performing device

installation and specific observation in a step-by-step way to
enhance the scientific impacts as shown in the previous sec-
tions. We have already made a referee journal publication
of PeV-EeV tau neutrino search [20] as important physics re-
sults with the Ashra-1 detector unit adding to publications on
the detector or methodorogical developments and circulations
[8, 21, 22]. We are now preparing for a few physics publica-
tions from the optical observation data of the 2.5 years from
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Fig. 32. Ashra NTA Observatory layout (left) and Ashra NTA detector
unit of four same LCs (right).

Fig. 33. Simulated event with Eντ
= 10 17eV: (left) fluorescence track

image by Site0; (right) Cherenkov track image by Site1. Trigger
pixel and fine image FOV angles are 0.5◦ and 0.125◦, respectively.

the Obs01 to Obs02 as well as keeping highly efficient ob-
servation runs in Obs03 for optical transients, VHE CRs and
tau neutrinos. Adding that, the R&D for the direct Cherenkov
method applied to Ashra-1 has been granted and under devel-
opment.

The planned full Ashra (Ashra NTA) observatory consists
of four sites: Site0-3, as shown in Fig.32 (left), with the x-y-z

Fig. 34. Estimated effective detection areas simulated for ντ from
point source with azimuthal arrival direction φ2 of the Mauna Loa
summit with respect to the central Site0, and dip angles 2.0◦ (black
open circle), −2.0◦ (green star), −5.0◦ (blue filled box), −10.0◦ (red
filled circle), −20.0◦ (yellow filled triangle), and −30.0◦ (black filled
triangle).

Fig. 35. Diffuse sensitivity with 3 yr observation.

coordinates and corresponding FOV coverage. Site1-3 form
a 25 km triangle, observing the total air mass surrounded by
Mauna Loa, Mauna Kea, and Hualalai. The central Site0 has
full-sky coverage. Each site has a group of detector units each
of which has several LC systems (Fig.32 (right)) instrumented
with segmented mirrors. Performance was studied based on
Ashra-1 experience. Detailed design studies for the Ashra
NTA detector are currently underway.

The z-axis points to zenith and y-axis points north, with z-
coordinates determined from topography data. Site1-3 are the
vertices of an equilateral triangle of side length 25 km, with
Site0 at their geometric center. Site1 is located at ML-OS (on
Mauna Loa) and Site2 at 25 km distant from ML-OS in the
direction of the Kilohana Girl Scout Camp. To simulate the
performance of the Ashra NTA detector, we assume each LC
has 32◦×32◦ total FOV, 0.5◦×0.5◦ for trigger pixel FOV, and
0.125◦ × 0.125◦ image sensor pixel FOV. The Site0 system
consist of 12 LCs in the lower, 8 LCs in the middle, and 4 LCs
in the higher elevation angle regions which together cover the
full-sky solid angle of 2π sr. The remaining sites have only
12 LCs in the lower elevation angle region covering π sr. The
bottom edge of the lower elevation angle region is defined to
be −9◦ (below the horizon).

In our simulation program, we take density profile of the
Earth, use the ντ distribution from CTEQ4 citeGandhi96, in-
elasticity parameter from [29], and parameterize energy loss
in Earth by citeTseng03,Dutta2001. We use τ decay from
TAUOLA and air-shower generation of Gaisser-Hillas + NKG
[30]. We use a constant average ντ energy fraction of 40%
(lab frame) from τ decays. The error from this approxima-
tion is found negligible. For detector simulation, we incorpo-
rate light collection and throughput with simplified triggering
logic. Event reconstruction is not yet implemented. All can-
didate events must satisfy the trigger conditions (1) number
of detected photoelectrons per LC > 61; (2) S/N estimated
in track-associated 4 pixels × 64 pixels box (air-shower track
included) >4 [31].

A simulated event with primary ντ energy Eντ
= 1017 eV

consistent with the above conditions is shown in the r.h.s. of
Fig.33. The error for ντ arrival direction reconstruction is
0.08◦. Fig.35 shows Ashra NTA sensitivity for diffuse ντ flux
(maroon squares) for 3 year (∼ 9.5× 106 s) observation, as-
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suming duty cycle of 10Ashra NTA can survey ντ point source
objects with the best-yet sensitivity in the detection solid an-
gle for ντ defined as−30◦ < θelev < 0◦ and 0◦ < φazi < 360◦ ,
and for 10 PeV < Eντ

< 1 EeV. The location of Ashra NTA on
Hawaii Island allows us to survey the galactic center for more
than several hundred hours each year.

Further discussion on angular resolution and background
simulation can be found in the LOI, which would appear in
2013.
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High Energy Astrophysics Group

[Spokesperson: T. Terasawa]
ICRR, The Univ. of Tokyo, Kashiawa, Chiba 277-8582

Overview
Since its creation in December 2009, the high energy as-

trophysics group has been making theoretical and observa-
tional studies of violent astrophysical phenomena in which
nonthermal cosmic ray particles are being accelerated. Tar-
gets of the group’s study include high energy astrophysical
objects such as supernova explosions/pulsar magnetospheres,
giant flares and repeating bursts of magnetars, jets from active
galactic nuclei (AGN), star-burst galaxies, mysterious gamma
ray bursts (GRB), as well as galaxy clusters. Research works
on the origin of ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) are
also within the coverage of the group.

Research topics: 1. Reevaluation of acceleration processes
While the diffusive shock acceleration process has been

accepted as the standard model of astrophysical particle accel-
eration, interests are being renewed on other processes such
as second-order stochastic acceleration in relativistic turbu-
lences. To study the particle acceleration in realistic relativis-
tic shear flow turbulence, we have made relativistic MHD sim-
ulations of the two dimensional Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
and then followed test particle motions in the electromagnetic
field obtained from the simulations. We have found that some
particles are stochastically accelerated non-resonantly to have
a log-normal distribution (Fig. 36).

Research topics: 2. Pulsars
The magnetosphere around neutron stars are candidate sites

for efficient particle acceleration. We study the particle ac-
celeration in the pulsar magnetosphere and the observational
verifications of them. As an example, we have shown the
possibility that cosmic-ray electrons/positrons from millisec-
ond pulsars (MSPs), which have a higher angular frequency
and a lower surface magnetic field than that of canonical pul-
sars, may contribute significantly to the observed spectrum.
Our results are shown in Fig. 37. Recent gamma-ray ob-
servations suggest that the MSP population is separated into
two subclasses with respect to the number of ejected elec-
trons/positrons (multiplicity). In Figure 37a, the electron/positron
flux from multiple MSPs with low multiplicity is shown. There
is a large peak at 10–50 TeV energy range. Even if the fraction
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Fig. 36. The distribution of the net energy change of particles (black
circles) and the fitted log-normal distribution function (black line).
The horizontal and vertical axes respectively show the net energy
change (as the ratios between the final and intial Lorentz factors)
and the particle phase space density (in arbitrary unit). The suffix
‘min’ of γ indicates that these Lorentz factors are measured when
the particle energy reached the minimum during one gyro-period
along with their E×B motions.

of their MSPs is as small as 10 per cent, this peak would be
detectable in future missions such as CALET (see the later
subsection) and CTA. On the other hand, MSPs with high
multiplicity are expected to contribute to the excess in the
energy spectrum between 100 GeV and several TeV (Figure
37b). Our results are also consistent with the observational
spectrums recently reported by AMS-02.

The Crab pulsar, the remnant of the supernova explosion
in 1054 A.D., is one of the most studied neutron stars. It is
known that the dispersion measure (DM) of the Crab pulsar,
namely the total electron content from the pulsar to the ob-
server along the line of sight, shows temporal variations with
various time scales (minutes to months) in the range of 56.7-
56.9 pc cm−3. To the shortest limit, Popov et al. (2009)
reported that the short-term DM variations are of the order
0.001pc cm−3 with a few minutes timescale. Such DM varia-
tions, if confirmed, may give a clue to study the change of the
physical condition within the pulsar’s magnetosphere. While
we have made a followup observation of the DM variation
(Fig. 38), the estimated errors are ∼0.001pc cm−3 or larger,
too large to confirm the results by Popov et al. We need fur-
ther observations to settle this matter.

Research topics: 3. Study of solar flare neutrino generation
When a solar flare is triggered, some of the surrounding

protons are accelerated up to the energy of several tens of GeV.
Such energetic protons interact with the solar atmosphere, re-
sulting in the creation of solar-flare neutrinos. We made a
feasibility study for the solar-flare neutrino detection with the
next-generation neutrino experiment, Hyper-Kamiokande (HK),
using Geant4 toolkit. Fig. 39 shows simulated neutrino flu-
ences on the Earth’s orbit from a solar flare behind the Sun.
These neutrinos have the peak energies around several tens
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Fig. 37. a (top). Predicted cosmic ray electron/positron spectrum from
MSPs. A thin solid line shows the MSP contribution if 100% of
MSPs are with low multiplicity. A thick solid line shows the total
spectra, namely the sum of the MSP contribution and the back-
ground cosmic rays electron/positron. Thick–dashed and dot—
dashed lines show the total spectra, if 25% and 10% of MSPs are
with low multiplicity and contribute to the spectra. Figure b (bot-
tom). A thin solid line shows the MSP contribution if 100% of MSPs
are with high multiplicity. A thick solid line shows the total spectra.
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Crab’s giant radio pulses simultaneously observed at the NICT
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Usuda 64m parabola antenna (2.2 GHz band). The observation
was made on 17 October 2011 for 220 minutes.
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Fig. 39. a (top). Neutrino fluences on the Earth’s orbit from a solar
flare behind the Sun. We assume that the flare proton spectra
follows a power law distribution as expected for X10 class flares.
In our analysis, νe and νµ have almost the same fluences (solid
line). νe and νµ also have almost the same flueneces (dashed
line). Figure a (bottom). The same as the top panel, but for the
extremely hard proton spectra.

of MeV. We have calculated the expected event rate at HK
based on these neutrino fluence calculations, and found that
the event rate is less than ∼ 10−3 per flare. Therefore, the de-
tection of solar flare neutrinos by HK is not feasible. This also
means that HK will be free from the background noise from
solar flare neutrinos even during the largest solar flares as ever
recorded.

Research topics: 4. Search for correlation between the light-
ning and solar activities (in collaboration with the primary
cosmic ray group, Dr. H. Miyahara)

Lightning is a discharge process neutralizing electric charge
which are generated by electrification process in thunderclouds.
Remote sensing measurements of global lightning activity with
Schumann Resonance (SR) revealed a clear 28 day periodic-
ity in the lightning activity obtained in a span of four years,

Fig. 40. Plot of histogram of intervals between ‘lightning events’ in
Japan2 between 1989 and 2010. Here, a ‘lightning event’ is de-
fined as a event in which lightning activities are reported in more
than 9 prefectures. A green line shows the average dependence
of the event number on the intervals, while a red line shows 3 σ

fluctuation level above the average obtained from Monte Carlo cal-
cluation.

2000-2003 (Sato, 2004). Since this 28 day periodicity is close
to the apparent solar rotation period (∼27 day), this obser-
vation may indicate the existense of the correlation between
the lightning activity and solar (or geomagntic) activity. We
have attempted to make further studies of lightning activity
with longer time span, 1989-2010, for which the daily mete-
orological data in Japan are available. We obtain statistically
significant peaks (> 3σ ) at 28-29 day and 51 day periodicities
(Fig. 40), where the first peak at 28-29 day seems consistent
with the previous result by Sato (Note, however, there is a dif-
ference between the natures of the data sets: While Sato’s is
of global coverage, ours is limeted to the area of Japan). To
clarify the physical mechanism to produce these periodicities,
we are making correlation studies between the lightning ac-
tivity and activity indices of the sun, galactic cosmic rays, and
geomagnetism.

Research topics: 5. CALET project — a R/D study
The CALorimetric Electron Telescope, CALET, project is

a Japan-led international mission for the International Space
Station in collaboration with Italy and the United States. The
instrument will be flown in 2014 and is scheduled to be op-
erated for five years. The primary science goal of CALET is
to perform high precision measurements of the electron spec-
trum from 1 GeV to 20 TeV to search for nearby cosmic ray
sources and dark matter signatures. The unique feature of
CALET is its thick, fully active calorimeter that allows mea-

*2 We exclude the data from the area along the sea of Japan so as to avoid
the winter lightnings characteristic to this area.
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Fig. 41. The energy resolution of CALET for electrons measured at
CERN-SPS with Monte Carlo simulation. We use EPICS as a
detector simulation code.

surements well into the TeV energy region with excellent en-
ergy resolution and low background contamination, which are
confirmed by Monte Carlo simulation. In order to assess the
detector performance and the validity of our Monte Carlo sim-
ulation, a testing team of the CALET collaboration has carried
out beam tests with CALET prototypes at the CERN Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS), using electron and proton beams
in the energy region from 10 GeV to 290 GeV and from 30
GeV to 400 GeV, respectively. Comparing the experimental
data with the simulation results, consistencies of the energy
deposition, the energy resolution and lateral shower spread
and so on are confirmed. Fig. 41 shows the energy resolu-
tion for electrons. We note that the energy resolution above
100 GeV is excellent, better than 3%, which will enable us to
detect a distinctive feature in the energy spectrum originating
from dark matter or astrophysical origins at sub-TeV energies.
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ASTROPHYSICS AND GRAVITY DIVISION

Overview
Astrophysics and Gravity Division consists of Gravitational

Wave Group, The Observational Cosmology Group, Primary
Cosmic Ray Group and Theory Group. The Gravitational
Wave Group conducts experimental research of gravitational
wave with researchers of gravitational wave experiment and
theory in Japan. The main items are the construction of the
large scale cryogenic interferometer(KAGRA) at Kamioka un-
derground and the operation of CLIO. The Observational Cos-
mology Group has completed the planned imaging and spec-
troscopy observations, and it continues publishing papers in
collaboration with worldwide researchers. This group has start-
ed a new optical deep survey project with the wide-field im-
ager of Hyper Suprime-Cam mounted on the Subaru telescope.
Primary Cosmic Ray Group reconstructs past cosmic ray chang-
es and studies their impacts on climate change. Theory Group
conducts both theoretical study of the Universe and astropar-
ticle physics.

Gravitational Wave Group

Gravitational Wave Project Office (GWPO)

[Spokesperson : Kazuaki KURODA]
ICRR, The Univ. of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8582

Overview
Gravitational wave project office was established at the be-

ginning of the financial year of 2011 to assist the construction
of KAGRA3 gravitational wave telescope. The organization
of this office is illustrated in Fig. 1. Main office is set in
Kashiwa campus and its Kamioka branch is in Kamioka. It
is an internal office placed in Astrophysics and Gravity Divi-
sion of ICRR.

KAGRA project is hosted by ICRR, which means the fund-
ing comes through the University of Tokyo and all procure-
ments are made through ICRR. However, the number of re-
searchers working for KAGRA construction belonging to other
organizations is larger than the staffs belonging to ICRR. There-
fore, three collaboration members of KEK are recruited as
guest researchers of ICRR and two research staffs are tem-
porarily moved to ICRR from NAOJ.

The role of this office is to support execution of KAGRA
project by ICRR staffs together with these collaboration mem-
bers. Main works are

• finance planning

• management of collaboration

*3 nicknamed in January, 2012 by public contribution for LCGT

• support for the execution of KAGRA budget

• coordination of collaboration meetings

• technical supports for the KAGRA construction

• support for education of graduate students

• bridging collaboration members and ICRR administra-
tion office

• others

Head

4 faculty 

members

4 guest faculty 

class members
4 technicians 1 PosDocs

Head of Kamioka

Branch

4 faculty 

members

1 technician and 

two secretaries

4 secretaries

Fig. 1. Organization of the Gravitational Wave Project Office

Activity in FY 2012
We supported the collaboration meetings held in Kashiwa

campus. They were two face-to-face international collabora-
tion meetings4 and six KAGRA collaobration remote meet-
ings (two international and four domestic)5. We supported the
KAGRA council meeting on 19th, June, 1st ELiTES general
meeting held at Euro Tokyo delegation house on 3rd , Octo-
ber and at Sanjo Conferene Hall on 4th, October and Virgo-
KAGRA meeting at the Hongo campus on 5th, Octoer.

We took care of travel supports for the following events:
- External Peer Review of KAGRA in April
- Workshop in collaboration with Toyama University
- 3rd Korea-Japan workshop in Seoul on 21-22 December.

We supported the execution of research programs adopted
as ICRR collaborative researches listed in Table 1 in process-
ing invoices for experimental goods and domestic travels.

*4 http://gwwiki.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/JGWwiki/KAGRA/Meeting/F2F
*5 http://gwwiki.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/JGWwiki/KAGRA/Meeting/Collaboration
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Title Representative Affiliation
Development of optical cavities for Tetsuya Ido NICT
ultranarrow stable laser
Gravitational Wave Detector in Kamioka Masatake Ohashi ICRR, UT
Study for LCGT data analysis and Research Nobuyuki Kanda OCU
for its System (II)
Research of Large-scale Gravitational wave Kazuaki Kuroda ICRR, UT
Telescope (II)
Development of Sapphire Mirror Suspension Toshikazu Suzuki KEK/ICRR
for LCGT (VII)
Study of quatntum noise and quantum Kentaro Somiya TITEC
non-demolition scheme for LCGT
Development of precision profiler for mirrors Toshiyuki Takatsuji AIST
of LCGT interferometer 2
Data analysis using CLIO data Hirotaka Takahashi Yamanashi EC

Nagaoka UT
Research on ultra-low frequency anti-vibration Ryutaro Takahashi ICRR, UT
system for LCGT
Research of Earth’s free oscillations Yoshiaki Tamura NAOJ
based on simultaneous observations
with a laser strainmeter and a superconductive
gravimeter
Measurement of low-temperature mechnaical Eiichi Hirose ICRR, UT
Q for mirror coating in gravitational-wave detector
Development of an evaluation system of a Norikatsu Mio PSC, UT
higher-quality sapphire for LCGT
Real time control for interferometer Osamu Miyakawa ICRR, UT
using computers
Research of Cryogenic Sillicon Shinji Miyoki ICRR, UT
mirror for 3rd generation GWDs II
Research on cryogenic payload Kazuhiro Yamamoto ICRR, UT
for LCGT
Development of Very Low Vibration Nobuhiro Kimura KEK/ICRR
Cryo-Cooler System

Table 1. List of adopted as ICRR Cooperative researches

Kamioka branch of GWPO
The office and laboratory rooms for Kamioka branch of

GWPO was created in July in Hokubu Kaikan (previous Kinder
garten was refurbished) as shown in Fig. 2 and staffs moved
to the office in July. One assitant professor moved from NAOJ
as ICRR project staff on 1st, September. The Kamioka branch
held an intorductory tour for local residents to KAGRA con-
struction site on 2nd, December (as shown in Fig. 3). Two new
secretary members joined to this branch since 1st, December.

The Kamioka branch conducted the site construction of
KAGRA as the local headquarters making liaison with the
comtruction company, Kamioka Observatory and local gov-
ernment.

KAGRA Project Status

[Spokesperson : Seiji KAWAMURA]
ICRR, The Univ. of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8582

Overview
KAGRA (The new nickname has been given for LCGT :

Large-scale Cryogenic Gravitational wave Telescope), as one
of the world network of gravitational wave detectors, aims
at the detection of gravitational waves by a 3 km baseline
laser interferometer with cryogenic mirror system placed un-
derground at Kamioka.

The development of KAGRA started as a 6.5 year project
in October 2010, but later it was rescheduled as a 7.5 year
project due to the suspension of the budget for the start of tun-
nel excavation as a result of the Great East Japan Earthquake
which occurred on March 11, 2011. The KAGRA develop-
ment is divided into two stages: initial KAGRA (iKAGRA)
and baseline KAGRA (bKAGRA). In the 5 year iKAGRA
stage the mirror system will be kept at room temperature with
SAS (Seismic Attenuation System) and RSE (Resonant Side-
band Extraction) not in operation while the bKAGRA is the
latter 2.5 year development stage where the final goal is to
be pursued with full equipment in operation including SAS,
cryogenic system and RSE.
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Fig. 2. Refurbished Hokubu Kaikan for Kamioka branch of GWPO

Fig. 3. An introductory tour for local residents inside KAGRA tunnel
on 2nd, Decenber.

The host organization to conduct the KAGRA project is
the Institute for Cosmic Ray Research, the University of Tokyo
with a number of organizations both domestic and interna-
tional involved. Up to now 33 Japanese and 37 overseas uni-
versities and research institutes have joined the KAGRA col-
laboration and still counting. The official agreements to estab-
lish international collaborations have been concluded between
ICRR and 9 foreign institutes.

KAGRA, in the final configuration of bKAGRA, is de-
signed to achieve the aim to detect gravitational-wave sig-
nals. Among several expected gravitational-wave sources, the
primary observation target is selected to be an inspiral and
merger of neutron-star binary. This is because it is the most
certain source: its existence has been proved by radio-pulsar
surveys, and its event rate has been theoretically estimated
from astronomical observation results.

It is required that the KAGRA sensitivity be high enough
to realize more than one detection of gravitational waves from
neutron-star binaries in a one-year observation run with prob-
ability 90% or higher. For the requirement, the KAGRA duty

Fig. 4. Ultimate sensitivity limit of KAGRA.

factor must be higher than 80% and the observation range
must be higher than 180Mpc. Here the signal-to-noise ra-
tio is 8 and the normal incidence of gravitational waves on to
the detector is assumed.

Fig. 4 shows the estimated ultimate sensitivity limits of
KAGRA where incoherent sum of the fundamental noise sources
is assumed. The observation range with the ultimate sensitiv-
ity limit of KAGRA is 280Mpc.

With the currently-practical design parameter set for bK-
AGRA, the sensitivity limited by fundamental noise sources
gives the observation range of 240Mpc. The requirement al-
location to each subsystem is determined in such a way as not
to deteriorate the sensitivity more than 10% in total.

The observation range of bKAGRA with the 10% dete-
rioration is 210Mpc. It is also required to each subsystem
that the duty factor of KAGRA during the observation run be
80% or higher in total. More detailed requirement allocation
is shown in the Interface Control Document (ICD).

The requirement for KAGRA is to be flowed down into
that for each of the subsystems. Required values for the sub-
system components are determined in such a way that the KA-
GRA target sensitivity be achieved with all the noise curves
summed up in the spectrum. Some of the setup parameters are
shared by multiple subsystems and those interface parameters
shall be controlled by the System Engineer Office (SEO).

Major components of each subsystem are listed below.

• Tunnel (TUN): 3km tunnels, center room, end rooms,
entrance tunnels, water drainage system

• Facility Support (FCL): buildings, power supply sys-
tem, clean rooms, air conditioning, temperature control,
humidity control

• Vacuum (VAC): vacuum ducts, vacuum chambers, baf-
fles, flanges, vacuum pumps

• Cryogenic System (CRY): cryostats, heat link, Sap-
phire fibers, radiation shields, refrigerators
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• Vibration Isolation System (VIS): Type-A/B/C SAS,
suspension fibers (excl. Sapphire fibers), local controls

• Mirror (MIR): core optics, MC mirrors, MMT mirrors

• Laser (LAS): laser (1064nm, 532nm)

• Main Interferometer (MIF): optical layout of the main
interferometer

• Input Output Optics (IOO): MC, OMC, Faraday iso-
lator, EOM, MZ, BRT

• Auxiliary Optics (AOS): light control components (in-
cluding suspended baffles), beam reducing telescopes,
optical levers, moniors (CCD/CMOS cameras), view-
ports, automatic targets, beam shutters

• Analog Electronics (AEL): PD, QPD, actuators, CCD,
monitors

• Digital System (DGS): CDS, signal transferring ca-
bles, ADC, DAC

• Data Management (DMG): data acquisition, archiv-
ing and distribution

• Data Analysis (DAS): data analysis pipelines

• Geophysics Interferometer (GIF): 1.5km interferom-
eters, seismometers, environmental sensors

The rapidly changing status of KAGAR is presented in
several international conferences.[1] There are also special ar-
ticles presented in journals of academic societies.[2] We also
present activitiy in our web-page.[3]
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Fig. 5. Schematic view of Type-A/B system. Type-A system has addi-
tional two filters (Filter2 and 3). The payload for Type-A system is
cryogenic.

Vibration Isolation Subsystem6

This subsystem makes vibration isolation for all optics
used in KAGRA. There are two purposes required for this
subsystem. One is attenuation of seismic noise in the obser-
vation band (less than 4× 10−20 m/

√
Hz at 10 Hz). The

other is reduction of RMS displacement or RMS velocity of
mirrors (less than 0.1µm or 0.1µm/s). Three kinds of system
are disposed to 23 vacuum chambers to accomplish their pur-
poses. Main mirrors are isolated by Type-A system, which
consists of an inverted pendulum (IP), five stage geometric
anti-spring (GAS) filters and a cryogenic mirror suspension.
Other core optics is isolated by Type-B system, which con-
sists of an IP, three stage GAS filters and a mirror suspension.
Small opticsis isolated by Type-C system, which consists of
three stage stack and a mirror suspension. Schematic view
of Type-A/B system is shown in Fig.5. The mirror suspen-
sionis called “payload”. Type-A test mass is a sapphire mir-
ror of 22 cm in diameter, 15 cm in thickness and 23 kg in
weight. Type-B test mass is a silica mirror of 25 cm in di-
ameter, 10 cm in thickness and 10 kg in weight. GAS filters
are linked by connection wires each other. The GAS blades
and the connection wires are made of maraging steel. The top
part is called “pre-isolator” which consists of IP and top filter.
The diameter of the top filter is larger than that of standard
filter’s to reach lower resonant frequencies and to suspend a
larger total mass.[1] We have tested the pre-isolator prototype
in Kashiwa. The control of the IP using an inertial sensor
(geophone) was demonstrated successfully (Fig. 6).

*6 Ryutaro Takahashi, ICRR, The University of Tokyo
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Fig. 6. Active damping using a geophone signal. Only X-DoF was
controlled by the geophone. The other DoFs were controlled by
the LVDTs. The motion of the top stage was reduced by the inertial
damping.
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Digital system / Analog electronics7

KAGRA will employee an RSE interferometer with a power
recycling cavity in its optical configuration. Control topology
of RSE would be very complicated in kilo meter scale interfer-
ometers. The number of degrees of freedom to be controlled
will be 5 in the optical length, ∼ 30 in the alignment for mir-
rors and ∼ 100 in the local damping for seismic isolations. A
real time digital control system using computers will be used
to control whole KAGRA interferometer. This system con-
sists of ∼ 25 real time front-end computers and ∼ 15 servers
to manage the front-end computers.
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Fig. 7. Conceptual control design for KAGRA using computers.

Conceptual control network design is shown in Fig.7. In
order to operate interferometers, we continuously keep con-
trolling all degrees of freedom to maintain optical resonance
in mirror cavities. The control signal is not so big amount
but must be connected with very small latency. The front-end
computers are connected by a reflective memory technology

*7 Osamu Miyakawa, ICRR, The University of Tokyo

which has a remote memory over the network but the memory
behaves as a local memory immediately reflecting the remote
memory with very small latency. We will have two kinds of
reflective memory network depending the distance between
computers. The GE Fanuc’s reflective memory will be used
for connections along 3 km arms of KAGRA as a long dis-
tance reflective memory but speed is a bit slow, and the Dol-
phin’s one is fast but only used for short distance in the center
room of KAGRA.

Amount of data produced by interferometer, including grav-
itational wave data, will be a huge, roughly 1 Peta-byte per
year or something. Transferring such a huge data from each
front-end computer to a data concentrator server is realized by
the DAQ network which uses Myrinet technology. Myrinet
has an advantage for some low latency compared with general
TCP/IP and enough band-width limit for data transfer amount.
Huge gravitational wave data will be collected by these DAQ
networks with small latency.

All ADC and DAC must be synchronized each other. The
number of channels of ADC and DAC will be∼ 2500 in total.
Synchronization whole ADC/DAC in km scale can be realized
by independent timing networks with an automatic compensa-
tion system for time delay due to long distance.

This digital system involves EPICS technology and the
EPICS database is used for slow data transfers. TCP/IP net-
works transfer general packet and EPICS data as well.

By the end of this fiscal year, we have tested above netwrok
connections by the simple setup using 3 computers. The 2 real
time front-end computers are connected by reflective memo-
ries and 1 master computer receives data from the front-end
computers through the DAQ network. The 2 ADCs and 1
DAC are synchronized to GPS antenna through the timing
network. General network and EPICS data are connected by
TCP/IP. After stable operation test of this small system, then
we moved on constructing a larger scale digital system. A big
room for the large scale test has been prepared in a new lab-
oratory built at Kamioka, Higashi-Mouzmi area. This large
scale test will be done by the end of next fiscal year. Whole
system of this large test will be moved into the KAGAR mine
and used as an actual KAGRA control system.

In parallel, simple standalone digital control systems using
a single computer have been prepared for developing KAGRA
subsystems. We started distributing the system in 2011 to sev-
eral subsystems. One of the good example is drawn in the seis-
mic isolation subsystem’s section that local damping controls
for the Pre-Isolator has been performed using the standalone
system at Kashiwa campus. CLIO uses the same standalone
system for the control of test mass. A test observation has
been scheduled and performed to test productions of frame
data and establish data pipeline with the digital system.

Many kinds of and many numbers of analog circuit will be
used for KAGRA to make subsystems work. We are designing
circuits for each purpose of each subsystem. For example, the
total amount is not so many but some special design circuits
are needed for Input Output Optics subsystem. Vibration Iso-
lation subsystem requires a huge number of circuits because
the numbers of sensor/actuator in seismic isolation system is
huge. To cope with making such many analog electronics, we
are discussing how to design, how to manufacture and how to
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Fig. 8. Relations between digital system and other subsystems.

test all the circuits. Actually, noot a big number, but some of
circuits have been already manufactured for KAGRA.

Analog circuits also offer an interface between subsys-
tems and the digital system (see Fig.8). For example, we de-
signed and manufactured analog filters for ADC/DAC to avoid
aliases or images on digital input/output for 2500 channels.
Currently we are designing a whitening filter to have a lower
noise when the interferometer is switched into an observation
mode.

Combined system with analog and digital will provide us
not only to control the interferometer but also to collect/store
all data from KAGRA, monitor/diagnostic systems as a flexi-
ble human interface, and a very good observation environment
for gravitational wave detections.

Fabrication of cryostat and R&D for cryogenic items8

Outlines : The cryogenic mirror is one of the key features
of KAGRA. In 2012, all four cryostats for KAGRA were as-
sembled and cooling test was finished. Other R&D research
was also in progress. Here, fabrication of KAGRA cryostat
and R&D items are explained.

Fabrication of KAGRA cryostat : In this year, all four KA-
GRA cryostat were fabricated in Toshiba Keihin Product Op-
erations. KAGRA cryostat consists of a vacuum chamber, ra-
diation shields, and four cryocooler units.

The cryocooler units were fabricated in JECC Torisha.
The cooling time is about 70 hours. The measured temper-
ature is 3.5 K and 9 K at most without heat load and with
0.9 W, respectively. We also measured the vibration of the
cryocooler units and found that the root mean square of the
vibration is less than 0.1 µm. Thus, these cryocooler units
satisfy our requirements.

The cooling test of KAGRA cryostat themselves was also
conducted. It took about two weeks to cool the radiation
shield. This is comparable with our expectation. The mea-
sured shield temperature is 10 K at most without heat load.
When the heat load is 5 W (we expect that scattered light by
cooled mirror is comparable with this value), it is 15 K at

*8 Kazuhiro Yamamoto, ICRR, The University of Tokyo

most. Since the mirror temperature is 20 K, it is not a serious
problem.

Cryogenic duct : The radiation shields should have two large
holes which are comparable with the cooled mirror diameter
(220 mm) for the laser beam. The 300 K radiation invades
the radiation shield through these holes. The cryogenic ducts
with baffles are necessary to prevent the propagation of 300 K
radiation. We proceeded with and fixed the design of the cryo-
genic duct. We take the scattered light by the cooling mirror
into account. This light is absorbed by this duct.

Measurement of radiation shield vibration : The vibration
of radiation shield could contaminate the signal of gravita-
tional wave detector via heat link to cool the mirrors and scat-
tered light. In order to evaluate this noise, we must measure
the vibration of the radiation shield. We developed the cryo-
genic (horizontal) accelerometer. The vertical accelerometer
was developed in University of Rome La Sapienza (Luca Nat-
icchioni, Maurizio Perciballi, and Ettore Majorana visited to
install and check their accelerometer. Their visit was sup-
ported by ELiTES). They were installed in KAGRA cryostat
and measured vibration during the cooling test in Toshiba Kei-
hin Product Operations. The analysis is in progress.

Black coating for shorter initial cooling time : The cryo-
genic payload (the cooled mirror is at the bottom of this pay-
load) is in the radiation shield. It takes long time (2 months) to
cool down the cryogenic payload because it is heavy and well
isolated. In the initial phase of cooling, the radiation domi-
nates the heat transfer. If the black coating (Diamond Like
Carbon (DLC) or SolBalck) is deposited on the cryogenic pay-
load, the radiation heat transfer is larger and the initial cooling
time is shorter. The experiment to investigate this idea was in
progress.

First of all, we prepared the copper spheres (30 mm in
diameter) with and without black coating. These spheres are
suspended in the evacuated hollow sphere cooled by liquid
nitrogen. We confirmed that the sphere with black coating
is cooled more rapidly and evaluate the emissivity of black
coating as the function of temperature.

The larger aluminum sphere (100 mm in diameter) with
and without black coating were also suspended in KAGRA
cryostat during the cooling test and monitored the sphere tem-
perature. The result is consistent with the experiment of small
sphere.

The dummy payload (the size is half of the actual one)
with black coating was suspended in the KAGRA cryostat
during the cooling test. The measured result is consistent with
the calculation based on the emissivity derived from the pre-
vious experiment.

Since the validity of the calculation is confirmed, we eval-
uated the initial cooling time of KAGRA cryogenic payload.
In the case with and without the black coating, the initial cool-
ing time is about one and two months, respectively. In short,
the black coating makes the cooling time twice times shorter.
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1/4 cryostat : Since the cryogenic payload is a complicate
system, the test before the installation in Kamioka mine is
necessary. The 1/4 cryostat for this test is under construction
(JECC Torisha).

Sapphire fibers : The cooled mirror is suspended by four
sapphire fibers. It must have nail head on the fiber end. Mol-
Tech GmbH and IMPEX HighTech GmbH (both of them are
German companies) delivered the sapphire fibers with nail
head.

These sapphire fibers must have high thermal conductiv-
ity to extract heat from the mirror and high Q-values for small
thermal noise. We measure these values. The thermal conduc-
tivity is slightly smaller than the required value although they
are on the same order of magnitude. The measured Q-values
are comparable with requirement. Although the quality im-
provement is necessary, the result is promising.

These experiments were conducted under the collabora-
tion with Europe. Young researchers are exchanged for the
experiments (Christian Schwarz and Gerd Hofmann visited
ICRR from Jena. Their visit was supported by ELiTES.
Y. Sakakibara visited University of Glasgow and Friedrich-
Schiller-Universitaet Jena.)

Fig. 9. Assembled KAGRA cryostat in Toshiba Keihin Product Opera-
tions

ELiTES activity9

Objective of ELiTES : The Researchers in Europe conducted
the design study for Einstein Telescope (ET) from 2009 to
2011 under the Framework Programme 7 (FP7) by the Eu-
ropean Commission. The ET project aims to the realization
of a crucial research infrastructure in Europe: a third genera-
tion Gravitational Wave observatory. Some people from Japan
participated in this study work. At the last ET workshop, this
fruitfull collaboration between ET and LCGT (now, KAGRA)
was desired to be continued because both detectors commonly
utilize cryogenic mirror and underground. After a Conceptual
Design Document has been released as the result of the de-
sign study, a new project, embedded in the ET framework, is

*9 Kentaro Somiya, Tokyo Institute of Technology

now supported by the European Commission, still under FP7
(People, IRSES): ELiTES, focused on the development of the
cryogenic technologies for KAGRA and ET.

Rome and NIKHEF group are familiar with anti-vibration
system in frequency region at low frequency. Glasgow peo-
ple promote highly sophisticated monolithic suspesnsion sys-
tem with catalysis bonding technique. People in FS University
in Jena developed original cryogenic measurement methods.
Researchers in Sannio University develop optimized optical
coating on main mirrors that can reduce thermal noise in the
coating. These techniques developed in Europe are useful for
KAGRA that has limited resources to develop from scratch.
Contary to this, we in Japan have extensive experience on
cryogenic laser interferometer. Therefore, the exchange of
techniques especially by young researchers is expected to ac-
celerates efficient R&Ds for successfull outcomes.

There are four working packages: WP: Mirror Thermal,
WP: Suspension, WP3: Cooling and radiation shield, WP4:
Organization. Glasgow University and FS University in Jena
mainly contribute to WP1. Rome University handles WP2
with NIKHEF researchers that develop seismic anti-vibration
system. Japanese group coordinates WP3.

Exchange researchers with European Universities and In-
stitutes : Fig 10 shows researchers who were seconded un-
der ELiTES program in 2012 (March 2012-February 2013).
The main fund for Japanese researchers came form JSPS bi-
lateral exchange program between Japan and Germany (Co-
ordinator: Kentaro Somiya, TITECH) and two Ph.D students
staying about two months were supported by Advanced Lead-
ing Graduate Course for Photon Science (ALPS) in the Uni-
versity of Tokyo. One of two Ph.D students participated col-
laborative research on measuring Q of fibers at cryogenic tem-
perature and the other conducted a study of anti-vibration sys-
tem.

The activity summarized by the coordinator of ELiTES
(Michele Puntro) is shown in Fig. 11, which compares the
achievement with the objective. The reason why all achieve-
ments are less than objectives is due to budget cut and a con-
straint on expenditure of PDs. We did not have enough fund
in Japanese side in this financial year.

Meetings : Under ELiTES, each working package hold reg-
ular teleconferences and combined meetings for effective re-
search promotion. Apart from these individual meetings, we
have a general meeting based on face-to-face once in Europe
and once in Japan. In this year, we have 2 days general meet-
ing in Tokyo. On 3rd, October, the meeting started from the
speech of the head of Sciencen Research Institutes Division,
Research Promotion Bureau of the Ministry of Education, Cul-
ture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) in the Tokyo
house of Delegatgion of the Euroepan Union to Japan. We
could strengthen an intimate relationship in this meeting (Fig. 12).
On 4th, October, many research subjects were presented and
discussed in Sanjo Kaikan hall in Hongo campus of the Uni-
versity of Tokyo. The general meeting held in Europe was
combined to the meeting of ET project (ET workshop), which
was held in Hannover in Germany in 2-5 December.
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SECONDMENTS TABLE

Fig. 10. Researchers list seconded each other under ELiTES program
in 2012. Some of visiting researchers in Japan had extended stay
for new financial year of Japan.

CLIO Project

[Spokesperson : Masatake Ohashi]
ICRR, The Univ. of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8582
In collaboration with members of: KEK, Tsukuba; Kyoto-U,
Kyoto; ERI of UT, Tokyo

Overview
CLIO (Cryogenic Laser Interferometer Observatory) is a

100 m-baseline underground cryogenic interferometer at the
Kamioka Mine. CLIO forms a bridge connecting the CLIK
(7 m prototype cryogenic interferometer at Kashiwa campus)
and the KAGRA (3 km cryogenic interferometer at Kamioka).
The site of CLIO, near the Super-Kamiokande neutrino detec-
tor, is shown in Fig. 13. The tunnel was dug in 2002, and
a strain meter for geophysics was installed in 2003 [1]. The
construction of CLIO began in late 2003, and installation of
the mode cleaner vacuum system was reported in the annual
report (2003–2004). Four sets of cryostats and whole vacuum
system were installed (annual report 2004–2005). We started
the operation of CLIO in 2006 (annual report 2006).

The prime purpose of CLIO is to demonstrate mirror ther-
mal noise reduction with cryogenic mirrors. We achieved the
design sensitivity at the room temperature after noise hunt-
ing taken in 2008 (Annual report 2008) [2, 3]. After then, we
started out cooling the mirrors and noise hunting with the mir-
rors under 20K had been done. We firstly observed the sensi-
tivity improvement due to the mirror thermal noise reduction.

CLIO sensitivity curve with cooled mirrors (cryogenic sen-
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Fig. 11. Secondment status at the end of first year (28/2/2013) for
seconded researchers among Universities and Institutes. Blue bar
represents the total expected and the red is effective. The coordi-
nate is in (man)×(month).

Fig. 12. 1st general meeting was held in Tokyo EU house on 3rd,
October and in Hongo campus of the University of Tokyo on 4th,
October.

sitivity) and without cooling (300K sensitivity) are shown in
Fig.16 with estimation curves of the mirror thermal noise. The
300K sensitivity and the cryogenic sensitivity were measured
at 2008/11/5 and at 2010/03/20, respectively. When the cryo-
genic sensitivity was measured, two front mirrors were cooled
and the rest of two end mirrors were at the room temperature.
Temperature of the front mirrors were 17K and 18K. Modifi-
cations possibly affecting the sensitivity at the cryogenic sen-
sitivity measurement are exchange of final suspension wires
and addition of heat link wires to the suspension systems.
Cooling the mirror took about 250 hours and vacuum pressure
was better than 10−4Pa for both sensitivity measurements.

The noise floor level of the cryogenic sensitivity from 90Hz
to 240Hz is below the 300K sensitivity. Observation range
for GWs from neutron star binary coalescence was also im-
proved to 159kpc from 148kpc for the optimum direction.
This is the first observation of sensitivity improvement by the
cryogenic mirrors. The noise floor at 165Hz was reduced to
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Fig. 13. Location of the CLIO interferometer.

2.2× 10−19 m/
√

Hz from 3.1× 10−19 m/
√

Hz after cooling
the front mirrors. Amount of this noise floor reduction is con-
sistent with the estimation of mirror thermal noise reduction
due to cooling. This achievement has been published in 2012
[4].

Fig. 14. Overview of the CLIO interferometer.

Detecter characterization using a digital control system
A real time control system using computers (digital con-

trol system) has been implemented into CLIO to test basic
performances of the digital system for a lock acquisition, cal-
ibration and noise performance etc. of the interferometer. We
performed a short term observation using this digital controls
system. The purpose of this observation was to establish a
data pipeline for gravitational wave data analysis in the fu-
ture interferometer like KAGRA. This system is not only used
for control but also for DAQ (data acquisition) system since
the control signals is equivalent to the sensitivity signal in the
computer.

We obtained 13 hours frame data including 2 hours con-
tinuos lock. Raw frame data from CLIO was stored into a data
storage and it was calibrated into displacement/strain sensitiv-
ity using a measured calibration transfer function in the fre-

Fig. 15. A sapphire mirror and cryogenic suspension system
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Fig. 16. Comparison of CLIO sensitivity curves. 300K sensitivity (solid
blue line) and Cryogenic sensitivity (solid red line) show CLIO sen-
sitivity curves without cooling mirrors measured at 2008/11/05 and
with front mirrors under 20K measured at 2010/03/20, respectively.
300K mirror thermal noise (dot dash gray line) and Cryogenic mir-
ror thermal noise (dot dash blue line) show estimation curve of
mirror thermal noise corresponding to the each sensitivity mea-
surements.

quency domain and results are shown on a web page every
16 seconds. We also re-produced time domain transfer func-
tion in time domain and the raw frame data was calibrated
into strain sensitivity in time domain by off-line data analy-
sis. Some detecter characterization data like a laser power or
a seismic motion was stored as frame data at the same time to
define noise sources in the sensitivity of interferometer. This
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short observation is just a first step to establish whole data
pipe line. We will continue observations with better sensitiv-
ity than that obtained in this observation since the noise is cur-
rently limited by ADC and DAC. This characterizing method
developed in CLIO will be used for KAGRA in the future.
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Observational Cosmology Group

[Spokesperson : Yoshiaki Ono]
ICRR, The Univ. of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8582

The Abundance of Star-forming Galaxies in the Red-
shift Range 8.5 – 12: New Results from the 2012
Hubble Ultra Deep Field Campaign [1]

In collaboration with the members of California Institute of
Technology, University of Edinburgh, University of Arizona,
The University of Tokyo, IPMU, Space Telescope Science
Institute, University of California Los Angeles, and Institut
d’Astrophysique de Paris.

We present the results of the deepest search to date for
star-forming galaxies beyond a redshift z ' 8.5 utilizing a
new sequence of near-infrared Wide Field Camera 3 images of
the Hubble Ultra Deep Field. This ‘UDF12’ campaign com-
pleted in September 2012 doubles the earlier exposures with
WFC3/IR in this field and quadruples the exposure in the key
F105W filter used to locate such distant galaxies. Combined
with additional imaging in the F140W filter, the fidelity of
high redshift candidates is greatly improved. Using spectral
energy distribution fitting techniques on objects selected from
a deep multi-band near-infrared stack we find 7 promising
z >8.5 candidates. As none of the previously claimed UDF
candidates with 8.5< z<10 is confirmed by our deeper multi-
band imaging, our campaign has transformed the measured

Fig. 17. Luminosity and star formation rate (SFR) density versus red-
shift inferred from UDF12. Reddening corrected luminosity densi-
ties are shown from the literature over the redshift range 5< z <8
(black points). Extrapolating their evolution to redshift z ∼ 13 pro-
vides the lightest gray area. Claimed estimates from the CLASH
detections (green points) are shown. Luminosity densities are
shown for the four 8.5 . z . 9.5 sources (blue data point) and the
two 9.5 . z . 10.5 objects (magenta point). The non-detection at
10.5. z. 11.5 provides an upper limit at z≈ 10.8 (purple limit). The
single z∼ 12 source provides a conservative lower limit at z≈ 11.8
(red point). If this source has strong Lyα emission, the luminos-
ity density limit becomes the yellow point. Overlapping maximum
likelihood 68% confidence regions on a linear trend in the luminos-
ity density with redshift from z ∼ 8 are shown with (medium gray)
and without (dark gray) the z∼ 12 object. This figure is reproduced
by permission of the AAS.

abundance of galaxies in this redshift range. Although we
recover the candidate UDFj-39546284 (previously proposed
at z=10.3), it is undetected in the newly added F140W im-
age, implying it lies at z=11.9 or is an intense emission line
galaxy at z ' 2.4. Although no physically-plausible model
can explain the required line intensity given the lack of Ly-
man α or broad-band UV signal, without an infrared spec-
trum we cannot rule out an exotic interloper. Regardless, our
robust z' 8.5−10 sample demonstrates a luminosity density
that continues the smooth decline observed over 6 < z < 8
(Fig.17). Such continuity has important implications for mod-
els of cosmic reionization and future searches for z>10 galax-
ies with JWST.
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Gas Motion Study of Lyα Emitters at z∼ 2 Using FUV
and Optical Spectral Lines [2]

In collaboration with the members of The University of Tokyo,
IPMU, Observatories of the Carnegie Institution of Washing-
ton, and Space Telescope Science Institute.

We present the results of Magellan/MMIRS and Keck /NIR-
SPEC spectroscopy for five Lyα emitters (LAEs) at z ' 2.2
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Fig. 18. Rest-frame EW(Lyα) plotted against ∆vLyα . The red circles
are our LAEs. The red square and the red triangle show the LAEs
taken from the literature. The blue symbol indicates the average of
41 LBGs, with the error bars corresponding to the 68 percentiles of
the ∆vLyα distribution and the EW distribution. The magenta circles
denote the LABs. The dotted line is the best-fit linear function to
all the data points. This figure is reproduced by permission of the
AAS.

for which high-resolution FUV spectra from Magellan/MagE
are available. We detect nebular emission lines including Hα

on the individual basis and low-ionization interstellar (LIS)
absorption lines in a stacked FUV spectrum, and measure av-
erage offset velocities of the Lyα line, ∆vLyα , and LIS ab-
sorption lines, ∆vabs, with respect to the systemic velocity de-
fined by the nebular lines. For a sample of eight z ∼ 2− 3
LAEs without AGN from our study and the literature, we ob-
tain ∆vLyα = 175±35 km s−1, which is significantly smaller
than that of Lyman-break Galaxies (LBGs), ∆vLyα ' 400 km
s−1. The stacked FUV spectrum gives ∆vabs = −179± 73
km s−1, comparable to that of LBGs. These positive ∆vLyα

and negative ∆vabs suggest that LAEs also have outflows. In
contrast to LBGs, however, the LAEs’ ∆vLyα is as small as
|∆vabs|, suggesting low neutral hydrogen column densities.
Such a low column density with a small number of resonant
scattering may cause the observed strong Lyα emission of
LAEs. We find an anti-correlation between Lyα equivalent
width (EW) and ∆vLyα in a compilation of LAE and LBG
samples (Fig.18). Although its physical origin is not clear,
this anti-correlation result appears to challenge the hypothesis
that a strong outflow, by means of a reduced number of reso-
nant scattering, produces a large EW. If LAEs at z > 6 have
similarly small ∆vLyα values, constraints on the reionization
history derived from the Lyα transmissivity may need to be
revised.
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The First Systematic Survey for Lyα Emitters at z =
7.3 with Red-sensitive Subaru/Suprime-Cam [3]

In collaboration with the members of The Graduate University
for Advanced Studies, National Astronomical Observatory of
Japan, Kyoto University, The University of Tokyo, and IPMU.

We have performed deep imaging surveys for Lyman α

emitters (LAEs) at redshift∼ 7.3 in two blank fields, the Sub-
aru Deep Field (SDF) and the Subaru/XMM-Newton Deep
survey Field (SXDF), using the Subaru/Suprime-Cam equipped
with new red-sensitive CCDs and a new narrow-band filter,
NB1006 (λc = 10052Å, FWHM ∆λ = 214Å). We identified
four objects as LAE candidates that exhibit luminosity excess
in NB1006. By carrying out deep follow-up spectroscopy for
three of them using Subaru/FOCAS and Keck/DEIMOS, a
definitively asymmetric emission line is detected for one of
them, SXDF-NB1006-2. Assuming this line is Lyα , this ob-
ject is a LAE at z = 7.215 which has luminosity of 1.2+1.5

−0.6×
1043 erg s−1 and a weighted skewness Sω = 4.90±0.86. An-
other object, SDF-NB1006-2, shows variable photometry and
is thus probably a quasar (QSO) or an active galactic nucleus
(AGN). It shows an asymmetric emission line at 10076Å which
may be due to either Lyα at z = 7.288 or [O II] at z = 1.703.
The third object, SDF-NB1006-1, is likely a galaxy with tem-
poral luminosity enhancement associated with a supernova
explosion, as the brightness of this object varies between the
observed epochs. Its spectrum does not show any emission
lines. The inferred decrease in the number density of LAEs to-
ward higher redshift is nz=7.3

Lyα
/nz=5.7

Lyα
= 0.05+0.11

−0.05 from z = 5.7
to 7.3 down to LLyα = 1.0×1043 erg s−1 (Fig.19). The present
result is consistent with the interpretation in previous studies
that the neutral hydrogen fraction is rapidly increasing from
z = 5.7 to 7.3.
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Diffuse Lyα haloes around Lyα emitters at z = 3: do
dark matter distributions determine the Lyα spatial
extents? [4]

In collaboration with the members of California Institute of
Technology, Tohoku University, The University of Tokyo, IPMU,
and University of Tsukuba.

Using stacks of Lyα images of 2128 Lyα emitters (LAEs)
and 24 protocluster UV-selected galaxies (LBGs) at z = 3.1,
we examine the surface brightness profiles of Lyα haloes around
high-z galaxies as a function of environment and UV lumi-
nosity. We find that the slopes of the Lyα radial profiles be-
come flatter as the Mpc-scale LAE surface densities increase,
but they are almost independent of the central UV luminosi-
ties. The characteristic exponential scale lengths of the Lyα

haloes appear to be proportional to the square of the LAE sur-
face densities (Fig.20). Including the diffuse, extended Lyα

haloes, the rest-frame Lyα equivalent width of the LAEs in
the densest regions approaches EW0 ∼ 200Å, the maximum
value expected for young (< 107 yr) galaxies. This suggests
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Fig. 19. Number density nLyα , and star formation rate den-
sity SFRDLyα of the LAE at z = 7.215, SXDF-NB1006-2 con-
firmed spectroscopically in this study (filled square) and those at
2.3≤ z≤ 7 from the spectroscopic studies down to LLyα = 1.0×1043

erg s−1. The filled circles are those of the LAE at z = 6.96. The
crosses show the densities at z = 5.7 and 6.6 in the SDF. Densities
at 2.3 ≤ z ≤ 4.5 and z ∼ 4.5 are calculated using the best-fit Lyα

Schechter luminosity functions (LFs) from the literatures. Also,
densities at z = 3.1,3.7,5.7 (diamonds) and 6.6 (triangles) in the
∼ 1.0 deg2 of SXDF are calculated using the best-fit Lyα Schechter
LFs from the literature. Each horizontal error bar shows the red-
shift range of each survey. The vertical error bars at z = 5.7,6.6,7
and 7.3 include both cosmic variance and Poissonian errors for
small number statistics. We correct for the detection complete-
ness of the z = 7.3 LAE survey. If SXDF-NB1006-1 is a real LAE
at z = 7.3 with a brighter LLyα than one of SXDF-NB1006-2, the
number and SFR densities of SXDF-NB1006-2 becomes small the
open square slightly shifted in the redshift direction for clarification.
This figure is reproduced by permission of the AAS.

that Lyα photons formed via shock compression by gas out-
flows or cooling radiation by gravitational gas inflows may
partly contribute to illuminate the Lyα haloes; however, most
of their Lyα luminosity can be explained by photo-ionization
by ionizing photons or scattering of Lyα photons produced in
H II regions in and around the central galaxies. Regardless of
the source of Lyα photons, if the Lyα haloes trace the over-
all gaseous structure following the dark matter distributions,
it is not surprising that the Lyα spatial extents depend more
strongly on the surrounding Mpc-scale environment than on
the activities of the central galaxies.
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Intrinsic Shape of Star-forming BzK Galaxies. II. Rest-
frame Ultraviolet and Optical Structures in GOODS-
South and SXDS [5]

In collaboration with the members of The University of Tokyo,
Kyoto University, and National Astronomical Observatory of
Japan.

Fig. 20. Lyα scale length as a function of (a) LAE surface den-
sity and (b) central UV luminosity based on BV magnitude mea-
sured with 2′′ diameter aperture photometry. The dashed lines are
r = 0.6× (1+δLAE)

2 +8.4 kpc (left) and r = 12.4 kpc (right). These
trends suggest that the spatial extents of the Lyα haloes are deter-
mined by the surrounding Mpc-scale environment rather than the
central UV luminosities. The error bars represent 1-σ uncertain-
ties of the exponential profile fitting. The star-formation rate (SFR)
is converted from the BV magnitude without dust attenuation cor-
rection. This figure is reproduced by permission of the RAS.

We study statistical intrinsic shape of star-forming BzK
galaxies (sBzK galaxies) at z ∼ 2 in both rest-frame UV and
rest-frame optical wavelengths. The sBzK galaxies are se-
lected down to KAB = 24.0 mag in the Great Observatories
Origins Deep Survey-South (GOODS-S) and Subaru-XMM
Deep Survey (SXDS) fields, where high-resolution images
from Hubble Space Telescope are publicly available. 57%
(583) of all 1028 galaxies in GOODS-S show a single com-
ponent in the Advanced Camera for Survey (ACS)/F850LP
image. As Wide Field Camera (WFC3)/F160W images cover
only some part of GOODS-S and SXDS, 724/1028 and
2500/29835 sBzK galaxies in the GOODS-S and SXDS have
the WFC3 coverage. 86% (626) and 82% (2044) of the sBzK
galaxies in WFC3/F160W images appear as a single compo-
nent in the GOODS-S and SXDS, respectively. Larger frac-
tion of single-component objects in F850LP images repre-
sents multiple star-forming regions in galaxies, while they are
not so obvious in the F160W image which appears smoother.
Most of the single-component sBzK galaxies show Sérsic in-
dices of n = 0.5− 2.5, in agreement with those of local disk
galaxies. Their effective radii are 1.0−3.0 kpc and 1.5−4.0
kpc in F850LP and F160W images, respectively, regardless of
the observed fields. Stellar surface mass density of the sBzK
galaxies is also comparable to that of the local disk galaxies.
However, the intrinsic shape of sBzK galaxies is not a round
disk as seen in the local disk galaxies. By comparing appar-
ent axial ratio (b/a) distributions of the sBzK galaxies with
those by assuming tri-axial model with axes A > B > C, we
found their intrinsic face-on B/A ratios peak at B/A = 0.70
and B/A = 0.77− 0.79 in the rest-frame UV and optical, re-
spectively and are statistically more bar-like than that of the
local disk galaxies. The intrinsic edge-on C/A ratios in both
rest-frame UV and optical wavelengths peak at 0.26, which
is slightly larger than that of the local disk galaxies. Possi-
ble origins of this bar-like structure are bar instability, galaxy
interaction, or continuous minor mergers. Study of galaxy
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structure evolution in cosmological simulations is desirable to
examine the most likely scenario.
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Primary Cosmic Ray Group

[Spokesperson : Hiroko Miyahara]
ICRR, The Univ. of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8582

Tracing the impacts of periodic GCR enhancements
during the Maunder Minimum [1]
In collaboration with the members of Univ. of Tokyo and Ya-
magata Univ.

Annually measured beryllium-10 contents in ice cores have
suggested that heliospheric environment could have been chang-
ed at the Maunder minimum (AD1645-1715) due to the ex-
tremely weakened solar magnetic activity. Beryllium-10 data
show characteristic variations possibly associated with the drift
effect of GCRs in the heliosphere, showing a component re-
lated to the 22-year solar magnetic polarity reversals (Fig.21).
The beryllium-10 flux reveals significant enhancements at so-
lar minima but only at qA negative phases. The excesses
of the beryllium-10 flux at qA negative phases to the mean
of maximal fluxes of neighboring two qA positive cycles are
40, 39, 26 and 39 percent, respectively. The mean duration
between the spikes is 28 years. Annually measured carbon-
14 contents in tree rings have revealed that the 11-year solar
cycles were extended to about 14 years during the Maunder
Minimum. The above period of 28 years is therefore consis-
tent with the Hale period during that time. The drift effect in
the inner heliosphere is suggested to be able to cause 15-20
percent enhancement, whereas the observed beryllium-10 en-
hancements are up to 40 percent. We have discussed the pos-
sible additional impact from heliosheath, where heliospheric
current sheet is accumulated and hence GCR particles may
be effectively drifted across the stacked magnetic sectors, and
have suggested that it may explain the additional 15-20 per-
cent of enhancements (Fig.22). It would be important to fur-
ther investigate the accumulation pattern of the heliospheric
current sheet in the heliosheath to understand the GCR spikes
at the Maunder Minimum. The above enhancements of GCR
flux provide unique opportunity to trace the GCR impact on
global climate. It is suggested that the response of cloud activ-
ities to GCRs are localized, and their impacts are propagated
through atmospheric circulations. It is therefore very impor-
tant to reveal the spatial distribution of the responses to shed
light on the GCR impact on climate system. We are now con-
ducting the measurements of stable isotopes in tree rings so
that we can reveal the regional responses to GCRs mainly in
the Asian region.
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mination shock and heliopause are shown with a dashed curve
and solid curve, respectively. The percentages given are the in-
crease in cosmic ray intensity during solar minimum of qA neg-
ative phase against that of qA positive (The polarity of magnetic
field lines and the cosmic ray paths indicated by gray arrows are
for qA¡0 phase). The cross-sector transport may cause 15-20 per-
cent increase, while the flattened current sheet is suggested to
cause 15-20 percent increase during the qA negative phase.
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Millennial scale sun-climate connection during the
last 70,000 years [2]
In collaboration with the members of Univ. of Tokyo and The
Univ. of Edinburgh.

Millennial scale climate oscillations are known to corre-
late well with solar variations with 1000 and 2000 year peri-
ods through the current interglacier period, while the records
of ice-rafted debris reconstructed for the last glacier period
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had been known to show g1500-yearh cycles, for which iden-
tifiable external forcing was absent. We therefore re-examined
the ice core chronology and conducted a Monte Carlo Simu-
lation. As a result, it turned out that the g1500-yearh cycles
were actually 1000 and 2000 year cycles, which are consistent
with solar cycles. We find it very interesting that the ampli-
tude of the 1000 and 2000 year climate cycles are much larger
at the glacier period, compared to the interglacier period. It
may be providing some clues on the processes of solar influ-
ence on climate system.
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Theory Group

Overview
We have theoretically studied particle physics (mainly par-

ticle physics phenomenology) and astroparticle physics (mainly
particle cosmology).

2012 was one of the biggest years for the particle physics
phenomenology and the cosmology. The CERN has reported
the detection of a Higgs-like scalar boson and also the Planck
satellite has released the precise data of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB). Although these experiments make us con-
firm the standard model of particle physics and Big bang Uni-
verse, they also give us many implications for extensions of
the standard scenarios.

The supersymmetric (SUSY) extension of the standard mo-
del (SM) in the particle physics is considered to be one of
the most promising models beyond the standard model. It
solves the naturalness problem for the Higgs boson mass term
in the standard model, and it is also compatible with the grand
unified theories (GUTs). Our group has been studying phe-
nomenological and cosmological aspects of the SUSY mod-
els.

Recent cosmological observations including the Planck data
determine precisely the mean densities of matter and baryon
in the Universe, and existence of non-baryonic dark matter is
established. Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs)
are considered to be good candidates of the dark matter. They
act as the cold dark matter in the structure formation of the
universe. Our group has been studying model building for
dark matter and detectability in direct and indirect search ex-
periments.

For understanding of the early universe, a role of the ele-
mentary particle physics is crucial. Recent progress in the par-
ticle physics such as grand unification theories and supersym-
metry leads us to a more deeper insight into the fundamental
aspects of the early universe. In the inflationary universe, the

quantum fluctuations of the scalar field which drives the infla-
tion become the density fluctuations and lead to formation of
the structure observed in the present universe. On the other
hand cosmology and astrophysics are used to test new theo-
ries in particle physics. Such particle cosmology is one of
main subjects of our group.

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) is one of the most im-
portant subjects in modern cosmology. Predicted abundances
of the light elements are very sensitive to the cosmological
scenario. On the other hand, physics beyond the standard
model predicts the new particles which would have existed
at the BBN epoch. Such particles may spoil the success of
BBN, which leads to constraints on the new particles and the
particle physics models.

The grand unified theories (GUT) predict that our universe
undergoes several vacuum phase transitions. In the course
of phase transitions topological defects (monopoles, cosmic
strings and domain walls) are generally produced depending
on symmetries of the vacua. Our group has studied evolution
of various topological defects.

Particle Phenomenology

[Spokesperson : M. Ibe]
ICRR, The Univ. of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8582

Higgs Mass in Supersymmetric Standard Model

• A 125 GeV Higgs Boson Mass and Gravitino Dark Mat-
ter in R-invariant Direct Gauge Mediation

In collaboration with the member of IPMU

We discuss the SM-like Higgs boson mass in the MSSM
in an R-invariant direct gauge mediation model with the grav-
itino mass in the O(1) keV range. The gravitino dark matter
scenario in this mass range is a good candidate for a slightly
warm dark matter. We show that the Higgs boson mass around
125 GeV suggested by the ATLAS and CMS experiments can
be easily achieved in the direct gauge mediation model with
this gravitino mass range [1].

• The Lightest Higgs Boson Mass in the MSSM with
Strongly Interacting Spectators

In collaboration with the members of IPMU

We propose a new mechanism for producing a Higgs bo-
son mass near 125 GeV within the MSSM. By coupling the
MSSM Higgs boson to a set of strongly interacting fields,
large corrections to the Higgs quartic coupling are induced.
Although the Higgs doublets do not participate in the strong
dynamics, they feel the effects of the strongly coupled sec-
tor via (semi-)perturbative interactions. These same strong
dynamics are also capable of generating the µ-term. Addi-
tionally, this strong sector is in the conformal window, which
drives the couplings to an infrared fixed point and naturally
generates model parameters of the appropriate size [2].
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• Heavy Squarks and Light Sleptons in Gauge Mediation
From the viewpoint of 125 GeV Higgs Boson and Muon
g−2

In collaboration with the members of IPMU

In the framework of gauge mediation models, we inves-
tigate scenarios with heavy squarks and light sleptons, moti-
vated by the recent discovery of the Higgs boson and the devi-
ation of the muon anomalous magnetic moment (g−2) from
the SM prediction. We show that only models with a mes-
senger multiplet in the adjoint representation of SU(5) GUT
gauge group are the unique possibility that sleptons are light
enough to explain the muon g− 2 in the minimal setup. We
also show that, if there is an additional source of the Higgs
soft masses, the muon g−2 can be explained with messenger
multiples in the fundamental representation of SU(5) with the
help of the light higgsino. Some phenomenological aspects of
these models are also discussed [3].

• Universality in Pure Gravity Mediation

In collaboration with the member of IPMU and Michigan Uni-
versity

If low energy supersymmetry is realized in nature, the
apparent discovery of a Higgs boson with mass around 125
GeV points to a supersymmetric mass spectrum in the TeV
or multi-TeV range. Multi-TeV scalar masses are a neces-
sary component of supersymmetric models with pure gravity
mediation or in any model with strong moduli stabilization.
Here, we show that full scalar mass universality remains vi-
able as long as the ratio of Higgs vevs, tan beta is relatively
small (. 2.5). We discuss in detail the low energy (observ-
able) consequences of these models [4].

• Focus point gauge mediation in product group unifica-
tion

In collaboration with the member of IPMU and DESY

In certain models of gauge-mediated supersymmetry break-
ing with messenger fields in incomplete GUT multiplets, the
radiative corrections to the Higgs potential cancel out dur-
ing renormalization group running. This allows for relatively
heavy superpartners and for a 125 GeV Higgs while the fine-
tuning remains modest. In this paper, we show that such gauge
mediation models with ”focus point” behaviour can be natu-
rally embedded into a model of SU(5)×U(3) product group
unification [5].

• Muon g−2 and 125 GeV Higgs in Split-Family Super-
symmetry

In collaboration with the member of IPMU

We discuss the minimal supersymmetric standard model
with ”split-family” spectrum where the sfermions in the first
two generations are in the hundreds GeV to a TeV range while
the sfermions in the third generation are in the range of tens
TeV. With the split-family spectrum, the deviation of the muon

g− 2 and the observed Higgs boson mass are explained si-
multaneously. It is predicted that the gluino and the squarks
in the first two generations are within the reach of the LHC
experiments in most favored parameter space for the univer-
sal gaugino mass, which can be tested by searching for events
with missing transverse energy or events with stable charged
massive particles. We also point out that the split-family sce-
nario can be consistent with the focus point scenario for the
non-universal gaugino masses where the required mu-term is
in the hundreds GeV range [6].
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Collider Phenomenology of Supersymmetric Standard Model

• Pure Gravity Mediation of Supersymmetry Breaking at
the LHC

In collaboration with the members of IPMU

Supersymmetric theories which can allow for a 125 GeV
Higgs mass and also solve the naturalness and susy flavor
problems now require a fair degree of complexity. Here we
consider the simplest possibility for supersymmetry near the
weak scale, but with the requirement of naturalness dropped.
In ”pure gravity mediation”, all supersymmetric particles ex-
cept for the gauginos lie at tens to thousands of TeV, with the
gauginos obtaining loop suppressed masses automatically by
anomaly mediation and higgsino threshold corrections. The
gauginos are the lightest superpartners, and we investigate the
current collider constraints on their masses, as well as the fu-
ture reach of the LHC. We consider gluino pair production
with a jets + missing energy signature, as well as events with
disappearing charged tracks caused by charged winos decay-
ing into their neutral partners. We show that presently, gluino
masses less than about 1 TeV and wino masses less than about
300 GeV are excluded, and that the 14 TeV LHC can probe
gluino masses up to about 2 TeV and wino masses up to 1
TeV [1].
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Fig. 23. Expected bounds on the gluino and wino masses obtained
with 300 f b−1of data at 14 TeV running. In all cases, the gluino
is assumed to decay into two light quarks and a charged/neutral
wino.

• Mass Splitting between Charged and Neutral Winos at
Two-Loop Level

In collaboration with the members of IPMU

The recent result of the higgs search at the LHC experi-
ment has lead to more attention to the supersymmetric stan-
dard models with heavy sfermions. Among them, the models
with the almost pure wino being the lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP) have been widely discussed due to their success
in providing a consistent dark matter candidate. The notable
phenomenological feature of the wino LSP is the degeneracy
with its charged SU(2)L partner (the charged wino) in mass.
The tiny mass splitting makes the charged wino long-lived,
which allows us to detect the wino production at the LHC
experiment by searching for the disappearing charged tracks
inside the detectors. Since the reach of the experiment is sen-
sitive to the mass splitting, it is mandatory to estimate it very
precisely. We therefore perform a full calculation of the mass
splitting at two-loop level, and find that the splitting is reduced
by a few MeV compared to the one-loop calculation. This re-
duction leads to about a 30% longer lifetime of the charged
wino, with which the current constraint on the wino mass by
the ATLAS experiment is improved by about 10%. The re-
cent result of the Higgs search at the LHC experiment has
lead to more attention to the supersymmetric standard mod-
els with heavy sfermions. Among them, the models with the
almost pure wino being the lightest supersymmetric particle
(LSP) have been widely discussed due to their success in pro-
viding a consistent dark matter candidate. The notable phe-
nomenological feature of the wino LSP is the degeneracy with
its charged SU(2)L partner (the charged wino) in mass. The
tiny mass splitting makes the charged wino long-lived, which
allows us to detect the wino production at the LHC experi-
ment by searching for the disappearing charged tracks inside
the detectors. Since the reach of the experiment is sensitive to
the mass splitting, it is mandatory to estimate it very precisely.
We therefore perform a full calculation of the mass splitting

at two-loop level, and find that the splitting is reduced by a
few MeV compared to the one-loop calculation. This reduc-
tion leads to about a 10-30% longer lifetime of the charged
wino, with which the current constraint on the wino mass by
the ATLAS experiment is improved by about 10% [2].
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• Natural SUSY’s Last Hope: R-parity Violation via UDD
Operators

In collaboration with the members of IPMU

Here, we give a broad overview of the more natural spec-
tra allowed by the LHC when UDD R-parity violation is al-
lowed. Because R-parity violation removes the missing en-
ergy signals in colliders, the experimental constraints on the
gluino, stops, sbottoms and higgsinos are relatively mild. We
also show that UDD R-parity violation and lepton number
conservation can be made consistent with grand unification.
This feat is achieved through the product unification, SU(5)×
U(3). In this model, mixing of the SM quarks with additional
quark like particles charged under the U(3) generate a UDD
R-parity violating operator. Furthermore, these models are
also capable of generating a ’natural’ spectra. The emergence
of these more natural low-scale spectra relies heavily on the
fact that the gaugino masses are non-universal, a natural con-
sequence of product unification [3].
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Model of Neutrino

• Seesaw Mechanism with Occam’s Razor

In collaboration with the member of IPMU

We discuss the seesaw mechanism which includes the min-
imum number of parameters for successful leptogenesis and
three neutrino oscillations in the spirit of Occam’s razor. We
show that models with two right-handed neutrinos with two
texture zeros supported by Occam’s razor cannot fit the ob-
served neutrino parameters consistently for the normal light
neutrino mass hierarchy. For the inverted light neutrino mass
hierarchy, on the other hand, we find that the models can fit the
observed neutrino parameters consistently. Besides, we show
that the model predicts the maximal Dirac CP-phase of the
neutrino mixing matrix in the measurable range in the fore-
seeable future for the inverted neutrino mass hierarchy. We
also show that the predicted effective Majorana neutrino mass
responsible for the neutrinoless double beta decay is around
50 meV which is also within reach of future experiments [1].
.
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Inflation and Thermal History in the early Universe

• High scale SUSY breaking from topological inflation

In collaboration with the members of ICRR and IPMU

The recently observed mass ∼ 125 GeV for the Higgs bo-
son suggests a high-energy scale SUSY breaking, at above
O(10) TeV. It is, however, very puzzling why nature chooses
such a high energy scale for the SUSY breaking, if the SUSY
is a solution to the hierarchy problem. We show that the pure
gravity mediation provides us with a possible solution to this
puzzle if the topological inflation is the last inflation in the
early universe. We briefly discuss a chaotic inflation model in
which a similar solution can be obtained [1].

• Gravitational waves from smooth hybrid new inflation

In collaboration with the members of ICRR

We calculate the production of the gravitational waves from
a double inflation model with lattice simulations. Between the
two inflationary stages, gravitational waves with a characteris-
tic frequency are produced by fluctuations of the scalar fields
enhanced through parametric resonance. The wavelength of

the produced gravitational waves gets extra redshift during the
second inflationary stage and it can be in the observable range
for the direct gravitational wave detectors. It is found that
there is a possibility for the produced gravitational waves to
be detected in the planned experiments [2].

• Smooth hybrid inflation in a supersymmetric axion model

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, IPMU and Uni-
versity of Tokyo

We show that the smooth hybrid inflation is naturally real-
ized in a framework of supersymmetric axion model. Identify-
ing the Peccei-Quinn scalar fields as a part of the infaton sec-
tor, successful inflation takes place reproducing the amplitude
and spectral index of the curvature perturbation observed by
WMAP. A relatively large axion isocurvature perturbation and
its non-Gaussianity are predicted in our model. The saxion
coherent oscillation has a large amplitude and dominates the
Universe. The subsequent decay of the saxion produces huge
amount of entropy, which dilutes unwanted relics. Winos,
the lightest supersymmetric particles in this scenario, are pro-
duced non-thermally in the decay and account for dark matter
[3].

• Heavy gravitino in hybrid inflation

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, IPMU and Uni-
versity of Tokyo

It is known that supersymmetric hybrid inflation model
may require severe tunings on the initial condition for large
gravitino mass of order 100 - 1000 TeV due to the constant
term in the superpotential. We propose a modified hybrid in-
flation model, where the constant term is suppressed during
inflation and generated after inflation by replacing a constant
term with dynamical field. In this modified model, successful
inflation consistent with large gravitino mass takes place with-
out severe tunings on the initial condition. Constraint from
cosmic strings is also relaxed [4].

• Primordial black hole formation from an axion-like cur-
vaton model

In collaboration with the members of ICRR and IPMU

We argue that the existence of the cold dark matter is ex-
plained by primordial black holes. We show that a significant
number of primordial black holes can be formed in an axion-
like curvaton model, in which the highly blue-tilted power
spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations is achieved. It
is found that the produced black holes with masses ∼ 1020−
1038 g account for the present cold dark matter. We also ar-
gue the possibility of forming the primordial black holes with
mass ∼ 105M� as seeds of the supermassive black holes [5].

• Chaotic Inflation with a Fractional Power-Law Potential
in Strongly Coupled Gauge Theories

In collaboration with the members of IPMU Models of chaotic
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inflation with a fractional power-law potential are not only
viable but also testable in the foreseeable future. We show
that such models can be realized in simple strongly coupled
supersymmetric gauge theories. In these models, the energy
scale during inflation is dynamically generated by the dimen-
sional transmutation due to the strong gauge dynamics. There-
fore, such models not only explain the origin of the fractional
power in the inflationary potential but also provide a reason
why the energy scale of inflation is much smaller than the
Planck scale. Models of chaotic inflation with a fractional
power-law potential are not only viable but also testable in the
foreseeable future. We show that such models can be realized
in simple strongly coupled supersymmetric gauge theories. In
these models, the energy scale during inflation is dynamically
generated by the dimensional transmutation due to the strong
gauge dynamics. Therefore, such models not only explain the
origin of the fractional power in the inflationary potential but
also provide a reason why the energy scale of inflation is much
smaller than the Planck scale [6].

• Stochastic Approach to Flat Direction during Inflation

In collaboration with the members of ICRR.

We revisit the time evolution of a flat and non-flat direction
system during inflation. In order to take into account quantum
noises in the analysis, we base on stochastic formalism and
solve coupled Langevin equations numerically. We focus on
a class of models in which tree-level Hubble-induced mass is
not generated. Although the non-flat directions can block the
growth of the flat direction’s variance in principle, the block-
ing effects are suppressed by the effective masses of the non-
flat directions. We find that the fate of the flat direction during
inflation is determined by one-loop radiative corrections and
non-renormalizable terms as usually considered, if we remove
the zero-point fluctuation from the noise terms [7].

• Remarks on Hubble Induced Mass from Fermion Ki-
netic Term and MSSM plasma

In collaboration with the members of ICRR and Tohoku Univ.

We evaluate the effective mass of a scalar field which in-
teracts with visible sector via Planck-suppressed coupling in
supergravity framework. We focus on the radiation-dominated
(RD) era after inflation and the contribution from a fermionic
field in the thermal bath. We find that, in RD era, the fermion
kinetic term gives the effective mass of the order of Hubble
scale to the scalar field [8].

We also evaluate the effective mass of a scalar field φ

coupled to thermal plasma through Planck-suppressed inter-
actions. We find it useful to rescale the coupled fields so that
all the φ -dependences are absorbed into the yukawa and gauge
couplings, which allows us to read off the leading order contri-
butions to the effective mass m̃φ from the 2-loop free energy
calculated with the rescaled couplings. We give an analyt-
ical expression for m̃φ at a sufficiently high temperature in
the case where φ is coupled to the MSSM chiral superfields
through non-minimal Kähler potential. We find that |m̃2

φ
| is

about 10−3H2 ∼ 10−2H2 at the leading order in terms of the

couplings for typical parameter sets, where H is the Hubble
expansion rate in the radiation-dominated era [9].

• A Simple Solution to the Polonyi Problem in Gravity
Mediation

In collaboration with the members of IPMU

The Polonyi field is a necessary ingredient in any viable
scenario of gravity mediated supersymmetry breaking. How-
ever, it is known that the presence of the Polonyi field leads
to several serious cosmological problems, which are collec-
tively referred to as the Polonyi problem. We show that the
Polonyi problem can be solved if the Polonyi field couples to
a pseudo modulus in the superpotential and this pseudo mod-
ulus has a large field expectation value during inflation. To
illustrate our idea, we construct an explicit model which can
be readily connected to scenarios of gravity mediation. The
generation of the mass parameters contained in our model by
strong gauge dynamics is also commented on. The Polonyi
field is a necessary ingredient in any viable scenario of grav-
ity mediated supersymmetry breaking. However, it is known
that the presence of the Polonyi field leads to several serious
cosmological problems, which are collectively referred to as
the Polonyi problem. We show that the Polonyi problem can
be solved if the Polonyi field couples to a pseudo-modulus in
the superpotential and this pseudo-modulus has a large field
expectation value during inflation. To illustrate our idea, we
construct an explicit model which can be readily connected to
scenarios of gravity mediation. The generation of the mass
parameters contained in our model by strong gauge dynamics
is also commented on [10].
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Dark Matter, Baryogenesis, Big-Bang nucleosynthesis

• Axion cosmology with long-lived domain walls

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, YITP and Nagoya
Univ.

We investigate the cosmological constraints on axion mod-
els where the domain wall number is greater than one. In
these models, multiple domain walls attached to strings are
formed, and they survive for a long time. Their annihilation
occurs due to the effects of explicit symmetry breaking term
which might be raised by Planck-scale physics. We perform
three-dimensional lattice simulations and compute the spec-
tra of axions and gravitational waves produced by long-lived
domain walls. Using the numerical results, we estimated relic
density of axions and gravitational waves. We find that the ex-
istence of long-lived domain walls leads to the overproduction
of cold dark matter axions, while the density of gravitational
waves is too small to observe at the present time. Combining
the results with other observational constraints, we find that
the whole parameter region of models are excluded unless an
unacceptable fine-tuning exists [1].

Fig. 25. A visualization of the simulation which shows the spatial con-
figurations of topological defects. The white lines correspond to
the position of the core of strings and the domain walls are repre-
sented by surfaces with various colors.

• Evolution and thermalization of dark matter axions in
the condensed regime

In collaboration with the members of ICRR and Titech

We discuss the possibility that dark matter axions form a
Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) due to the gravitational self-
interactions. The formation of BEC occurs in the condensed
regime, where the transition rate between different momen-
tum states is large compared to the energy exchanged in the
transition. The time evolution of the quantum state occupation
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Fig. 26. The various observational constraints in the parameter space
of the axion models Fa (axion decay constant) and Ξ (a bias pa-
rameter which relates a pressure on walls).

number of axions in the condensed regime is derived based
on the in-in formalism. We recover the expression for the
thermalization rate due to self interaction of the axion field,
which was obtained in the other literature. It is also found
that the leading order contributions for interactions between
axions and other species vanish, which implies that the axion
BEC does not give any significant modifications on standard
cosmological parameters [2].

• Axino dark matter and baryon number asymmetry from
Q-ball decay in gauge mediation

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, IPMU and Kana-
gawa Univ.

We investigate the Q-ball decay into the axino dark matter
in the gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking. In our sce-
nario, the Q ball decays mainly into nucleons and partially
into axinos to account for the baryon asymmetry and the dark
matter of the universe simultaneously. The Q ball decays well
before the big bang nucleosynthesis so that it is not affected
by the decay. The decay into the supersymmetric particles of
the minimal supersymmetric standard model is kinematically
prohibited until the very end of the decay, and we could safely
make their abundances small enough for the successful big
bang nucleosynthesis. We show the regions of axino model
parameters and the Q-ball parameters which realize this sce-
nario [3].

• Q ball Decay Rates into Gravitinos and Quarks

In collaboration with the members of ICRR and IPMU.

The Affleck-Dine mechanism, which is one of the most
attractive candidates for the baryogenesis in supersymmetric
theories, often predicts the existence of baryonic Q balls in
the early universe. In this scenario, there is a possibility to ex-
plain the observed baryon-to-dark matter ratio because Q balls
decay into supersymmetric particles as well as into quarks.
If the gravitino mass is small compared to the typical inter-
action energy, the longitudinal component of the gravitino
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behaves like the massless goldstino. We numerically calcu-
late the goldstino production rates from Q balls in the leading
semi-classical approximation without using large radius limit
or effective coupling. We also calculate the quark produc-
tion rates from Q balls in the Yukawa theory with a massive
fermion. In deriving the decay rate we also take into account
the scalar field configuration of the Q ball. These results are
applied to a realistic model in the gauge-mediated supersym-
metry breaking and yield the branching ratio of the Q ball
decay into the gravitino. We obtain the branching ratio much
smaller than the one estimated in the previous analysis [4].

• Revisiting the gravitino dark matter and baryon asym-
metry from Q-ball decay in gauge mediation

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, IPMU, Kana-
gawa Univ, and Max Planck Inst.

We reinvestigate the scenario that the amount of the baryons
and the gravitino dark matter is naturally explained by the
decay of the Q balls in the gauge-mediated SUSY breaking.
Equipped by the more correct decay rates into gravitinos and
baryons recently derived, we find that the scenario with the
direct production of the gravitino dark matter from the Q-ball
decay works naturally [5].

•Opening the window to the cogenesis with Affleck-Dine
mechanism in gravity mediation

In collaboration with the members of ICRR and IPMU.

The observed baryon and dark matter densities are equal
up to a factor of 5. This observation indicates that the baryon
asymmetry and dark matter have the same origin. The Affleck-
Dine baryogenesis is one of the most promising mechanisms
in this context. Q balls, which are often formed in the early
Universe associated with the Affleck-Dine baryogenesis, de-
cay both into supersymmetric particles and into quarks. Re-
cently, it was pointed out that annihilation of squarks into
quarks gives a dominant contribution to the Q-ball decay rate
and the branching ratio of Q-ball decay into supersymmetric
particles changes from the previous estimate. In this paper,
the scenario of baryon and dark matter cogenesis from Q ball
in gravity mediation is revisited in respect of the improved Q-
ball decay rates. It is found that the successful cogenesis takes
place when a wino with mass 400-600 GeV is dark matter [6].

• Updated constraint on a primordial magnetic field dur-
ing big bang nucleosynthesis and a formulation of field
effects

In collaboration with the members of ICRR and NAOJ.

A new upper limit on the amplitude of primordial mag-
netic field (PMF) is derived by a comparison between a cal-
culation of elemental abundances in big bang nucleosynthesis
(BBN) model and the latest observational constraints on the
abundances. Updated nuclear reaction rates are adopted in
the calculation. Effects of PMF on the abundances are con-
sistently taken into account in the numerical calculation with
the precise formulation of changes in physical variables. We

find that abundances of 3He and 6Li increase while that of 7Li
decreases when the PMF amplitude increases, in the case of
the baryon-to-photon ratio determined from the measurement
of cosmic microwave background radiation. We derive a con-
straint on the present amplitude of PMF, i.e., B(0) < 1.5 µG
[corresponding to the amplitude less than 2.0×1011 G at BBN
temperature of T = 109 K] based on the rigorous calcula-
tion [7].

The effect of PMF on BBN through the energy density is
studied in order to derive constraints on models for PMF gen-
erations. We assume a PMF with a power law (PL) distribu-
tion in wave number defined with a field strength, a PL index,
and maximum and minimum scales at a generation epoch.
We then show a relation between PL-PMF parameters and
the scale invariant (SI) strength of PMF. We perform a BBN
calculation, and show abundances as a function of baryon-to-
photon ratio. Degeneracies between the PL-PMF parameters
in the PMF effect are then discussed. In addition, we study a
general case in which both of the existence and a dissipation
of PMF are possible [8].

• Solution to Big-Bang nucleosynthesis in hybrid axion
dark matter model

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, Univ. Wisconsin,
Madison, NAOJ, Univ. Tokyo, Mimar Sinan Fine Arts Univ.
Besiktas.

The primordial 7Li abundance predicted in standard big
bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) model for the baryon-to-photon
number ratio determined from the cosmic microwave back-
ground WMAP observations is higher than those observed in
old halo stars. Recently a new solution to the lithium puzzle
was proposed, which is a mechanism for the cooling of pho-
tons in the epoch between the end of BBN and the last photon
scattering. An axion could form a Bose-Einstein condensate
(BEC) and may have cooled the photons in the epoch. The
baryon-to-photon ratio would then be smaller in BBN epoch
than that measured by WMAP. We adopted a limit on the sum
of primordial abundances of D and 3He taken from an obser-
vational abundance for the protosolar cloud, and showed that
the constraint excludes the original axion BEC model. We
calculated BBN in a hybrid axion and decaying exotic relic
particle model in which the axion cools the photons and the
particle produces nonthermal photons to eliminate the high
D abundance in the original axion BEC model. It is found
that calculated abundances of all nuclides including D and 7Li
can be simultaneously in ranges of adopted observational con-
straints [9].

• Production of 9Be through α-fusion reaction of metal-
poor cosmic ray and stellar flare

In collaboration with the members of ICRR.

Spectroscopic observations of metal-poor stars have indi-
cated possible 6Li abundances which are much larger than the
primordial abundance predicted in standard big bang nucle-
osynthesis model. Possible mechanisms of 6Li production in
metal-poor stars include pregalactic and cosmological cosmic
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ray (CR) nucleosynthesis and nucleosynthesis by flare accel-
erated nuclides. We study the 9Be production by two-step
α-fusion reactions of CR or flare accelerated 3,4He through
6He and 6,7Li, in pregalactic structure, intergalactic medium
and stellar surfaces. We solve transfer equations of CR or
flare particles and calculate nuclear yields of 6He, 6,7Li and
9Be taking account of probabilities of processing 6He and
6,7Li into 9Be via fusions with α particles. Yield ratios, i.e.,
9Be/6Li, are then calculated for the CR and flare nucleosyn-
thesis models. We suggest that the future observations of 9Be
in metal-poor stars may find enhanced abundances originating
from metal-poor CR or flare activities [10].
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Cosmic Strings

• Gravitational lensing due to cosmic strings

In collaboration with the members of University of Tokyo,
RESCEU, YITP, Hirosaki University, and Kumamoto Univer-
sity

We study the observational signature of the effect of weak
gravitational lensing. In the presence of vector perturbations,
the non-vanishing signals for B-mode cosmic shear and curl-
mode deflection angle, which have never appeared in the case
of scalar metric perturbations, naturally arise. As a possible
source for seeding vector perturbations, we then consider a

cosmic string network, and discuss its detectability from up-
coming weak lensing and CMB measurements. We find that
the weak lensing signals are enhanced for a smaller inter-
commuting probability of the string network, P, and they are
potentially detectable from the upcoming cosmic shear and
CMB lensing observations [1]. On the other hand, if a cosmic
string with the deflection angle 8πGµ ∼ 10−18 exists around
the line of sight a gamma-ray burst, we may observe charac-
teristic interference patterns caused by gravitational lensing in
the energy spectrum of the gamma-ray burst, so-called femto-
lensing [2].

• Forecast constraints on cosmic strings from future CMB,
pulsar timing and gravitational wave direct detection ex-
periments

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, RESCEU, Nagoya
Univ., Kumamoto Univ. and Institut d’ Astrophysique.

We study future observational constraints on cosmic string
parameters from various types of next-generation experiments.
In addition to GW direct detection on the ground, we also con-
sider that by space-based interferometers, GW background
detection in pulsar timing experiments and cosmic string con-
tributions to the cosmic microwave background (CMB) tem-
perature and polarization anisotropies. These different types
of observations offer independent probes of cosmic strings
and may enable us to investigate cosmic string properties if
the signature is detected. In these papers, we evaluate the
power of future experiments to constrain cosmic string param-
eters, such as the string tension Gµ , the initial loop size α , and
the reconnection probability p, by performing Fisher informa-
tion matrix calculations. We find that combining the informa-
tion from the different types of observations breaks parameter
degeneracies and provides more stringent constraints on the
parameters. We also find future space-borne interferometers
independently provide a highly precise determination of the
parameters [3].

• Cosmological and astrophysical constraints on super-
conducting cosmic strings

In collaboration with the members of ICRR and Univ. of
Tokyo.

We investigate the cosmological and astrophysical con-
straints on superconducting cosmic strings (SCSs). SCS loops
emit strong bursts of electromagnetic waves, which might af-
fect various cosmological and astrophysical observations. We
take into account the effect on the CMB anisotropy, CMB
blackbody spectrum, BBN, observational implications on ra-
dio wave burst and X-ray or gamma-ray events, and stochas-
tic gravitational wave background measured by pulsar timing
experiments. We then derive constraints on the parameters
of SCS from current observations and estimate prospects for
detecting SCS signatures in on-going observations. As a re-
sult, we find that these constraints exclude broad parameter
regions, and also that on-going radio wave observations can
probe large parameter space [4].
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Primordial non-Gaussianity

• Non-Gaussianity from axionic curvaton

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, Tohoku Uni. and
CITA.

We study non-Gaussianity of density perturbations gen-
erated by an axionic curvaton, focusing on the case that the
curvaton sits near the hilltop of the potential during inflation.
Such hilltop curvatons can generate a red-tilted density per-
turbation spectrum without invoking large-field inflation. We
show that, even when the curvaton dominates the Universe,
the non-Gaussianity parameter fNL is positive and mildly in-
creases towards the hilltop of the curvaton potential, and that
fNL = O(10) is a general and robust prediction of such hill-
top axionic curvatons. In particular, we find that the non-
Gaussianity parameter is bounded as fNL . 30-40 for a range
of the scalar spectral index, ns = 0.94-0.99, and that fNL =
20-40 is realized for the curvaton mass mσ = 10-106 GeV and
the decay constant f = 1012-1017 GeV. One of the plausible
candidates for the axionic curvaton is an imaginary compo-
nent of a modulus field with mass of order 10-100 TeV and
decay constant of 1016-17GeV. We also discuss extreme cases
where the curvaton drives a second inflation and find that fNL
is typically smaller compared to non-inflating cases [1].

•CMB constraint on non-Gaussianity in isocurvature per-
turbations

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, Nagoya Univ.
and Saga Univ.

We study CMB constraints on non-Gaussianity from isocur-
vature perturbations of general types. Specifically, we study
CDM/neutrino isocurvature perturbations which are uncorre-
lated or totally correlated with adiabatic ones. Using the data
from the WMAP 7-year observation at V and W bands, we
obtained optimal constraints on the nonlinearity parameters of
adiabatic and isocurvature perturbations. We also discuss im-
plications our results on the axion CDM isocurvature model [2,
3].

• Full bispectra from primordial scalar and tensor pertur-
bations in the most general single field inflation model

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, RESCEU, Nagoya
Univ., Rikkyo Univ., Titech, and Astroparticule et Cosmolo-
gie.

We compute the full bispectra, namely both auto- and cross-
bispectra, of primordial curvature and tensor perturbations in
the most general single-field inflation model whose scalar and
gravitational equations of motion are of second order. The for-
mulae in the limits of k-inflation and potential driven inflation
are also given. These expressions are useful for estimating the
full bispectra of temperature and polarization anisotropies of
the cosmic microwave background radiation [4].

•CMB power spectra induced by primordial cross-bispectra
between metric perturbations and vector fields

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, and Nagoya Univ.

We study temperature and polarization anisotropies of the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation sourced from
primordial cross-bispectra between metric perturbations and
vector fields, which are generated from the inflation model
where an inflaton and a vector field are coupled. In case
the vector field survives after the reheating, both the primor-
dial scalar and tensor fluctuations can be enhanced by the
anisotropic stress composed of the vector fields during radi-
ation dominated era. We show that through this enhancement
the primordial cross-bispectra generate not only CMB bispec-
tra but also CMB power spectra. In general, we can expect
such cross-bispectra produce the non-trivial mode-coupling
signals between the scalar and tensor fluctuations. However,
we explicitly show that such mode-coupling signals do not
appear in CMB power spectra. Through the numerical anal-
ysis of the CMB scalar-mode power spectra, we find that al-
though signals from these cross-bispectra are smaller than pri-
mary non-electromagnetic ones, these have some character-
istic features such as negative auto-correlations of the tem-
perature and polarization modes, respectively. On the other
hand, signals from tensor modes are almost comparable to
primary non-electromagnetic ones and hence the shape of ob-
served B-mode spectrum may deviate from the prediction in
the non-electromagnetic case. The above imprints may help
us to judge the existence of the coupling between the scalar
and vector fields in the early Universe [5].

• Statistics of general functions of a Gaussian field -
application to non-Gaussianity from preheating-

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, and RESCEU.

We provide a general formula for calculating correlators
of arbitrary function of a Gaussian field. This work extends
the standard leading-order approximation based on the delta
N formalism to the case where truncation of the delta N at
some low order does not yield the correct answer. As an ap-
plication of this formula, we investigate 2, 3 and 4-point func-
tions of the primordial curvature perturbation generated in the
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massless preheating model by approximating the mapping be-
tween the curvature perturbation and the Gaussian field as a
sum of the many spiky normal distribution functions as sug-
gested by lattice calculations. We also discuss observational
consequences of this case and show that trispectrum would be
a key observable to search signature of preheating in the CMB
map. It is found the forms of the curvature correlation func-
tions for any delta N, at the leading order in the correlator of
the Gaussian field, coincide with the standard local type ones.
Within this approximation, it is also found that the standard
formula for the non-linearity parameters given by the product
of the derivatives of the e-folding number still holds after we
replace the bare e-folding number appearing in the original
delta N expansion with the one smoothed in the field space
with a Gaussian window function [6].

• Non-Gaussianity bubble in the sky

In collaboration with the members of Kyoto University

We point out a possible generation mechanism of non-
Gaussian bubbles in the sky due to bubble nucleation in the
early universe. We consider a curvaton scenario for inflation
and assume that the curvaton field, whose energy density is
subdominant during inflation but which is responsible for the
curvature perturbation of the universe, is coupled to another
field which undergoes false vacuum decay through quantum
tunneling. For this model, we compute the skewness of the
curvaton fluctuations due to its interaction with the tunneling
field during tunneling, that is, on the background of an instan-
ton solution that describes false vacuum decay. We find that
the resulting skewness of the curvaton can become large in the
spacetime region inside the bubble. We then compute the cor-
responding skewness in the statistical distribution of the CMB
temperature fluctuations. We find a non-vanishing skewness
in a bubble-shaped region in the sky. It can be large enough to
be detected in the near future, and if detected it will bring us
invaluable information about the physics in the early universe
[7].

Fig. 27. Localized non-Gaussian bubble in the sky. The color shows
the amplitude of the skewness of the primordial fluctuations.

• Implications of Planck results for models with local type
non-Gaussianity

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, RESCEU, Titech,
and Saga Univ..

We discuss implications of Planck results for models with
local type non-Gaussianity. In light of the recent results of

the Planck satellite, we constrain model parameters of sev-
eral representative models and give the prediction of trispec-
trum, in particular, gNL. We also consider interesting possi-
bilities that trispectrum appears as the first signature of the
non-Gaussianities of the curvature perturbations, that is, fNL
is small while gNL can be significantly large [8].
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Structure formation in the Universe

• Testing general scalar-tensor gravity and massive grav-
ity with cluster lensing

In collaboration with the members of RESCEU, Rikkyo Uni-
versity, and YITP

We explore the possibility of testing modified gravity ex-
hibiting the Vainshtein mechanism against observations of clus-
ter lensing. We work in the most general scalar-tensor theory
with second-order field equations (Horndeski’s theory), and
derive static and spherically symmetric solutions, for which
the scalar field is screened below a certain radius. It is found
that the essential structure of the problem in the most general
case can be captured by the program of classifying Vainshtein
solutions out of different solutions to a quintic equation, as
has been performed in the context of massive gravity. The key
effect on gravitational lensing is that the second derivative of
the scalar field can substantially be large at the transition from
screened to unscreened regions, leaving a dip in the conver-
gence. This allows us to put observational constraints on pa-
rameters characterizing the general scalar-tensor modification
of gravity [1].
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• Scale-dependent bias with higher order primordial non-
Gaussianity: Use of the Integrated Perturbation Theory

In collaboration with the members of ICRR, and Nagoya Univ.

We analytically derive a more accurate formula for the
power spectrum of the biased objects with the primordial non-
Gaussianity parameterized not only by the non-linearity pa-
rameter fNL, but also by gNL and tauNL which character-
ize the trispectrum of the primordial curvature perturbations.
We adopt the integrated perturbation theory which was con-
structed in Matsubara (2011). We discuss an inequality be-
tween fNL and tauNL in the context of the scale-dependent
bias, by introducing a stochasticity parameter. We also men-
tion higher order loop corrections into the scale-dependency
of the bias parameter [2].

We also consider the other type of primordial non-Gaussi-
anity as a source of the large scale modulation of the halo
bias parameter. Anisotropic stress perturbations induced by
primordial Gaussian vector fields create non-Gaussianity in
curvature perturbations. We found that such non-Gaussianity
closely resembles the local-type non-Gaussianity parametrized
by fNL, and generates scale-dependent bias in large-scale struc-
tures. We also found a simple relationship between the scale-
dependent bias and the power spectrum of the vector fields.
When the vector fields are interpreted as primordial magnetic
fields, the effective fNL is shown to be always negative. The
scale-dependent bias provides a new approach to probing pri-
mordial vector fields [3].

• Imprints of Non-thermal Wino Dark Matter on Small-
Scale Structure

In collaboration with the member of IPMU

We study how ”warm” the wino dark matter is when it is
non-thermally produced by the decays of the gravitino in the
early Universe. We clarify the energy distribution of the wino
at the decay of the gravitino and the energy loss process af-
ter their production. By solving the Boltzmann equation, we
show that a sizable fraction of the wino dark matter can be
”warm” for the wino mass mw̃ ∼ 100−500 GeV. The ”warm-
ness” of the wino dark matter leaves imprints on the matter
power spectra and may provide further insights on the origin
of dark matter via the future 21 cm line survey. Our calcula-
tions can be applied [4].
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OBSERVATORIES and
A RESEARCH CENTER

Location of the Institute and the Observatories in Japan

Norikura Observatory

Location: Iwaitani, Nyukawa-cho, Takayama-shi, Gifu Prefecture 506-2254
N 36◦06′, E 137◦33′, 2770 m a.s.l.

Telephone (Fax): +263-33-7456
Telephone (satellite): 090-7721-5674
Telephone (car): 090-7408-6224

Akeno Observatory

Location: 5259 Asao, Akeno-machi, Hokuto-shi, Yamanashi Prefecture 407-0201
N 35◦47′, E 138◦30′, 900 m a.s.l.

Telephone / Fax: +551-25-2301 / +551-25-2303

Kamioka Observatory

Location: 456 Higashi-mozumi, Kamioka-cho, Hida-shi, Gifu Prefecture 506-1205
N 36◦25′26′′, E 137◦19′11′′, 357.5 m a.s.l.

Telephone / Fax: +578-85-2116 / +578-85-2121

Research Center for Cosmic Neutrinos

Location: 5-1-5 Kashiwanoha, Kashiwa, Chiba Prefecture 277-8582
Telephone / Fax: +4-7136-3138 / +4-7136-3115
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NORIKURA OBSERVATORY

Introduction
Norikura Observatory (36.10◦N and 137.55◦E) was found-

ed in 1953 and attached to ICRR in 1976. It is located at
2770 m above sea level, and is the highest altitude manned
laboratory in Japan. Experimental facilities of the laboratory
are made available to all the qualified scientists in the field of
cosmic ray research and associated subjects. The AC electric
power is generated by the dynamo and supplied throughout
the observatory. In 1996, two dynamos of 70 KVA each were
replaced with the new ones. The observatory can be accessed
easily by car and public bus in summer (July-September). The
50th anniversary of Norikura Observatory was celebrated in
2003.

Fig. 1. Norikura Observatory.

The feasibility of the automatic operation of Norikura Ob-
servatory during winter period has been tested since winter
2004 in order to study the possibilities to reduce maintenance
and labor costs without seriously damaging to the use of re-
searches. A long-distance (∼40km) wireless LAN system
(11M bps) was set up in 2003. Two new easy-to-handle and
easy-to-maintain dynamos of 115 KVA each were installed
in 2004 as well. The unmanned operation of Norikura Ob-
servatory has been mostly successful in winter, during which
the battery backed-up solar panels and/or wind power gener-
ators kept supplying the electricity to the wireless LAN and
on-going cosmic-ray experiments.

Present major scientific interests of the laboratory is fo-
cused on the modulation of high energy cosmic rays in the
interplanetary space associated with the solar activity and the
generation of energetic particles by the solar flares, both of
which require long-term monitoring. This research has been
carried out by the group of universities, where ICRR pro-

Fig. 2. A dynamo of 115KV.

vides them with laboratory facility. A part of the facility has
been open for the environmental study at high altitude such as
aerosol-related mechanism in the atmosphere, observation of
total ozone and UV solar radiation, for botanical study in the
high-altitude environment, etc.

Cosmic Ray Physics
A neutron monitor has been continuously operated to study

the correlation of solar activities and cosmic ray flux for a
long time. It is the only active one in Japan now. The neutron
monitor data are open to researchers worldwide as a world
observation network point (WDC). In addition, space weather
observation is actively made by a 25 m2 muon hodoscope at
Norikura Observatory[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].

The anisotropy observed with the global muon detector
network (GMDN) provides us with a unique information of
the spatial gradient of the GCR density which reflects the
large-scale magnetic structure in the heliosphere. The solar
cycle variation of the gradient gives an important informa-
tion on the GCR transport in the heliosphere, while the short-
term variation of the gradient enables us to deduce the large-
scale geometry of the magnetic flux rope and the interplane-
tary coronal mass ejection (ICME). Real-time monitoring of
the precursory anisotropy which has often been observed at
the Earth preceding the arrival of the ICME accompanied by a
strong shock may provide us with useful tools for forecasting
the space weather with a long lead time. By using a self-
supporting power system utilizing the solar panels and bat-
teries, we keep a 25 m2 muon hodoscope running at the Mt.
Norikura Cosmic Ray Observatory as an important compo-
nent detector of the GMDN. The total power consumption of
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this detector has been suppressed as low as 36 Watt by replac-
ing all amplifier boards with those using CMOS ICs and by in-
troducing a new recording system using the FPGA. This new
system, in which the observation has been automatically car-
ried out by a PC connected with the internet, also enabled us
to monitor the data on the real-time basis for the space weather
study.

The Sun is the nearest site to the Earth capable of accel-
erating particles up to high energies. When the Sun becomes
active, flares are frequently observed on its surface. The flare
accelerates the proton and ion to high energy and they are de-
tected on the Earth soon after the flare. Among the particles
generated by the flare, high energy neutrons provide the most
direct information about the acceleration mechanism as they
come straight from the flare position to the Earth without de-
flected by the magnetic field.

Observation of solar neutron has been conducted at the
Norikura Observatory since 1990. Neutron is used to clarify
the acceleration mechanism of high energy particles in asso-
ciation with solar flares, because the neutron is not reflected
by the interplanetary magnetic field. The 64m2 solar neutron
telescope was constructed in 1996, which is one of 7 solar
neutron telescopes deployed at different longitudes to make
up a network of 24 hour observation of solar neutrons. The
Norikura 64m2 solar neutron telescope has been operated by
solar batteries and windmills since 2004.

This collaborative work has started since fiscal 2007 suc-
ceeding to the previous project titled ‘Observation of solar
neutrons by using a new method.’ Although solar cycle 24
has started since 2008, the solar activity has continued to be
inactive, and no new solar neutron event has been detected
by the network since 2006. The last solar neutron event was
on September 7, 2005. This event is unique because it indi-
cates ions were accelerated or trapped at the acceleration re-
gion longer than electrons. The summary of 11 solar neutron
events detected until 2005 shows that it may not be probable
that a very efficient acceleration such as the shock acceleration
works for ions at solar flares. This is given by deriving the en-
ergy spectrum of neutrons at the solar surface for each solar
neutron event with a power law. Power law indices obtained
span from 3 to 7. The energy spectrum of the original ions is
softer than that of neutron. Therefore an efficient acceleration
has not been detected by the observation of solar neutrons so
far.This work continues in solar cycle 24 to accumulate more
events to obtain definite results related with particle accelera-
tion at the solar surface.

Another effort aiming at observation of highest-energy so-
lar cosmic rays started at the Norikura Observatory. The Sun
is an accelerator of protons and electrons in the universe. In
association with large solar flares, protons and electrons are
accelerated into high energies. It is known that protons are
accelerated over 50 GeV in the largest solar flares[24]. These
high energy particles produce the Ground Level Enhancement
(GLE).

In order to understand the acceleration mechanism of pro-

tons, we have prepared several solar neutron telescopes at the
high altitude laboratories in the world. They are located at
Gornergrat (3,135m), Mt. Aragats in Armenia (3,200m), Ti-
bet (4,200m), Mauna-Kea in Hawaii (4,200m), Mt. Chacal-
taya in Bolivia (5,250m), and at Mt. Sierra Negra in Mex-
ico (4,900m). We have constructed a solar neutron telescopes
at Mt. Norikura Cosmic Ray Observatory (2,770m) in 1990
and operated it until 2004[21]. However due to the lack of
power supply during the winter time since 2005, the first solar
neutron telescope (36 m2) has not been operated. From
2008 to 2009, we have decided to make a new solar neutron
telescope to utilize the large amount of the plastic scintillator
(0.5m3), as shown in Fig. 3, left at the observatory.

Fig. 3. 0.5-m2 plastic scintillation counter for a new neutron telescope.

The new solar neutron telescope with use of the recycled
plastic scintillator consists of main target where neutrons are
converted into protons and of the anti-counters surrounding
the target. The signals of neutrons converted into protons are
observed by using one photomultiplier from bottom side to
reduce the electric power. Furthermore a lead plate with the
thickness of 1cm is located over the target and the lead plate
is sandwiched by two layers of the plastic scintillator to iden-
tify gamma-rays from neutrons. The new solar neutron
telescope has a function to reject charged particles with an ef-
ficiency of 90%. Therefore the new solar neutron telescope
has capability of 1/3 of the 64m2 large solar neutron telescope
located at the same place. We are waiting large solar flares
over our detectors.

In addition to the long-term cosmic-ray observations men-
tioned above, various kinds of short-dated experiments are
carried out every year taking an advantage of the high alti-
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tude of the observatory.

High-energy radiations from thunderstorms have been ob-
served by flight measurement, high-mountain observations and
ground-based measurement. There are two types of those ra-
diations associated with thunderstorms. One is short-duration
radiations with duration of 1 ms or less. The other is long-
duration emissions lasting for a few seconds to a few minutes,
or a few tens of minutes on rare occasions. It is believed that
both emissions originate from electrons accelerated in strong
electric fields formed in lightning and thunderclouds. How-
ever, compared with the former, the latter has remained less
understood due to lack of a large sample of observations.

To investigate production mechanism of long-duration emis-
sions and the relevant electron acceleration, we installed at
Norikura Cosmic-ray Observatory a radiation detection sys-
tem and environmental sensors to measure light and electric
fields during 2008−2010. The radiation system consists of
a spherical NaI scintillator and a thin plastic scintillator that
is placed just above the NaI counter. During the period, the
system detected one long-duration bursts as well as five short-
duration events.

Fig. 4 (top) shows the long-duration event observed dur-
ing thunderstorms on 2008 September 20th [25]. The event
lasted for 90 sec. Fig. 4 (bottom) represents an observed pho-
ton spectrum extending from 10 keV to 10 MeV. This indi-
cates that electrons can be accelerated to at least 10 MeV in a
quasi-stable thundercloud electric field. In addition, we com-
pared the observed spectrum with model ones, and concluded
that a gamma-ray source is located 60 m−130 m (at 90% con-
fidence level) apart from our detector. Given these results, the
observed emission was found to consist of not only gamma
rays but also electrons. This was the first simultaneous ob-
servation of gamma rays and electrons in long-duration bursts

Observation of night sky background is carried out at Mt.
Norikura for basic study of ultra high energy cosmic-ray physics.

The JEM-EUSO mission is going on in order to study ultra
high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs), especially above 1020eV.
A 2.5m telescope with 60◦ FoV will be attached to the Inter-
national Space Station in 2017 and detect fluorescence in near
UV band from extensive air showers induced by UHECRs.
Observation of UHECRs from a satellite orbit has not been
done yet, so that the knowledge of background light intensity
is important to realize the observation. We have measured it
from a balloon altitude, but the opportunity is limited. We
started the background measurement at Mt. Norikura.

Two 1 inch multi-anode photomultipliers (MAPMTs) de-
veloped for EUSO was used with UV filters. The center wave-
lengths of the filters were 337, 350, 358, 370, 380, 391, 400nm
with 10nm band width. In addition BG3 filter was used to de-
tect light in wider range from 330nm to 430nm. The MAPMTs
were collimated to 7◦ FoV. The data was taken with the photon
counting method.

We have observed several nights for three years. The in-
tensity at zenith was almost constant at 600-800 photons/
ns sr m2 for BG3 filter. The spectral intensity was about 1.5-
2 times larger than those measured at La Palma and Namibia.
The estimated portion of star light and zodiacal light was∼30%
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and artificial light and nightglow at upper atmosphere may be
the main components at Mt.Norikura.
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Environmental Study
One of the interesting topics is atmospheric environment

especially relating with atmospheric aerosol particles and wa-
ter soluble gases. The cosmic ray observatory at Mt. Norikura
provides us very unique opportunity for the observations of
atmosphere at free-tropospheric conditions with its high al-
titude, AC power supply at the site, accommodation facility,
and easy accessibility. From year 2000 to 2007, we conducted
continuous monitoring (mostly mid-May to mid-October) of
meteorological parameters, number-size distribution of aero-
sols, aerosol chemical composition, ozone and radon concen-
trations, and column amount of aerosols from sky radiometer
and ceilometers. We also collected rain, fog, water-condensed
aerosol samples. These samples combined with other observed
parameters were used in publications in the following subjects
[26, 27, 28]:

(1) Polluted air pumping effects over central Japanese Alps
in summer
(2) Seasonal variation of aerosol chemistry in free troposphere
(3) Vertical profiles of aerosols and clouds near the top of the
atmospheric boundary layer.

Ceilometer (lidar with small output energy) was installed in
summer 2002, and was operated in 6 summer seasons. The
aerosol and cloud profiles near the top of the atmospheric
boundary layer have been observed. Some events of Asian
dust were detected.

Observations of total ozone and UV solar radiation with
Brewer spectrophotometer on the Norikura mountains are also
made[29, 30, 31]. Aerological Observatory started “Ob-
servations of total ozone and UV solar radiation with Brewer
spectrophotometer at Norikura mountains” as a joint project
with Institute for Cosmic Ray Research (ICRR), University
of Tokyo at the Norikura Observatory of ICRR (Brewer site:
36.11 N, 137.56 E, 2,772 m a.s.l.), locating at the Northern
Japanese Alps in every summer seasons from 2009 (Ito et al.:
2011). Purpose of this study is based on the concept of devel-
oping Regional Brewer Calibration Centre in Asia and study
of total ozone, total sulfur oxide and global/diffuse UV in-
cluded solar radiation on the high mountains. Observation
results by using Brewer spectrophotometers and other instru-
ments for the observation period of three summer seasons of
recent three years between 2009 to 2011 are summarized as
follows;

(1) Daily means of ds O3 (total ozone) at Norikura for the
observation periods were approx. 280 to 290 m atm-cm and
were running on the lower values of approx. -3 to -6% com-
pared to the value at Tsukuba (36.06 N, 140.13 E, 39 m a.s.l.)
at almost same latitude. Day-to-day variations at Norikura
were also small against Tsukuba. On the other hand, daily
mean of ds SO2 (total sulfur oxide) values were not recog-
nized at Norikura.

(2) Absolute calibration of Brewers for ds O3 and ds SO2
observations could be carried out within the range of air mass
from 7.928 (maximum) to 1.028 (minimum) at Norikura in the
clear day. O3 and SO2 Extra-Terrestrial Coefficients (=ETC)

of Brewers could be produced as about 10 samples satisfying
the condition of ”R2 > 0.9997” by the calibrations. As an ex-
ample of the calibration in 2011, the average of O3 ETC of
Brewers was identical within 1% to the currently used coeffi-
cient.

(3) In comparison to the data acquired at Tsukuba, the av-
erage of daily total GLUV (global UV, e.g. CIE) for the ob-
servation periods indicated the intensities of approx. +23 %
in 2009 to -6 % in 2011. The low intensity in 2011 was due
to the bad weather on the Norikura Mountain. In the case of
clear days, the GLUV at Norikura indicated high intensities of
approx. +35 to +52 % against the values at Tsukuba. On the
other hand, the GLUV increased in the short wavelength range
at Norikura against the average at Tsukuba. The altitudinal in-
creasing rate of GLUV in the clear day indicated the calculated
amounts of approx. +13 to +18 % per 1,000 m.

This joint project had been clarifying the low total O3,
high UV in clear day, low turbidity and etc. at Norikura against
the value at Tsukuba. Those environmental conditions are
useful for the intercomparison and the absolute calibrations
with Brewers. The continuous observations with Brewers and
other instrument are very important for the clarification of the
seasonal variation and the coefficient trends.

Botanical Study
Effects of snow cover on pine shrub Pinus pumila in the alpine
region of Mt. Norikura

High mountainous habit is one of the most severe habits
for plant life and sometimes dwarf shrubs cannot survive. In
the alpine regions of Japan, the dwarf shrub Pinus pumila
(Japanese name : Haimatsu) forms communities together with
small alpine plants, whereas dwarf shrubs occur only in the
transition zone between the alpine region and the subalpine
forest in Europe and North America. This characteristic of
alpine vegetation is considered to be owing to winter heavy
snow in the alpine regions of Japan. The purpose of this study
is to elucidate how snow cover protects Haimatsu from winter
environmental stresses in the alpine region of Mt. Norikura.

Study site
Tree height of Haimatsu and snow depth differ greatly as a

result of slight difference in topography. Two site of the study
area were selected. (i) site P (wind-protected) and (ii) site E
(wind-exposed). At site P, mean tree height was 1.1 m. There
was a lot of snow accumulation and Haimatsu was almost en-
tirely covered with snow during the winter. Needle browning
and death occurred rarely. At site E, mean tree height was 0.4
m. Snow accumulation was minimal, and Haimatsu was not
entirely covered with snow. Needle browning and death was
observed frequently.

Winter needle death in Haimatsu[32]
At site E, the browning and death of needles of Haimatsu

occurred mainly in early spring at the point where the shoot
protrudes from the snowpack. They are thought to be caused
by excessive water loss due to mechanical damage to the cu-
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ticle and/or to a thinner cuticle. However, needle browning
and death in Haimatsu were not related to mechanical damage
of the cuticle but might be due to changes in the quality and
structure of the cuticle wax and resultant increase in water loss
from needle cells.
Photosynthetic capacity in Haimatsu[33]

At site E, needles of Haimatsu had lower biomass, nitro-
gen, Rubisco (enzyme) and cell wall per unit area, and had
higher photosynthetic capacity and shorter needle life-span
than Haimatsu at site P. These results suggest that Haimatsu
at wind-exposed site produces needles at low cost with high
productivity to compensate for a short leaf life-span which
may be imposed by wind stress when needles appear above
the snow surface in winter.
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AKENO OBSERVATORY

Introduction
The Akeno Observatory is situated in Akeno of Hokuto-

city, 20 km northwest of Kofu and 130 km west of metropoli-
tan Tokyo. The location is at the longitude of 138.5◦E and the
latitude of 35.8◦N. The altitude is ∼900 m above sea level.
It was established in 1977 as a research center for air shower
studies in the very high energy region, and it has been admin-
istered by the ICRR as a facility of joint-university-use.

Akeno Air Shower Experiments
The Akeno Air Shower Experiment started in 1979 with

an array covering 1 km2 area (the 1 km2 array, see Fig.1).
The array was enlarged to 20 km2 in 1984 and was gradually
expanded to Akeno Giant Air Shower Array (AGASA) of ap-
proximately 100 km2 area by 1990. The AGASA was built

Fig. 1. Aerial View of Akeno Observatory and 1 km2 Array Area

to detect Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs) in the
energy range of 1020 eV.

One of the distinctive features of Akeno experiments is
that the measurements were made over five decades of ener-
gies well covering 1015 eV - 1020 eV by using both the sur-
face detector for electromagnetic component, and the shielded
detector for muon component (Fig.2). The wide energy cov-
erage was accomplished by the arrays of scintillation detec-
tors of various inter-detector spacings from 3 m to 1 km and
with different triggering conditions. This feature of Akeno air
shower measurement is well demonstrated in Fig.3, in which
the spectra from Akeno 1 km2 array for 1014.5 eV - 1018.8 eV
10 and AGASA for 1018.5 eV - 1020.3 eV 11 are plotted.

*10 M. Nagano et al., J. Phys. G10, 1295 (1984); M. Nagano et al., J. Phys.
G18, 423 (1992).

*11 M. Takeda et al., Astropart. Phys. 19, 447 (2003).

Fig. 2. One of the muon detector housings with concrete shielding.

AGASA
The AGASA was composed of 111 surface detectors, each

with plastic scintillator of 2.2 m2 area and 5 cm thickness.
The counters were deployed with∼1 km spacing covering the
ground area of about 100 km2 in the suburban area of Akeno,
outside of the observatory campus. All counters were con-
nected with optical fibers for the timing measurement and dig-
ital data transfer to the observatory. The AGASA served as the
largest air shower array in the world since its commissioning
in 1990 until it stopped data taking in January 2004, when the
construction of the succeeding experiment, Telescope Array
(TA), started in Utah. It was dismantled in 2007 together with
other Akeno air shower arrays.

An exposure of 5.8 × 1016 m2 s sr above 1019 eV was
accumulated by AGASA in 13 years of operation. Extensive
air showers with zenith angles smaller than 45◦ and with core
locations inside the array area were used for the analysis. The
AGASA reported an extension of the energy spectrum beyond
the predicted Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) cutoff in 1998
12 and a total of eleven UHECR events were observed above
1020 eV by 2003.

Measurement of UHECRs
Since the AGASA measurement in 1998, High Resolution

Fly’s Eye (HiRes) 13, Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) 14, and
Telescope Array (TA) 15 measured the energy spectra of UHE-
CRs with higher statistics.

The HiRes observed the UHECR using the fluorescence
telescope. The PAO and TA measure the spectrum using the
surface array consisting of either water tanks (PAO) or plastic

*12 M. Takeda et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 1163 (1998).
*13 R.U. Abbasi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 101101 (2008).
*14 J. Abraham et al., Phys. Lett. B685, 239 (2010).
*15 T. Abu-Zayyad et al., arXiv:1205.5067v1 (2012).
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Fig. 3. Akeno energy spectrum measurements for 1015 eV - 1020 eV.

scintillators (TA), but the energy scale of the array is deter-
mined by the fluorescence telescope using a subset of events
observed by the fluorescence telescope and surface array at
the same time. The adoption of the energy scale by the flu-
orescence telescopes is based on its small dependence on the
air shower simulation.

The energy spectra above 1018 eV by AGASA and other
experiments are compiled and compared by the working group
represented by UHECR experiments in the UHECR-2012 sym-
posium held at CERN for Feb. 13th - 16th, 2012 16. The result
is plotted in Fig.4 with the energy scale of each experiment ad-
justed to a reference energy, which is set halfway between the
PAO and TA/HiRes.

Following factors were applied for the energy scale;×1.10
for PAO, ×0.91 for TA and HiRes, ×0.65 for AGASA and
×0.56 for Yakutsk.

As seen in Fig.4, the overall agreement between experi-
ments is good, and a “dip” structure was seen around 1018.7

eV by all experiments. The HiRes, PAO and TA confirmed
a strong flux suppression above approximately 1019.7 eV. Al-
though the AGASA spectrum does not demonstrate the cutoff

*16 http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=152124

structure, the number of events above 1020 eV became only
two after the energy rescaling, making the claim of the ex-
tended spectrum statistically insignificant. The estimate of
systematic uncertainty of the energy measurement is approx-
imately 20% for all the experiments, and rescalings for the
TA/HiRes and PAO are within this limit. Rescaling of the
surface array energy, ×0.65 for AGASA and ×0.56 for Yak-
tsuk, indicates that there exist larger systematic uncertainties
than originally estimated by running the air shower simula-
tion. This difference of energy scale obtained by the surface
array and by the fluorescence telescope remains as a basic
question in the understanding of the air shower phenomena.

Recent Research Activities
The study of UHECRs by AGASA in Akeno was suc-

ceeded by the Telescope Array (TA) experiment in Utah, USA
since 2008. After the cessation of AGASA, the Akeno ob-
servatory has been used for small scale cosmic ray experi-
ments, astrophysical observations and as a test and mainte-
nance facility of TA by the ICRR and university researchers.
Research activities in JFY 2012 (April 2012 - March 2013)
are described in the following.
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Research and development for the Telescope Array
observation in Utah by the TA collaboration
All the fluorescence imaging cameras and a part of the sur-
face detectors of TA were assembled in the Akeno observatory
by the TA collaboration team. The detectors were tested in
Akeno and shipped to the Utah observation site for the instal-
lation. All the unit mirrors of the TA fluorescence telescope
were tested in Akeno and the atmospheric monitoring lidar of
TA using YAG laser was developed in Akeno. In JFY 2012,
totally 35 TA SDs were assembled and were sent to Utah. A
part of the experimental hall was prepared for the test and tem-
porary storage of KAGRA gravitational antenna equipment.

Observation by the multi-color imager for transients,
survey and monstrous explosions (MITSuME) by N.
Kawai (Tokyo Institute of Technology) et al.
One of the three MITSuME robotic telescopes was installed
in the Akeno observatory in 2003 on the roof of the unused
concrete muon house. The telescope has an aperture of 50
cm, an FOV of 28’× 28’ and is equipped with a tricolor CCD
camera capable of g′RCIC-bands photometry. It is operated
remotely from the Tokyo Tech using dedicated ADSL con-
nections. Upon receiving a GRB alert from Swift or Fermi
satellite, it quickly directs the telescope (9◦/s maneuverabil-
ity) toward the GRB direction, and makes a prompt observa-
tion of the GRB and its afterglow. Since its commissioning
in 2004, the MITSuME telescope in Akeno has been making
more than ∼10 GRB follow-up observations every year, and
detected more than 10 GRB afterglows. Between January and
December in 2012, the MITSuME was triggered by 29 GRBs
including GRBs during cloudy days and succeeded to observe
afterglows of 2 GRBs. It also followed up a new black hole,
MAXI J1910-057. It has been joining the multi-wavelength
campaign for observing AGNs and other transient objects as
well. The ADSL line at the telescope site was replaced to
optical fiber line.

Observation of galactic cosmic rays by large area
muon telescope by S. Shibata (Chubu University) et
al.
Four layers of proportional counter telescopes, each with 25
m2 area, were installed in three muon houses in Akeno (Fig.2)
and have been continuously measuring the cosmic ray muons
since 2003. The mode energy of the primary cosmic rays is
approximately 25 GeV corresponding to 2m thick concrete
ceiling of the muon house and the latitude of Akeno observa-
tory. The measurement in Akeno is combined with a simulta-
neous measurement in Ooty, India, and the modulation effects
of galactic cosmic rays by the solar activity such as the For-
bush decrease and its precursor have been continuously mon-
itored 17. In JFY 2012, the observation was continued.

Research and development for a small atmospheric
Cherenkov telescope in Akeno observatory by
T. Yoshikoshi, M. Ohishi (ICRR) and K.Nishijima (Tokai
University) et al.
A small alt-azimuth telescope is being setup in Akeno for
prototype tests with atmospheric Cherenkov observations of
gamma rays 18. Refurbishing of the telescope control system,
the unit mirror and optics was made in 2010 and 2011. Alu-
minum deposit was performed on all remaining mirrors. The
mirrors were mounted on the telescope, for which the opera-
tion was tested.

*17 T. Nonaka.et al, Proc. of the 29th ICRC, 1, 363-366 (2005).
*18 T. Yoshikoshi et al., Proc. of the 32nd ICRC, Beijing, 9, 226-229 (2011).
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KAMIOKA OBSERVATORY
Kamioka observatory is located at 1000 m underground

(2700 m water equivalent) in the Kamioka Mine, Gifu pre-
fecture, about 200 km west of Tokyo. The observatory was
established in 1995 in order to operate Super-Kamiokande
experiment (SK). The underground laboratories are located
under Mt.Ikeno-yama and accessible to the experimental site
through a 1.7 km horizontal tunnel. The observatory also
has surface research buildings and a dormitory located at the
distance of 15 minutes drive from the entrance of the under-
ground laboratories.

The Super-Kamiokande experiment had discovered neu-
trino oscillations through the observations of atmospheric and
solar neutrinos (see the section for Neutrino and Astroparti-
cle Division). The atmospheric neutrino oscillation was con-
firmed by the long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment,
K2K, using accelerator neutrino beam, which was conducted
between 1999 and 2004. A new long baseline neutrino oscil-
lation experiment (the T2K experiment) using a high intensity
beam, 50 times of the K2K neutrino beam, by the J-PARC
proton accelerator has started in 2009. In 2011, the experi-
ment has observed 6 νe appearance events indicating non-zero
θ13 which was as yet determined the last neutrino oscillation
parameter. In 2012, the collaboration accumulated more elec-
tron neutrino appearance events and strengthen the discovery
of non-zero θ13.
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Fig. 1. Kamioka Underground Observatory.

The low cosmic ray flux and low seismic noise environ-
ment in the underground site enables us to conduct various
researches. There is a 100 m long laser interferometer, which
is a proto-type of the 3 km gravitational wave antenna (see
section of Astrophysics Gravity Division) under construction.
Using the low radioactive background environment in the Kami-
oka Mine, a dark matter experiment, called XMASS is oper-
ated in Lab-C. The XMASS group constructed a 800kg liquid
xenon detector and started commissioning run in late 2010.
In 2012 they have started an improvement of the detector to
remove unexpected backgrounds. The R&D study of a track-
ing type detector for dark matter detection lead by the Kobe
University group (the NEWAGE experiment) has also been
performed in Lab-B. The commissioning run of the CAN-
DLE experiment in Lab-D (Osaka Univ.), a double beta de-
cay experiment is now conducted. The study to improve the
neutrino detection sensitivity by adding gadolinium to Super-
Kamiokande is on going. Especially in 2010, a new 200 ton
test tank in Lab-E dedicated for the R&D study of the gadolin-
ium project was completed and continuously used for the fea-
sibility study. In order to support those experiments and also
related R&D works, the Observatory is equipped with low
background Germanium detector in Lab-1 and Lab-A, ICP-
MS and so on to measure extremely low radioactive back-
grounds.
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RESEARCH CENTER FOR COSMIC NEUTRINOS
The Research Center for Cosmic Neutrinos (RCCN) was

established in April, 1999. The main objective of this cen-
ter is to study neutrinos based on data from various observa-
tions and experiments. In order to promote studies of neutrino
physics, it is important to provide the occasion to discuss the-
oretical ideas and experimental results on neutrino physics.
Therefore, one of the most important tasks of this center is
the organization of neutrino-related meetings. On March 15,
2013, we hosted this year’s domestic neutrino workshop, whose
topics were (1) the IceCube observation of very high energy
neutrinos and (2) ”θ13” and future neutrino oscillation experi-
ments. About 40 physicists participated in this meeting.

Members of this center have been involved in the Super-
Kamiokande and T2K experiments, carrying out researches
in neutrino physics. (Please see the Super-Kamiokande and
T2K pages for the scientific results.) It is recognized that at-
mospheric neutrino data give one of the most precise pieces of
information on neutrino oscillations. Therefore, several new
experiments have been proposed in the world. In 2012, we
calculated the atmospheric neutrino flux at the potential fu-
ture experimental sites; the INO, South Pole and Pyhasalmi
sites.

It is important that the general public knows about the
achievements of the present science. For this reason, we hold
public lectures every year. From FY 2009, two public lectures
per year have been co-sponsored by ICRR and the Kavli In-
stitute for the Physics and Mathematics of the Universe. The
spring lecture is co-organized by RCCN and the Public Re-
lation Office of ICRR. The 2012 public lecture was held on
April 14, 2012. The topics of the lectures were observational
cosmology with the Subaru Telescope and the TeV gamma-
ray astronomy.

RCCN, together with the computer committee of ICRR, is
in charge of operating the central computer system in ICRR.
In FY 2012, the system was operated without any serious
trouble. The system has been highly utilized for the analyses
and simulations of various researches in cosmic-ray physics.
RCCN also supports the users of the computer system, includ-
ing physicists in the cosmic ray community in Japan.

Since 2004, RCCN has been acting as a body for accept-
ing the ICRR inter-university programs related to the low-
background underground facility in the Kashiwa campus. The
facility is currently equipped with 4 Ge detectors mainly for
the measurements of cosmic radioactive isotopes. The scien-
tific activities related to this facility is described elsewhere.
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A. ICRR Workshops and Ceremonies

2nd Korea Japan workshop on KAGRA
Date: May 28-29, 2012

Place: ICRR, the University of Tokyo, Japan

Outline: The workshop consisted of three sessions: Current status of the collaboration research, Relevant research, and Discus-
sion about the future collaboration. A lab tour at ICRR was also held. In the discussion session, we agreed to continue/initiate
the collaboration research in the field of Laser, Data analysis, Data branch, Vibration isolation, Interferometer, Quantum optics,
and Detector characterization for KAGRA.

Participants: 26 participants.

EliTES 1st General Meeting
Date: Oct 3-4, 2012

Place:Eureopean Union delegation in Japan & Sanjo Conference Hall, the University of Tokyo, Japan

Outline: The ELiTES program is initiated by partners; European Gravitational Observatory sponsored by Italy and France,
ICRR (Japan), Universit di Roma ”La Sapienza” (Italy), Friedrich-Schiller Universitaet, Jena (Germany), University of Glas-
gow (UK), FOM (Nitherland), MPG (Germany), Universit degli Studi del Sannio (Italy), University of West Scotland (UK).

The acronym ELiTES stands for ET LCGT interferometric Telescopes: Exchanges of Scientists. It is an initiative supported
(2012-2016) by the European Commission under FP7-people. In particular, ELiTES is supported as IRSES: International
Research Staff Exchange Scheme (RISE in H2020). ELiTES supports the exchange of GW scientists between EU and Japan
(and the Japanese counterpart set-up a mirror initiative, consequent to ELiTES). ELiTES idea born during the second ET
general meeting, focusing on the ET-KAGRA common aspects:

• Cryogenics and Underground facilities

• Very active and productive links are sustained through

ELiTES consists of four working packages, WP1: Suspensions design and test, WP2: Suspensions materials and fibers,
WP3: Infrastructures & Vacuum apparatuses and WP4: organization. Under this ELiTES program, we have one technical
workshop in Europe and one general meeting in Japan. In this financial year, ICRR hosted the first general meeting in Tokyo.
Since the program is sponsored by EU, the first day was held in EU representative house in Tokyo (as shown in the picture).
First half of the beginning session of the first day consisted of invited talks. First one was given by Dr. Barbara Rhode who is the
Head of Science and Technology Section of the delegation of EU to Japan (EU house in Tokyo). The second one was given by
the director of the Scientific Research Institutes Devision, Research Promotion Bureau, Ministry of Eduation, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology. The third one was by Science & Technology Attache of Embassy of Italy, Dr. Arberto Mengoni. The
second day, the meeting venue was moved to Sanjo Hall in Hongo campus of UTokyo.

Participants: 80people 7 countries.

3rd Japan Korea workshop on KAGRA
Date: Dec 21-22, 2012

Place: Sogang University, Seoul, Korea

Outline: The workshop consisted of four sessions: Plenary talk, Current status of collaboration research, Relevant research,
and Discussion about the future collaboration. A lab tour at Sogang University was also held. In the Discussion session, we
agreed to continue the existing collaboration research, and also agreed that we should keep submitting individual proposals and
have more exchange of people to promote the collaboration research.

Participants: 20 participants.
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B. ICRR Seminars

1. May 22, 2012: Alessandro De Angelis (Udine University), “Gamma Ray Astronomy and Fundamental Physics”

2. May 30, 2012: Naba Mondal (Tata Institute of Fundamental Research), “India-Based neutrino Observatory (INO)
Project”

3. June 14, 2012: Rieko Momose (ICRR, the University of Tokyo), “The resolved Kennitutt-Schmidt law in nearby galax-
ies”

4. June 26, 2012: Yousuke Itoh (Research Center for the Early Universe, the University of Tokyo),“Gravitational lensing
of gravitational waves”

5. June 27, 2012: Mohammad Sajjad Athar (Aligarh Muslim University), “Importance of cross section in predicting the
neutrino event rates”

6. July 5, 2012: Akio Hosoya (Tokyo Institute of Technology), “Uncertainty Relation and Weak Value”

7. July 27, 2012: Kimiaki Masuda (Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory, Nagoya University), “A signature of cosmic-
ray increase in AD775 from tree rings in Japan”

8. August 24, 2012: Shoei Nakayama (ICRR, University of Tokyo), “Latest results from T2K”

9. August 30, 2012: Aya Ishihara (Chiba University), “Searches for ultra-high energy cosmic neutrinos with the IceCube
neutrino detector”

10. September 19, 2012: Mineo Imamura (National Museum of Japanese History), “Variations of atmospheric 14C and the
climate in Yayoi period”

11. October 17, 2012: Stefan Goßler (Leibniz Universität Hannover and Max-Planck-Institute for Gravitational Physics),
“Gravitational-wave detection”

12. October 22, 2012: Yifang Wang (Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences), “Latest Daya Bay
results and its future prospects”

13. November 8, 2012: Yasushi Suto (The University of Tokyo), “Deciphering colors of a pale blue dot”

14. November 9, 2012: George W.-S. Hou (National Taiwan University), “NuTel, Ashra-1, and NTA”

15. November 16, 2012: David Reitze (California Institute of Technology & University of Florida), “The Coming Global
Gravitational-wave Detector Network with an Emphasis on Advanced LIGO”

16. December 4, 2012: Takayuki Saitoh (Tokyo Institute of Technology), Dr. Makoto Miyoshi (National Astronomical
Observatory of Japan), “Part I: Flaring up of the Compact Cloud G2 (Saitoh)”, “Part II: Caravan Project for Sgr A*
Observation (Miyoshi)”

17. December 4, 2012: Anatael Cabrera (IN2P3/CNRS-APC, Paris), “Reactor θ13: the Ultimate Measurement?”

C. List of Publications

(a) Papers Published in Journals

1. “Radon Removal from Gaseous Xenon with Activated Charcoal”, XMASS Collaboration (K. Abe (Tokyo U., ICRR) et
al.)., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys.Res. A661 50-57 (2012).

2. “Development of New Data Acquisition System for Nearby Supernova Bursts at Super-Kamiokande”, T. Tomura et al.,
Physics Procedia 37, 1398 (2012).

3. “Light WIMP search in XMASS”, XMASS Collaboration (K. Abe (Tokyo U., ICRR) et al.)., Phys.Lett. B719 78-82
(2013), [arXiv:1211.5404].
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4. “XMASS detector”, XMASS Collaboration (K. Abe (Tokyo U., ICRR) et al.)., Accepted at Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in
Phys.Res. A, [arXiv:1301.2815v1].

5. “Measurements of the T2K neutrino beam properties using the INGRID on-axis near detector”, T2K Collaboration(K.Abe
et al.), Nucl.Instrum.Meth. A694 211-223 (2012), [arXiv:1111.3119].

6. “First Muon-Neutrino Disappearance Study with an Off-Axis Beam”, T2K Collaboration(K.Abe et al.), Phys. Rev. D85
031103 (2012), [arXiv:1201.1386].

7. “The T2K Neutrino Flux Prediction”, T2K Collaboration(K.Abe et al.), Phys.Rev. D87 (2013) 012001, [arXiv:1211.0469].

8. “Measurement of the Inclusive NuMu Charged Current Cross Section on Carbon in the Near Detector of the T2K
Experiment”, T2K Collaboration(K.Abe et al.), Submitted to Phys. Rev. D, [arXiv:1302.4908v1].

9. “A Measurement of the Appearance of Atmospheric Tau Neutrinos by Super-Kamiokande”, Super-Kamiokande Collab-
oration (K. Abe (Tokyo U., ICRR & Tokyo U., IPMU) et al.)., Phys. Rev. latt. [arXiv:1206.0328].

10. “Supernova relic neutrino search at super-Kamiokande”, Super-Kamiokande Collaboration(K. Bays et al.), Phys. Rev.
D85 052007 (2012)., [arXiv:1111.5031].

11. “Search for proton decay via p→ µ++K0 in Super-Kamiokande I, II, and III, Super-Kamiokande”, Collaboration (Regis,
C et al.), Phys. Rev. D86 012006 (2012), [arXiv:1205.6538].

12. “Search for Nucleon Decay into Charged Anti-lepton plus Meson”, in Super-Kamiokande I and II, Super-Kamiokande
Collaboration (H. Nishino et al.), Astropart.Phys. 36 131-136 (2012), [arXiv:1203.4030].

13. “Search for GUT Monopoles at Super-Kamiokande”, Super-Kamiokande Collaboration (K. Ueno (Tokyo U., ICRR) et
al.), Phys. Rev. D85 112001 (2012), [arXiv: 1203.0940].

14. “On the origin of the Kamiokande experiment and neutrino astrophysics”, T. Kajita, M. Koshiba and A. Suzuki, Eur.
Phys. J. H37, 33-73 (2012).

15. “Atmospheric neutrinos”, Takaaki Kajita, Adv. High Energy Phys. 504715, 2012 (2012).

16. “Atmospheric neutrino flux at INO, South Pole and Pyhasalmi”, M. Sajjad Athar, M. Honda, T. Kajita, K. Kasahara and
S. Midorikawa, Phys. Lett. B718, 1375-1380 (2013), [arXiv:1210.5154[hep-ph]].

17. “Very high energy gamma-ray observation of the peculiar transient event Swift J1644+57 with the MAGIC telescopes
and AGILE”, MAGIC Collaboration (K.Saito, M.Teshima, et al.) Astronomy & Astrophysics, Volume 552, id.A112, p.
6 (2013).

18. “Gamma-ray burst science in the era of the Cherenkov Telescope Array”, S. Inoue, M.Teshima et al. Astroparticle
Physics, Volume 43, p. 252-275 (2013).

19. “Introducing the CTA concept”, CTA Consortium (M.Hayashida, H.Ohoka, M. Ohishi, K.Saito, M. Teshima, T. Yoshikoshi),
Astroparticle Physics, Volume 43, p. 3-18 (2013).

20. “Monte Carlo design studies for the Cherenkov Telescope Array”, T.Yoshikoshi et al., Astroparticle Physics, Volume 43,
p. 171-188 (2013).

21. “Observations of the magnetars 4U 0142+61 and 1E 2259+586 with the MAGIC telescopes”, MAGIC Collaboration (K.
Saito, M.Teshima et al.) Astronomy & Astrophysics, Volume 549, id.A23, 4 pp (2013).

22. “Light sensors selection for the Cherenkov Telescope Array: PMT and SiPM”, M.Shayduk, M.Teshima et al., Nuclear
Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A, Volume 695, p. 109-112 (2012).

23. “SiPM interdisciplinary application in the fields of astroparticle physics and bio-molecular science”, H. Miyamoto,
M.Teshima et al., Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A, Volume 695, p. 87-90 (2012).

24. “Large area UV SiPMs with extremely low cross-talk”, B. Dolgoshein, M.Teshima et al., Nuclear Instruments and
Methods in Physics Research A, Volume 695, p. 40-43 (2012).

25. “Discovery of VHE -rays from the blazar 1ES 1215+303 with the MAGIC telescopes and simultaneous multi-wavelength
observations”, MAGIC Collaboration (K. Saito, M. Teshima et al.) Astronomy & Astrophysics, Volume 544, id.A142,
10 pp (2012).
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26. “MAGIC observations of the giant radio galaxy M 87 in a low-emission state between 2005 and 2007”, MAGIC Collab-
oration (K. Saito, M.Teshima et al.), Astronomy & Astrophysics, Volume 544, id.A96, 8 pp (2012).

27. “High zenith angle observations of PKS 2155-304 with the MAGIC-I telescope”, MAGIC Collaboration (K.Saito,
M.Teshima et al.), Astronomy & Astrophysics, Volume 544, id.A75, 9 pp (2012).

28. “Detection of VHE -Rays from HESS J0632+057 during the 2011 February X-Ray Outburst with the MAGIC Tele-
scopes”, MAGIC Collaboration (K. Saito, M.Teshima et al.), The Astrophysical Journal Letters, Volume 754, Issue 1,
article id. L10, 6 pp (2012).

29. “Mrk 421 active state in 2008: the MAGIC view, simultaneous multi-wavelength observations and SSC model con-
strained”, MAGIC Collaboration (K.Saito, M.Teshima et al.), Astronomy & Astrophysics, Volume 542, id.A100, 11 pp
(2012).

30. “Constraining cosmic rays and magnetic fields in the Perseus galaxy cluster with TeV observations by the MAGIC
telescopes”, MAGIC Collaboration (K. Saito, M. Teshima et al.), Astronomy & Astrophysics, Volume 541, id.A99, 12
pp (2012).

31. “Morphological and spectral properties of the W51 region measured with the MAGIC telescopes”, MAGIC Collaboration
(K. Saito, M.Teshima et al.), Astronomy & Astrophysics, Volume 541, id.A13, 11 pp (2012).

32. “A Tunable Delay Line for Fast Analog Pulses as Key Element of a New Sum-Trigger for Cherenkov Telescopes”, D.
Haefner, M. Teshima et al., IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. 59, issue 2, pp. 289-293 (2012).

33. “Phase-resolved energy spectra of the Crab pulsar in the range of 50-400 GeV measured with the MAGIC telescopes”,
MAGIC Collaboration (K. Saito, M.Teshima et al.), Astronomy & Astrophysics, Volume 540, id.A69, 6 pp (2012).

34. “Searches for very high energy gamma rays from blazars with CANGAROO-III telescope in 2005-2009”, CANGAROO
Collaboration (M. Ohishi, T. Yoshikoshi et al.), Astroparticle Physics, Volume 35, Issue 9, p. 563-572 (2012).

35. “Determination of the Point-spread Function for the Fermi Large Area Telescope from On-orbit Data and Limits on Pair
Halos of Active Galactic Nuclei”, Fermi Collaboration (M. Hayashida et al.), The Astrophysical Journal, Volume 765,
Issue 1, article id. 54, 19 pp. (2013).

36. “Search for anisotropy of Ultrahigh energy cosmic rays with the Telescope Array experiment”, T. Abu-Zayyad et al. (TA
collaboration), Astrophys. J. 757:26(11pp), 2012, [arXiv:1205.5984v1[astro-ph.HE]].

37. ”The energy spectrum of Telescope Array’s Middle Drum detector and the direct comparison to the High Resolution Fly’s
Eye experiment”, T. Abu-Zayyad et al. (TA collaboration), Astropart. Phys. 39-40,109-119 (2012), [arXiv:1202.5141v1[astro-
ph.IM]].

38. “The surface detector array of the Telescope Array experiment”, T. Abu-Zayyad et al. (TA collaboration), Nucl. Instr.
and Methods A689, 87-97 (2012).

39. “Cherenkov τ shower earth-skimming method for PeV-EeV ντ observation”, Asaoka, Y. and Sasaki, M., Astroparticle
Physics, 2013, [arXiv:1202.5656 [astro-ph.HE]].

40. “Is the large-scale sidereal anisotropy of the galactic cosmic-ray intensity really instable at TeV energies?”, M. Amenomori
et al., Astroparticle Physics, 36, 237-241 (2012).

41. “Calculation of thermal radiation input via funneling through a duct shield with baffles for KAGRA”, Yusuke Sakak-
ibara, Nobuhiro Kimura, Kazuhiro Yamamoto, Toshikazu Suzuki, Takayuki Tomaru, Shinji Miyoki,Takashi Uchiyama,
Kazuaki Kuroda, Classical and Quantum Gravity, IOP Publishing, 29 205019, (2012).

42. “Material and surface processing in J-PARC vacuum system”, Y. Saito, F. Naito, C. Kubota, S. Meigo, H. Fujimori, N.
Ogiwara, J. Kamiya, M. Kinsho, Z. Kabeya, T. Kubo, M. Shimamoto, Y. Sato, Y. Takeda, M. Uota, Y. Hori, VACUUM
86 817-821 (2012).

43. “Reduction of thermal fluctuations in a cryogenic laser interferometric gravitational wave detector”, Takashi Uchiyama,
Shinji Miyoki, Souichi Telada, Kazuhiro Yamamoto, Masatake Ohashi, Kazuhiro Agatsuma, Koji Arai, Masa-Katsu
Fujimoto, Tomiyoshi Haruyama, Seiji Kawamura, Osamu Miyakawa, Naoko Ohishi, Takanori Saito, Takakazu Shintomi,
Toshikazu Suzuki, Ryutaro Takahashi, Daisuke Tatsumi, Phys. Rev. Lett., 108 141101 (5pp) (2012).

44. “High accuracy measurement of the quantum efficiency using radiation pressureh, Kazuhiro Agatsuma, Takumi Mori,
Stefan Ballmer, Giulia DeSalvo4, Shihori Sakata, Erina Nishida, and Seiji Kawamura, J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 363, 012002
(2012).
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45. “Development of a high power optical cavity for optomechanical QND experimenth, T Mori, K Agatsuma, S Ballmer, S
Sakata, O Miyakawa, S Kawamura, A Furusawa and N Mio, J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 363 012015 (2012).

46. “First low-latency LIGO+Virgo search for binary inspirals and their electromagnetic counterparts”, J. Abadie, S. Kawa-
mura, et al., Phys. Rev. D85, 122001 (2012).

47. “IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ORIGIN OF GRB 051103 FROM LIGO OBSERVATIONS”, J. Abadie, S. Kawamura, et
al., Astrophys. J. 755, 2 (2012).

48. “Search for gravitational waves from intermediate mass binary black holes”, J. Abadie, S. Kawamura, et al., Phys. Rev.
D85, 102004 (2012).

49. “All-sky search for gravitational-wave bursts in the second joint LIGO-Virgo run”, J. Abadie, S. Kawamura, et al., Phys.
Rev. D85, 122007 (2012).

50. “The characterization of Virgo data and its impact on gravitational-wave searches”, J Aasi, S. Kawamura, et al., Class.
Quantum Grav. 29, 155002 (2012).

51. “SWIFT FOLLOW-UP OBSERVATIONS OF CANDIDATE GRAVITATIONAL-WAVE TRANSIENT EVENTS”, P.
A. Evans, S. Kawamura, et al., ApJS 203, 28 (2012).
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(2012).
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Rev. D87, 042001 (2012).
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201”, J. Aasi, S. Kawamura, et al., Phys. Rev. D87, 022002 (2013) .

55. “Evidence for Low Extinction in Actively Star-forming Galaxies at z > 6.5”, Walter, F., et al., Astrophys. J., 752, 93,
2012, [arXiv:1204.3426 [astro-ph.CO]].
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Phys. Rev. D (2013) [arXiv:1208.4160 [astro-ph.CO]].

90. “Non-Gaussian bubbles in the sky”, K. Sugimura, D. Yamauchi and M. Sasaki, Europhys. Lett. 100, 29004 (2012)
[arXiv:1208.3937 [astro-ph.CO]].

91. Remarks on Hubble Induced Mass from Fermion Kinetic Term, M. Kawasaki and T. Takesako, Phys. Lett. B 718, 522
(2012) [arXiv:1208.1323 [hep-ph]].

92. “Pure Gravity Mediation of Supersymmetry Breaking at the LHC”, B. Bhattacherjee, B. Feldstein, M. Ibe, S. Matsumoto
and T. T. Yanagida, Phys. Rev. D 87, 015028 (2013) [arXiv:1207.5453 [hep-ph]].

93. “Axion cosmology with long-lived domain walls”, T. Hiramatsu, M. Kawasaki, K. Saikawa and T. Sekiguchi, JCAP
1301, 001 (2013) [arXiv:1207.3166 [hep-ph]].

94. “Primordial black hole formation from an axion-like curvaton model” M. Kawasaki, N. Kitajima and T. T. Yanagida,
Phys. Rev. D 87, 063519 (2013) [arXiv:1207.2550 [hep-ph]].

95. “Weak lensing generated by vector perturbations and detectability of cosmic strings”, D. Yamauchi, T. Namikawa and
A. Taruya, JCAP 1210, 030 (2012) [arXiv:1205.2139 [astro-ph.CO]].

96. “Updated constraint on a primordial magnetic field during big bang nucleosynthesis and a formulation of field effects”
M. Kawasaki and M. Kusakabe Phys. Rev. D 86, 063003 (2012) [arXiv:1204.6164 [astro-ph.CO]].

97. “A 125 GeV Higgs Boson Mass and Gravitino Dark Matter in R-invariant Direct Gauge Mediation” M. Ibe and R. Sato,
Phys. Lett. B 717, 197 (2012) [arXiv:1204.3499 [hep-ph]].

98. “Solution to Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis in Hybrid Axion Dark Matter Model”, M. Kusakabe, A. B. Balantekin, T. Kajino
and Y. Pehlivan, Phys. Lett. B 718, 704 (2013) [arXiv:1202.5603 [astro-ph.CO]].

99. “Forecast constraints on cosmic string parameters from gravitational wave direct detection experiments”, S. Kuroyanagi,
K. Miyamoto, T. Sekiguchi, K. Takahashi and J. Silk, Phys. Rev. D 87, 023522 (2013) [arXiv:1210.2829 [astro-ph.CO]].

100. “Revisiting the cosmological coherent oscillation”, M. Kawasaki, N. Kitajima and K. Nakayama, Phys. Rev. D 87,
023513 (2013) [arXiv:1112.2818 [hep-ph]].

101. “Non-Anomalous Discrete R-symmetry Decrees Three Generations”, J. L. Evans, M. Ibe, J. Kehayias and T. T. Yanagida,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 181801 (2012) [arXiv:1111.2481 [hep-ph]].

102. “Stochastic Approach to Flat Direction during Inflation”, M. Kawasaki and T. Takesako, JCAP 1208, 031 (2012)
[arXiv:1207.1165 [hep-ph]].

103. “Seesaw Mechanism with Occam’s Razo”, K. Harigaya, M. Ibe and T. T. Yanagida, Phys. Rev. D 86, 013002 (2012)
[arXiv:1205.2198 [hep-ph]].

104. “The Lightest Higgs Boson Mass in the MSSM with Strongly Interacting Spectators”, J. L. Evans, M. Ibe and T. T.
Yanagida, Phys. Rev. D 86, 015017 (2012) [arXiv:1204.6085 [hep-ph]].

105. “Production of dark matter axions from collapse of string-wall system”, T. Hiramatsu, M. Kawasaki, K. Saikawa and T.
Sekiguchi, Phys. Rev. D 85, 105020 (2012) [arXiv:1202.5851 [hep-ph]].

106. “Non-Gaussian isocurvature perturbations in dark radiatio”, E. Kawakami, M. Kawasaki, K. Miyamoto, K. Nakayama
and T. Sekiguchi, JCAP 1207, 037 (2012) [arXiv:1202.4890 [astro-ph.CO]].

107. “Primordial seeds of supermassive black hole”, M. Kawasaki, A. Kusenko and T. T. Yanagida, Phys. Lett. B 711, 1
(2012) [arXiv:1202.3848 [astro-ph.CO]].

108. “Forecast constraints on cosmic string parameters from gravitational wave direct detection experiment”, S. Kuroyanagi,
K. Miyamoto, T. Sekiguchi, K. Takahashi and J. Silk, Phys. Rev. D 86, 023503 (2012) [arXiv:1202.3032 [astro-ph.CO]].

109. “Pure Gravity Mediation with m3/2 = 10−100TeV”, M. Ibe, S. Matsumoto and T. T. Yanagida, Phys. Rev. D 85, 095011
(2012) [arXiv:1202.2253 [hep-ph]].

110. “A 125GeV Higgs Boson and Muon g-2 in More Generic Gauge Mediation”, J. L. Evans, M. Ibe, S. Shirai and T. T.
Yanagida, Phys. Rev. D 85, 095004 (2012) [arXiv:1201.2611 [hep-ph]].
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111. “Hubble Induced Mass in Radiation Dominated Univers”, M. Kawasaki and T. Takesako, Phys. Lett. B 711, 173 (2012)
[arXiv:1112.5823 [hep-ph]].

112. “The Lightest Higgs Boson Mass in Pure Gravity Mediation Mode”, M. Ibe and T. T. Yanagida, Phys. Lett. B 709, 374
(2012) [arXiv:1112.2462 [hep-ph]].

113. “Resonant annihilation of long-lived massive colored particles through hadronic collision”, M. Kusakabe and T. Take-
sako, Phys. Rev. D 85, 015005 (2012) [arXiv:1112.0860 [hep-ph]].

114. “The GeV-scale dark matter with B-L asymmetry”, M. Ibe, S. Matsumoto and T. T. Yanagida, Phys. Lett. B 708, 112
(2012) [arXiv:1110.5452 [hep-ph]].

115. “Multi-field open inflation model and multi-field dynamics in tunneling”, K. Sugimura, D. Yamauchi and M. Sasaki,
JCAP 1201, 027 (2012) [arXiv:1110.4773 [gr-qc]].

116. “Prospects for determination of thermal history after inflation with future gravitational wave detectors”, S. Kuroyanagi,
K. Nakayama and S. Saito, Phys. Rev. D 84, 123513 (2011) [arXiv:1110.4169 [astro-ph.CO]].

117. “Weak lensing of CMB by cosmic (super-)strings”, D. Yamauchi, K. Takahashi, Y. Sendouda and C. -M. Yoo, Phys. Rev.
D 85, 103515 (2012) [arXiv:1110.0556 [astro-ph.CO]].

118. “Full-sky lensing reconstruction of gradient and curl modes from CMB maps”, T. Namikawa, D. Yamauchi and A.
Taruya, JCAP 1201, 007 (2012) [arXiv:1110.1718 [astro-ph.CO]].

119. “Cyclotron resonant interactions in cosmic particle accelerators”, T. Terasawa and S. Matsukiyo, Space Science Rev.
173, 623, Nov 2012.

120. “The 2009-2010 MU radar head echo observation programme for sporadic and shower meteors: radiant densities and
diurnal rates”, J. Kero, C. Szasz, T. Nakamura, D. Meisel, M. Ueda, Y. Fujiwara, T. Terasawa, K. Nishimura, and J.
Watanabe, Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Volume 425, Issue 1, pp. 135-146, Sep 2012.

121. “Magnetic field decay with Hall drift in neutron star crusts”, Y. Kojima, Y., and S. Kisaka, Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society, Volume 421, Issue 3, pp. 2722-2730, Apr 2012.

122. “TeV cosmic-ray electrons from millisecond pulsars”, S. Kisaka, and N. Kawanaka, Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society, Volume 421, Issue 4, pp. 3543-3549, Apr 2012.

(b) Conference Papers

1. “T2K: New physics results”, Shoei Nakayama (on behalf of the T2K Collaboration), Proceedings of the 12th Interna-
tional Conference on Topics in Astroparticle and Underground Physics (TAUP2011), Journal of Physics: Conference
Series 375 (2012) 042070.

2. “The Hyper-Kamiokande project,” M. Shiozawa, Nucl. Phys. B (Proc. Suppl.) 237-238 (2013) 289-294.

3. “Low Energy Investigations at Kamioka Observatory”, Hiroyuki Sekiya, Proceedings of the the 6th International Sym-
posium on large TPCs for Low Energy Rare Event Detection, 2012, [arXiv:1301.7125, [astro-ph.IM]].

4. “Status of the XMASS experiment”, K. Hiraide, Proceedings of the 8th Patras Workshop on Axions, WIMPs and WISPs,
July 2012.

5. “Recent results from XMASS”, K. Hiraide, Proceedings of the 48th Rencontres de Moriond, March 2013.

6. “Hybrid Photo-Detectors for the Hyper-Kamiokande Project”, Y. NISHIMURA, PoS(PhotoDet 2012)050, 2012.

7. “Results from the Telescope Array experiment”, H. Tokuno for The Telescope Array Collaboration, Proceedings of the
36th International Conference on High Energy Physics (ICHEP2012), July 4-11, 2012, Melbourne, Australia.

8. “Energy spectrum of UHECRs measured by newly constructed fluorescence detectors in Telescope Array experiment”,
T. Fujii for the Telescope Array Collaboration, Proceedings of the XVII International Symposium on Very High Energy
Cosmic Ray Interactions (ISVHECRI2012), August 10-15, 2012, Berlin, Germany.

9. “TeV cosmic-ray electrons from millisecond pulsars”, S. Kisaka, and N. Kawanaka, Proceedings of the International
Astronomical Union, Volume 291, pp. 419-421, Mar 2013.
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10. “Cosmic-ray Electrons and Atmospheric Gamma-rays in 1-30 GeV observed with Balloon-borne CALET prototype
detector”, T. Niita, H. Fuke, K. Yoshida, Y. Katayose, S. Torii, Y. Akaike, K. Kasahara, T. Tamura, Y. Ueyama, S.
Ozawa, Y. Shimizu,M. Kyutan, H. Murakami, D.Ito, M. Karube, K. Kondo, 39th COSPAR Scientific Assembly. Held
14-22 July 2012, in Mysore, India. Abstract C2.1-5-12, p.1371.

11. “The MU radar meteor head echo observation programme”, J. Kero, T. Nakamura, K. Nishimura, D. Meisel, T. Terasawa,
M. Ueda, Y. Fujiwara, C. Szasz, and J. Watanabe, 39th COSPAR Scientific Assembly. Held 14-22 July 2012, in Mysore,
India. Abstract C0.3-3-12, p.909.

12. “Development of a Ranging System for the Forward Scattering Meteor Radio Echo Observation Using a GPS-Synchronized
Multiple Receiving Stations”, T. Usui, H. Yoshida, H. Miyamoto, N. Yaguchi, T. Terasawa, and I. Yoshikawa, Asteroids,
Comets, Meteors 2012, Proceedings of the conference held May 16-20, 2012 in Niigata, Japan. LPI Contribution No.
1667, id.6099.

13. “The Forward Scattering Meteor Radio Echo Observation Using a GPS-Synchronized Multiple Receiving Stations”,
H. Yoshida, T. Terasawa, H. Miyamoto, T. Usui, N. Yaguchi, and I. Yoshikawa, Asteroids, Comets, Meteors 2012,
Proceedings of the conference held May 16-20, 2012 in Niigata, Japan. LPI Contribution No. 1667, id.6187.

14. “Stellar-Mass Metallicity Relation at z∼ 1.4”, Ohta, K., et al., ASP Conference Proceedings, 458, 87, 2012.

15. “Spectroscopic confirmation of three z-dropout galaxies at z = 6.844−7.213: Demographics of Lyα emission in z ∼ 7
galaxies”, Ono, Y., AIP Conference Proceedings, 1480, 277-280, 2012.

16. “The Resolved Kennicutt-Schmidt Law in Nearby Galaxies”, Momose, R., et al., Proceedings of the International Astro-
nomical Union, 292, 335, 2013.

17. “Effect of exotic long-lived sub-strongly interacting massive particles in big bang nucleosynthesis and a new solution to
the Li problem,” M. Kawasaki and M. Kusakabe, EPJ Web Conf. 20, 04001 (2012).

(c) ICRR Reports

1. ICRR-Report-612-2012-1
“Void bias from primordial non-Gaussianities”
Toyokazu Sekiguchi, and Shuichiro Yokoyama.

2. ICRR-Report-613-2012-2
“A 125GeV Higgs Boson Mass and Gravitino Dark Matter in R-invariant Direct Gauge Mediation”
Masahiro Ibe, and Ryosuke Sato.

3. ICRR-Report-614-2012-3
“The Lightest Higgs Boson Mass in MSSM with Strongly Interacting Spectators”
Jason L. Evans, Masahiro Ibe, and Tsutomu T. Yanagida.

4. ICRR-Report-615-2012-4
“Seesaw Mechanism with Occam’s Razor”
Keisuke Harigaya, Masahiro Ibe, and Tsutomu T. Yanagida.

5. ICRR-Report-616-2012-5
“Primordial black hole formation from an axion-like curvaton model”
Masahiro Kawasaki, Naoya Kitajima, Tsutomu T. Yanagida.

6. ICRR-Report-617-2012-6
“Stochastic Approach to Flat Direction during Inflation”
Masahiro Kawasaki, Tomohiro Takesako.

7. ICRR-Report-618-2012-7
“Remarks on Hubble Induced Mass from Fermion Kinetic Term”
Masahiro Kawasaki, Tomohiro Takesako.

8. ICRR-Report-619-2012-8
“Full bispectra from primordial scalar and tensor perturbations in the most general single-field inflation model”
Xian Gao, Tsutomu Kobayashi, Maresuke Shiraishi, Masahide Yamaguchi, Jun’ichi Yokoyama, Shuichiro Yokoyama.
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9. ICRR-Report-620-2012-9
“Axion cosmology with long-lived domain walls”
Takashi Hiramatsu, Masahiro Kawasaki, Ken’ichi Saikawa, Toyokazu Sekiguchi.

10. ICRR-Report-621-2012-10
“Updated constraint on a primordial magnetic field during big bang nucleosynthesis and a formulation of field effects”
Masahiro Kawasaki, Motohiko Kusakabe.

11. ICRR-Report-622-2012-11
“Pure Gravity Mediation of Supersymmetry Breaking at the LHC”
Biplob Bhattacherjee, Brian Feldstein, Masahiro Ibe, Shigeki Matsumoto, Tsutomu T. Yanagida.

12. ICRR-Report-623-2012-12
“Non-Gaussian bubbles in the sky”
Kazuyuki Sugimura, Daisuke Yamauchi, Misao Sasaki.

13. ICRR-Report-624-2012-13
“Production of 9Be through alpha-fusion reaction of metal-poor cosmic ray and stellar flare”
Kusakabe, Motohiko; Kawasaki, Masahiro.

14. ICRR-Report-625-2012-14
“Femto-lensing due to a Cosmic String”
Chul-Moon Yoo, Ryo Saito, Yuuiti Sendouda, Keitaro Takahashi, Daisuke Yamauchi.

15. ICRR-Report-626-2012-15
“CMB power spectra induced by primordial cross-bispectra between metric perturbations and vector fields”
Maresuke Shiraishi, Shohei Saga, Shuichiro Yokoyama.

16. ICRR-Report-627-2012-16
“Q ball Decay Rates into Gravitinos and Quarks”
Masahiro Kawasaki, Masaki Yamada.

17. ICRR-Report-628-2012-17
“Imprints of Non-thermal Wino Dark Matter on Small-Scale Structure”
Masahiro Ibe, Ayuki Kamada, Shigeki Matsumoto.

18. ICRR-Report-629-2012-18
“Heavy Squarks and Light Sleptons in Gauge Mediation ∼ From the viewpoint of 125 GeV Higgs Boson and Muon g-2
∼”
Masahiro Ibe, Shigeki Matsumoto, Tsutomu T. Yanagida, Norimi Yokozaki.

19. ICRR-Report-630-2012-19
“Non-Gaussianity from Attractor Curvaton”
Keisuke Harigaya, Masahiro Ibe, Masahiro Kawasaki, Tsutomu T. Yanagida.

20. ICRR-Report-631-2012-20
“Scale-dependent bias with higher order primordial non-Gaussianity: Use of the Integrated Perturbation Theory”
Shuichiro Yokoyama, Takahiko Matsubara.

21. ICRR-Report-632-2012-21
“Evolution and thermalization of dark matter axions in the condensed regime”
Ken’ichi Saikawa, Masahide Yamaguchi.

22. ICRR-Report-633-2012-22
“Non-Gaussianity from Axionic Curvaton”
Masahiro Kawasaki, Takeshi Kobayashi, Fuminobu Takahashi.

23. ICRR-Report-634-2012-23
“CMB constraint on non-Gaussianity in isocurvature perturbations”
Chiaki Hikage, Masahiro Kawasaki, Toyokazu Sekiguchi, Tomo Takahashi.

24. ICRR-Report-635-2012-24
“High Scale SUSY Breaking From Topological Inflation”
Keisuke Harigaya, Masahiro Kawasaki, Tsutomu T. Yanagida.
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25. ICRR-Report-636-2012-25
“Hubble-induced mass from MSSM plasma”
Masahiro Kawasaki, Fuminobu Takahashi, Tomohiro Takesako.

26. ICRR-Report-637-2012-26
“Study of the neutrino mass hierarchy with the atmospheric neutrino data observed in Super-Kamiokande”
Lee Ka Pik.

27. ICRR-Report-638-2012-27
“Revisiting the gravitino dark matter and baryon asymmetry from Q-ball decay in gauge mediation”
Shinta Kasuya, Masahiro Kawasaki, Masaki Yamada.

28. ICRR-Report-639-2012-28
“Smooth hybrid inflation in a supersymmetric axion model”
Masahiro Kawasaki, Naoya Kitajima, Kazunori Nakayama.

29. ICRR-Report-640-2012-29
“Opening the window to the cogenesis with Affleck-Dine mechanism in gravity mediation”
Ayuki Kamada, Masahiro Kawasaki, Masaki Yamada.

30. ICRR-Report-641-2012-30
“Mass Splitting between Charged and Neutral Winos at Two-Loop Level”
Masahiro Ibe, Shigeki Matsumoto, Ryosuke Sato.

31. ICRR-Report-642-2012-31
“Extended analysis of CMB constraints on non-Gaussianity in isocurvature perturbations”
Chiaki Hikage, Masahiro Kawasaki, Toyokazu Sekiguchi, Tomo Takahashi.

32. ICRR-Report-643-2012-32
“Axions : Theory and Cosmological Role”
Masahiro Kawasaki, Kazunori Nakayama.

33. ICRR-Report-644-2012-33
“Testing general scalar-tensor gravity and massive gravity with cluster lensing”
Tatsuya Narikawa, Tsutomu Kobayashi, Daisuke Yamauchi, Ryo Saito.

34. ICRR-Report-645-2012-34
“Scale-dependent bias due to primordial vector field”
Maresuke Shiraishi, Shuichiro Yokoyama, Kiyotomo Ichiki, Takahiko Matsubara.

35. ICRR-Report-646-2012-35
“Heavy gravitino in hybrid inflation”
M. Kawasaki, N. Kitajima, K. Nakayama and T. T. Yanagida.

36. ICRR-Report-647-2012-36
“Forecast constraints on cosmic strings from future CMB, pulsar timing and gravitational wave direct detection experi-
ments”
Sachiko Kuroyanagi, Koichi Miyamoto, Toyokazu Sekiguchi, Keitaro Takahashi, Joseph Silk.

37. ICRR-Report-648-2012-37
“Statistics of general functions of a Gaussian field -application to non-Gaussianity from preheating-”
Teruaki Suyama, Shuichiro Yokoyama.

38. ICRR-Report-649-2012-38
“Gravitational waves from a curvaton model with blue spectrum”
Masahiro Kawasaki, Naoya Kitajima, Shuichiro Yokoyama.

39. ICRR-Report-650-2012-39
“Probing small scale fluctuations with 21cm absorption lines”
Hayato Shimabukuro, Kiyotomo Ichiki, Susumu Inoue, Shuichiro Yokoyama.

40. ICRR-Report-651-2012-40
“Muon g-2 and 125 GeV Higgs in Split-Family Supersymmetry”
Masahiro Ibe, Tsutomu T. Yanagida, Norimi Yokozaki.
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D. Doctoral Theses
1. “Precision solar neutrino measurements with Super-Kamiokande-IV”, Takaaki Yokozawa, Ph.D Thesis, Mar. 2013.

2. “Study of the neutrino mass hierarchy with the atmospheric neutrino data observed in Super-Kamiokande”, Lee Ka Pik,
Ph.D Thesis, Oct. 2012.

3. “Forecast constraints on cosmic string parameters from observations of gravitational waves and CMB”, K. Miyamaoto,
Ph.D Thesis, Mar. 2013.

4. “Production and evolution of axion dark matter in the early universe”, K. Saikawa, Ph.D Thesis, Mar. 2013.

E. Public Relations
(a) ICRR News
ICRR News is a quarterly publication written in Japanese about scientific and educational activities at ICRR. It includes :

1. reports on scientific activities of ICRR staff members and those conducted at one or more of its facilities,

2. reports of international conferences on topics relevant to ICRR’s research activities,

3. reports on topics discussed at ICRR’s Committees,

4. list of publications published by ICRR [ICRR-Report],

5. list of seminars held at ICRR,

6. announcements, and

7. other items of relevance.

Below lists the main topics in the issues published in FY 2012:

No.81 (June 30, 2012)

• Demonstration of thermal noise reduction in CLIO (Cryogenic Laser Interferometer Observatory), Takashi Uchiyama.

• Report of 2011 ICRR graduate student workshop, Hideo Itoh.

• Staff reassignment.

• ICRR-Seminar.

• ICRR-Report.

No.82 (Jan 1, 2013)

• The search for very high energy neutrinos with Ashra, Makoto Sasaki.

• Activity report of Ashra group at Toho University, Satoru Ogawa.

• Report of 2012 Kashiwa Open Campus, Misato Hayashida.

• Staff reassignment.

• ICRR-Seminar.

• ICRR-Report.

No.83 (Feb 28, 2013)

• Report of FY2012 ICRR Workshop on Inter-University Research Activities, Masatake Ohashi.
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• Status report and future prospects of XMASS experiment, Hiroshi Ogawa & Masaki Yamashita.

• String cosmology with high precision observations, Daisuke Yamauchi.

• Staff reassignment.

No.84 (Mar 31, 2013)

• Report of ICRR External Review Meeting 2013, Masahiro Teshima.

• New developments of deep universe survey with Hubble Space Telescope I, Yoshiaki Ono & Masami Ouchi.

• Staff reassignment.

• ICRR-Report.

(b) Public Lectures

• “Dark Matter”, June 11, 2012, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Yoichiro Suzuki (ICRR, the University of Tokyo).

• “SSH Toyounaka High School”, Sep 10, 2012, Kamioka-cho, Hida-city, Gifu, Makoto Miura and Jun Kameda (ICRR,
the University of Tokyo).

• “SSH Senior High School Attached to Kyoto University of Education”, Aug. 22, 2012, Kamioka-cho, Hida-city, Gifu,
Yosuke Koshio (ICRR, University of Tokyo).

• “SSH ikuno High School”, Aug. 20, 2012, Kamioka-cho, Hida-city, Gifu, Koh Abe (ICRR, the University of Tokyo).

• “SSH Sanda Shounkan High School”, Aug. 9, 2012, Kamioka-cho, Hida-city, Gifu, Hiroyuki Sekiya (ICRR, the Uni-
versity of Tokyo).

• “Yoshiki High School”, Jul. 14, 2011, Kamioka-cho, Hida-city, Gifu, Koh Abe (ICRR, the University of Tokyo).

• “SSH Shizuoka-kita High School”, Apr. 26, 2012, Kamioka-cho, Hida-city, Gifu, Makoto Miura (ICRR, the University
of Tokyo).

• “SSH Fujishima Senior High School”, Aug. 1, 2012, Kamioka-cho, Hida-city, Gifu, Jun Kameda (ICRR, the University
of Tokyo).

• “SSH Kariya Upper Secondary School”, Aug. 7, 2012, Kamioka-cho, Hida-city, Gifu, Makoto Miura (ICRR, the Uni-
versity of Tokyo).

• “SSH Tochigi Ashikaga High School”, Aug. 27, 2012, Kamioka-cho, Hida-city, Gifu, Yosuke Koshio (ICRR, the Uni-
versity of Tokyo).

• “SSH Senri Senior High School”, Aug. 27, 2012, Kamioka-cho, Hida-city, Gifu, Koh Abe (ICRR, the University of
Tokyo).

• “The Large Object Himiko”, June 2, 2012, Asahi Culture Center, Tokyo, Masami Ouchi (ICRR, the University of Tokyo).

• “The Largest Network in the Universe—Large Scale Structures—”, Nov. 3, 2012, The University of Tokyo Public
Lecture, Masami Ouchi (ICRR, the University of Tokyo).

(c) Visitors

KASHIWA Campus (Total: 5 groups, 208 peoples)

• Chiba Career Challenge School

• The University of Tokyo staff competency development program

• Shimane Izumo High School

• Others: 2 groups
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KAMIOKA Observatory (Total: 177 groups, 2869 peoples)

• Yumeno Tamago Jyuku (Hida Academy for High School Students)

• MEXT Super Science High School (SSH) project: total 13 schools

• Schools and Universities: total 12 groups

• Researchers: total 14 groups

• Others: 137 groups
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F. Inter-University Research Activities

Numbers of Researchers

Number of Number of Number of
Applications Adoptions Researchers

Facility Usage
Kamioka Observatory 35 33 954
Akeno Observatory 4 4 53
Norikura Observatory 7 7 54
Low-Level Radioisotope Measurement Facility 6 6 41
Cryogenic Laser Interferometer in Kashiwa 15 15 173
Laboratorial Facility in Kashiwa 10 10 240
Computer Facility in Kashiwa 12 12 187
Conference Facility in Kashiwa 7 7 327
Over Sea Facilities 11 11 263
Annual Sums 107 105 2292

Collaborative Research
Neutrino and Astroparticle Research 36 34 958
High Energy Cosmic Ray Research 43 43 868
Astrophysics and Gravity Research 17 17 353
Research Center for Cosmic neutrinos 11 11 113
Annual Sums 107 105 2292

Research Project Titles

1. Study for Supernova monitor

2. Study in upward-going muons and high energy neutrinos

3. 3-flavor oscillation study in atmospheric neutrinos

4. Neutrino workshop

5. Study of flavor identification of atmospheric and beam neutrinos

6. Study of the low energy solar neutrinos

7. Tokai to Kamioka Long Baseline Experiment T2K

8. Study of Supernova Relic Neutrinos

9. Study of atmospheric neutrino flux and neutrino oscillations

10. Search for proton decay via e+π0 mode

11. R&D of Mton water Cherenkov Detector Hyper-Kamiokande

12. Study of Solar Neutrino Flux

13. Calibration study of liquid xenon detector

14. Development of low concentration radon detection system

15. Study of solar neutrino energy spectrum

16. Study for the electron neutrino appearance search in the T2K experiment

17. Neutrino interaction study using accelerator data
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18. Precise measurement of Day/Night effect for B8 solar neutrinos

19. Study of simulation for atmospheric neutrino

20. Study of nucleon decay p→ νK

21. Sidereal daily variation of ∼10TeV galactic cosmic ray intensity observed by the Super-Kamiokande

22. Energy Calibration for Super-Kamiokande

23. Study for upgrade of XMASS detector

24. Strain, tilt, seismic measurement in Kamioka-mine

25. Analysis of Spatial Distribution of Radon Family Underground and Its Dosimetry

26. Integration of crustal activity observation around the Atotsugawa fault

27. Study for double beta decay of 48Ca

28. A Search for Dark Matter using Liquid Xenon Detector

29. Study for lowering backgrounds of radioisotopes in large volume detectors

30. Development of radon detector for purified gases

31. A study on decay time of liquid xenon scintillation

32. Direction-sensitive dark matter search experiment

33. Microanalysis of gaseous contaminant in Xe

34. Study of energy calibration for dark matter search detector

35. Reconstruction of the optical system of a small Cherenkov telescope at the Akeno Observatory

36. Multi-Color Imager for Transients, Survey and Monstrous Explosions

37. Observation of Galactic Cosmic Rays by Large Area Muon Telescope

38. R&D for a Small Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope in Akeno Observatory

39. Observations of total ozone and UV solar radiation with Brewer spectrophotometer on the Norikura mountains

40. Thunderstorm-related energetic radiation and cosmic rays

41. In-Situ Conservation–Establishment of handling method of chicks for one month after hatching by cage captivity

42. Observation of solar neutrons in solar cycle 24

43. Dynamics of Abies mariesii forests at forest line of Mt. Norikura

44. Space weather observation using muon hodoscope at Mt. Norikura

45. Evaluation of altitude dependent doses of secondary cosmic neutrons

46. Study of the composition of cosmic-rays at the Knee

47. Experimental Study of High-energy Cosmic Rays in the Tibet ASγ Experiment

48. Study on High Energy Cosmic Ray Sources by Observations in Space

49. A study on variation of interplanetary magnetic field with the cosmic-ray shadow by the sun

50. Study of Galactic Diffuse Gamma Rays

51. Cosmic ray interactions in the knee and the highest energy regions

52. Sidereal daily variation of ∼10TeV galactic cosmic ray intensity observed by the Tibet air shower array

53. Observations of high-energy cosmic-ray electrons with emulsion chambers
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54. CTA-Japan Physics-Monte Carlo Simulation Joint Research

55. High Energy Gamma-ray Observations of Celestial Objects with the MAGIC telescope

56. Development of the photodetector and readout system for CTA LST

57. Development of camera for CTA small-sized telescopes

58. CTA Project R&D

59. Development of advanced photon counter for the future IACT

60. Study of Very-High Energy Gamma Rays in Australia

61. Workshop on High Energy Gamma-Ray Astrophysics and Fundamental Physics

62. Study of radio detection of highest energy cosmic rays

63. Research and development of detectors for microwave radiations induced by cosmic ray air showers

64. Bolivian Air Shower Joint Experiment

65. Observation of airshower fluorescence light at the TA FD site by using an Imaging UV telescope

66. Study of Extremely-high Energy Cosmic Rays by Telescope Array

67. Study of absolute energy calibration of air shower by a compact electron linac

68. Calibration for TA FD with RC helicopter

69. A R&D for a new atmospheric monitoring system

70. Development of new surface detector for observation of ultra high energy cosmic ray at Telescope Array site

71. Comparative study of astrophysical particle acceleration processes

72. Comprehensive study of particle acceleration process in Crab nebula/pulsar

73. Test and installation of image pipeline for Ashra observation

74. Integration of the optical fiber trigger system for Ashra

75. Test of the sensor to detect cosmic rays for Ashra observation

76. Observation with the All-sky Survey High Resolution Air-shower detector (Ashra)

77. Study of cosmic-ray influence on the growth of tropospheric clouds

78. Gravitational Wave Detector in Kamioka (XI)

79. Study for LCGT data analysis and Research for its System (II)

80. Development of optical cavities for ultranarrow stable lasers

81. Research of Large-scale Gravitational wave Telescope (II)

82. Development of Sapphire Mirror Suspension for LCGT (VIII)

83. Study of quantum noise and quantum non-demolition scheme for LCGT

84. Development of precision profiler for mirrors of LCGT interferometer 2

85. Data analysis using CLIO data (III)

86. Research on ultra-low frequency anti-vibration system for LCGT

87. Research of the Earth’s free oscillations based on simultaneous observations with a laser strainmeter and a supercon-
ducting gravimeter

88. Measurement of low-temperature mechanical Q for mirror coatings in gravitational-wave detector
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89. Development of an evaluation system of a high-quality sapphire for LCGT

90. Real time control for interferometer using computers

91. Research of Cryogenic Silicon mirror for 3rd generation GWDs II

92. Research on cryogenic payload for LCGT

93. Development of Very Low Vibration Cryo-Cooler System

94. Cosmic Reionization Probed with Large Optical Near-Infrared Telescopes

95. Continuous Measurement of Underground Laboratory Environment

96. Evaluation of the erupted radio activities into the environment

97. Detection of time variations for cosmogenic Be-7

98. Detection of low level radioisotopes in tree rings

99. Frontier of the planetary material science

100. Chemical study for Antarctic meteorites and micrometeorites

101. Determination of 26Al in Antarctic meteorite and micrometeorite samples

102. Study of solar activity, cosmic rays and climate change based on the analyses of cosmogenic nuclides and stable isotopes

103. Precise calculation of the atmospheric neutrino flux

104. Simulation Study for the IceCube Neutrino Observatory

105. Future plan town meeting for cosmic ray research
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